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Chapter 1

Introduction



Lactic acid bacteria
Lactic acid bacteria (LAB) are a heterogeneous family of Gram-positive, fermentative
bacteria. LAB have traditionally been used in a wide variety of food en feed fermentation
processes (Holzapfel et al., 2001). In these processes they play important roles in conservation
and the formation of both texture and flavor. In addition to these industrial applications, many
different species of LAB are now recognized to contribute to intestinal health. These so-called
probiotic properties are being exploited by the enrichment of food and drink products with
LAB, in particular Lactobacilli and bifidobacteria (Saxelin et al., 2005).
The wide variety of environments in which LAB are encountered is reflected by their genomes.
Genome sizes range from over 3 Mb for LAB found in many different niches, such as Lactobacillus
plantarum and Lactobacillus casei (Kleerebezem et al., 2003; Makarova et al., 2006), to just under
2 Mb for LAB with more restricted lifestyles like Streptococcus thermophilus and Lactobacillus
gasseri (Makarova et al., 2006). Within the LAB, Lactobacillus species form a heterogeneous
subgroup, showing large variations in both genome context and genome organization. Figure 1
shows a ribosomal RNA tree of LAB and other relevant species.

Figure 1: 16S rRNA-based phylogenetic tree (unrooted). Sequences were extracted from the European rRNA
database (Wuyts et al., 2004) and aligned using MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004). The tree was constructed by maximum
likelihood using PHYML (Guindon & Gascuel, 2003) and visualized using TreeView (Page, 1996).

The genome sequence of L. plantarum WCFS1, a single colony isolate of L. plantarum NCIMB
8826 from human saliva, was the first Lactobacillus genome to become publicly available. L.
plantarum is found in a wide range of environmental niches, making it an organism particularly
suited for studying both the metabolic potential of LAB as well as the interaction of LAB with
their environment, processes important both under fermentation conditions and in the role of
LAB as probiotics. The study of the L. plantarum genome and the comparison of this genome
to the ever increasing number of genomes of related bacteria (Liu et al., 2005) can help us get
a better understanding of both the molecular basis of the interactions of L. plantarum with
its environment and mechanisms underlying probiotic properties in general. Genes encoding
proteins predicted to be exported to the outside of the bacterial cell are of particular interest in
the study of the L. plantarum genome, because they are likely to play roles in the interaction of
the bacterium with its environment.
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The Gram-positive cell envelope
The Gram-positive cell envelope is formed by a lipid bilayer (the cytoplasmic membrane) and
the cell wall. This cell wall consists of many peptidoglycan layers, crosslinked to each other by
peptide bridges. The cell wall plays an important structural role; it is essential for maintaining
cell shape and it keeps the cell from bursting because of differences in intracellular and
extracellular osmolarity. In addition, the cell wall provides attachment sites for extracellular
proteins. Figure 2 provides a schematic overview of the cell envelope of a Gram positive
bacterium; figure 1 of chapter 3 mentions different attachment types of proteins to the outside
of the bacterial cell.
Figure 2: Cell envelope
of a typical Gram positive bacterium. Different
types of macromolecules
such as proteins and teichoic acids are embedded
in peptidoglycan layers.

Proteins translocated across the cytoplasmic membrane of bacteria are synthesized as
precursors with an N-terminal signal peptide. The signal peptide plays an important role in the
interaction of the nascent protein with the translocation machinery (Schatz & Dobberstein,
1996; Zheng & Gierasch, 1996). A signal peptide is composed of three regions: a positively
charged N-terminal region, a hydrophobic core and a cleavage region (von Heijne, 1990).
The core of the signal peptide is a stretch of hydrophobic residues that adopts an a-helical
conformation in hydrophobic environment (Briggs et al., 1986; White & von Heijne, 2005).
The C-domain is short and polar and contains the recognition site for the signal peptidase.
Figure 3 illustrates the journey of a protein with a signal peptide through the cytoplasmic
membrane.
Figure 3: Signal peptide insertion model. The positively charged
N-domain interacts with negatively
charged phospholipids. The core region integrates into the membrane
by forming a hairpin-like structure,
unlooping of this hairpin results in
insertion of the first part of the peptide. The signal peptide is cleaved off
by a specific signal peptidase (SPase
I) during or short after translocation
and degraded by a signal peptide
peptidase (SPPase).
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One class of surface proteins is covalently bound to the cell-wall through a so-called LPxTG
sorting motif (name based on the main conserved residues). The motif is located at the Cterminus of the protein and is followed by a stretch of hydrophobic residues (the H region) and
a number of positively charged amino acids (the C region) (Fischetti et al., 1990; Schneewind et
al., 1992). The hydrophobic domain and the charged tail probably keep the protein from being
secreted into the medium, thereby facilitating recognition of the LPxTG motif by a membraneassociated transpeptidase called sortase. Sortase cleaves off the LPxTG motif and covalently
attaches the protein to the cell wall (Navarre & Schneewind, 1994). A schematic representation
of sortase-dependent peptidoglycan anchoring can be found in Figure 4.
Figure 4: The LPxTG peptidoglycan anchor. Sortase
cleaves the LPxTG motif between the T and G residues
and covalently attaches the
protein to the peptidoglycan.

The characteristics described above are used by many different algorithms to predict the
localization of proteins. One of the tools used most often is SignalP (Bendtsen et al., 2004),
which utilizes a Hidden Markov Model and a neural network to predict the likelihood of the
N-terminus of a protein being a signal peptide.

Secreted proteins
After secretion, many extracellular proteins are attached either covalently or non-covalently
to components of the bacterial cell wall (e.g. peptidoglycan or teichoic acids). Others are
anchored to the membrane through one or more membrane-spanning helices or are coupled
covalently to lipids. At the cell surface these proteins are involved in processes like signal
transduction, recognition, binding and degradation of complex nutrients (e.g. polysaccharides),
nutrient uptake, and adherence to host cells. Attachment of probiotic bacteria to specific sites
on intestinal mucosa cells is thought to lead to competitive exclusion of pathogens and/or
modulation of host cell responses. Proteins that are exposed on the bacterial cell surface can
play important roles in such interactions.
Colonization of host tissue is often mediated by adhesins on the surface of the colonizing
bacterium. Adhesins are responsible for recognizing and binding to specific receptor moieties
of the host. Fibronectin, a compound playing a vital role in a variety of normal physiological
processes, is often targeted by bacterial adhesins. In the case of Staphylococcus aureus and
Streptococcus pyogenes, fibronectin binding has been reported to mediate bacterial adhesion to
and invasion of host cells (see (Schwarz-Linek et al., 2004) for a review). Another example of a
structure recognized by certain types of adhesions is intestinal mucus. The epithelial cells of the
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intestine are covered by a protective layer of mucus, consisting of a complex mixture of large,
highly glycosylated proteins (mucins) (Dekker et al., 2002) and glycolipids. Many LAB have
been shown to adhere to intestinal mucus (Servin, 2004), and in many cases, this adhesion has
been shown to be mediated by proteins (Coconnier et al., 1992; Conway & Kjelleberg, 1989;
Roos & Jonsson, 2002).
In pathogenic bacteria, adhesion is often associated with virulence. Virulent strains of L.
monocytogenes adhere to Hep-G2 hepatocytes via lectin–substrate interaction, while nonvirulent strains do not (Cowart et al., 1990). In a more recent study, a cell-surface protein
of 104 kDa (p104) was shown to play a role in adhesion of L. monocytogenes to the human
intestinal cell line Caco-2 (Pandiripally et al., 1999). Comparative genomics studies coupled to
experimental validation have shown PsrP to be an adhesion factor required for efficient entry
of Streptococcus pneumoniae into the bloodstream of infected mice (Obert et al., 2006).

Functional annotation
Predicting the function of the proteins encoded by a genome is a crucial step in gaining
new biological insights based on genome sequence information. When discussing protein
function prediction, a distinction is often made between molecular function and biological
process (Ashburner et al., 2000). The Gene Ontology consortium defines molecular function
as “elemental activities, such as catalysis or binding, describing the actions of a gene product
at the molecular level”, biological process as “a series of events accomplished by one or more
ordered assemblies of molecular functions”. An example of a molecular function is “adenylate
cyclase activity”, examples of biological processes are “pyrimidine metabolism“ and “alphaglucoside transport”. In general, methods detecting sequence similarity like BLAST (Altschul et
al., 1990) and Smith and Waterman (Smith & Waterman, 1981) provide hints on the molecular
function of a protein, while methods using additional data like gene order and phylogenetic
profiles (more on these below) can help identifying the biological processes in which a protein
plays a role.
The modification and recombination of functional modules plays an important role in
the evolution of protein function (Doolittle & Bork, 1993), and the identification of these
modules can play an important role in protein function prediction. Especially in extracellular
proteins, which are often large proteins consisting of many modules or domains (Bork, 1991)
and have relatively poor sequence conservation among different species of bacteria, domain
characterization can be of great help in elucidating molecular function.
Comparative genomics (the analysis and comparison of genomes from different strains or
species) can be a powerful tool in the elucidation of protein function. Comparative genomics
approaches are often used in the detection of putative pathogenicity factors of pathogenic
bacteria. Proteins encoded by the genome of a pathogenic bacterium without homologs in the
genome of a non-pathogenic strain of the same species are likely pathogenicity factors. Examples
of such studies are the detection of putative pathogenicity factors in Staphylococcus epidermis
(Yang et al., 2006) and in Listeria monocotogenes (Glaser et al., 2001). On a more generic level,
comparative genomics can contribute to the ongoing discovery of novel metabolic conversions
(Ettema et al., 2005). See (Hardison, 2003) for a review on comparative genomics.
Genes that repeatedly occur in each other’s proximity in different genomes tend to encode
functionally interacting proteins, e.g. proteins forming an enzyme complex or enzymes
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catalysing successive steps in a metabolic pathway (Dandekar et al., 1998; Overbeek et al.,
1999). Therefore, the relative position of genes in the genome can provide information on the
biological process in which proteins function. Phylogenetic profiles provide additional clues:
the evolutionary pressure to keep functionally associated genes together results in genes with
related functions often having similar occurrence patterns across multiple genomes (Pellegrini
et al., 1999), allowing presence-absence patterns of genes over multiple genomes to be used in
the prediction of protein function.
There seem to be at least as many software packages to store and manage annotation
information as there are methods to predict protein function in the first place. Some of these
programs simply automate a range of bioionformatics tools such as BLAST and SignalP,
while others provide many additional features ranging from curation interfaces and version
control systems to visualization of genome context and interaction networks. Examples
are Pedant (Frishman et al., 2001) and ERGO (Overbeek et al., 2003). The systems used in
the annotation of L. plantarum WCFS1 are discussed briefly in the appendix (page 119).

Outline of this thesis
The research presented in this thesis aims at increasing our understanding of the molecular
mechanisms underlying the interaction of Gram positive microorganisms with their
environment, using genome sequence information as the starting point. We do this from both
the perspective of a specific bacterium, where we try to predict the function of a wide range of
proteins encoded by its genome, as well as from the perspective of specific domains or proteins,
where we analyze one particular class of proteins or one specific domain in a wide range of
bacterial species.
Chapter 2 describes the sequencing and annotation of the genome of L. plantarum WCFS1 and
the identification of genes allowing L. plantarum to function in a wide variety of environments.
The genome is predicted to encode over 200 extracellular proteins, many of which are predicted
to be bound to the cell envelope. Many of the genes coding for proteins involved in sugar
transport and utilization, as well as genes encoding extracellular functions, form a lifestyle
adaptation region on the chromosome.
In chapter 3 we analyse the predicted extracellular proteins (or ‘secretome’) of L. plantarum
to provide insight into possible mechanisms of interactions of this species with its variable
environment. We present an improved prediction of function of these proteins by a combination
of different approaches: (i) by identifying known domains, (ii) by identification of new domains
and repeats and (iii) by studying the phylogenetic distribution of homologs of the secreted
proteins, and we discuss the relevance of these proteins in relation to the lifestyle of L.
plantarum.
In chapter 4 we compare the genomes of L. plantarum and L. johnsonii in order to expand
our understanding of molecular evolution, diversity, function and adaptation of lactobacilli
to specific environments. We provide a first comprehensive view of differences on the genome
level in lactobacilli, and evidence for large genetic diversity in this genus. We identify features
underlying the large difference in genome size and gene content in lactobacilli, and provide a
first insight into the set of genes and functions which could be specific to lactic acid bacteria.
Chapter 5 identifies a comprehensive set of putative sortase substrates by in silico analysis
of 199 sequenced bacterial genomes using a combination of methods, including secondary
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structure prediction, pattern detection, genome context, and homolog detection. Some bacteria
preferentially encode sortase substrates that contain target sequences that deviate slightly
from the canonical LPxTG motif. We have applied species-specific hidden Markov models to
identify putative sortase substrates and have determined the extent and nature of the speciesspecific variation for the LPxTG motif.
In chapter 6 we identify and characterize proteins containing a mucus-binding (MUB)
domain that is postulated to play an important role in the adherence of LAB to the mucus layer
covering the epithelial cells of the intestine. We identified 48 proteins containing at least one
of these MUB domains in 9 LAB species. Complete MUB domains were found exclusively in
LAB. In some cases, orthologous proteins in closely related species contain different numbers
of domains, indicating that repeats of the domain undergo rapid duplication and deletion.
We conclude that the MUB domain is a LAB-specific functional unit that performs its task in
various domain contexts and could fulfill an important role in host-microbe interactions in the
gastrointestinal tract.
Chapter 7 describes a gene cluster, encoding exclusively hypothetical cell-surface proteins,
which is conserved in a subgroup of gram-positive bacteria. We present bioinformatics and
experimental evidence that the encoded proteins are functionally coupled and possibly form a
cell-surface protein complex that could play a role in sugar metabolism. A genome-wide search
revealed similar gene clusters in a specific subgroup of mainly plant-associated Gram-positive
bacteria, and we therefore postulate a role in degradation of (complex) plant polysaccharides.
Chapter 8 summarizes the main conclusions of this thesis and offers suggestions for further
analysis of extracellular proteins and comparative genomics lactic acid bacteria.
The appendix offers an historical overview of the Lactobacillus plantarum genome annotation
effort and briefly describes PlantDB, the database created to store and curate Lactobacillus
plantarum genome annotation.
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Abstract
The 3,308,274-bp sequence of the chromosome of Lactobacillus plantarum strain WCFS1, a
single colony isolate of strain NCIMB8826 that was originally isolated from human saliva, has
been determined, and contains 3,052 predicted protein-encoding genes. Putative biological
functions could be assigned to 2,120 (70%) of the predicted proteins. Consistent with the
classification of L. plantarum as a facultative heterofermentative lactic acid bacterium, the
genome encodes all enzymes required for the glycolysis and phosphoketolase pathways, all of
which appear to belong to the class of potentially highly expressed genes in this organism,
as was evident from the codon-adaptation index of individual genes. Moreover, L. plantarum
encodes a large pyruvate-dissipating potential, leading to various end-products of fermentation.
L. plantarum is a species that is encountered in many different environmental niches, and
this flexible and adaptive behavior is reflected by the relatively large number of regulatory
and transport functions, including 25 complete PTS sugar transport systems. Moreover, the
chromosome encodes >200 extracellular proteins, many of which are predicted to be bound
to the cell envelope. A large proportion of the genes encoding sugar transport and utilization,
as well as genes encoding extracellular functions, appear to be clustered in a 600-kb region
near the origin of replication. Many of these genes display deviation of nucleotide composition,
consistent with a foreign origin. These findings suggest that these genes, which provide an
important part of the interaction of L. plantarum with its environment, form a lifestyle
adaptation region in the chromosome.

Introduction
Lactic acid bacteria are used for the preservation of food and feed raw materials such as milk,
meat, and vegetables or other plant materials. Research carried out in recent years has led to
the conviction that certain strains of lactic acid bacteria, in particular strains from the genera
Lactobacillus, may promote health in man and animals (1). The genus Lactobacillus encompasses
a considerable number of different species that display a relatively large degree of diversity (2).
Among these, Lactobacillus plantarum is a flexible and versatile species that is encountered in
a variety of environmental niches, including some dairy, meat, and many vegetable or plant
fermentations. Moreover, L. plantarum is frequently encountered as a natural inhabitant of the
human gastrointestinal (GI) tract (3), and a selected strain, L. plantarum 299v, is marketed as a
probiotic that may confer various health beneficial effects to the consumer (4, 5). The ecological
flexibility of L. plantarum is reflected by the observation that this species has one of the largest
genomes known among lactic acid bacteria (6). Several strains of L. plantarum are genetically
accessible, and genetic tools have been developed for this species, including (controlled) gene
expression systems (7, 8) and vectors that can be used for the construction of gene disruption
or deletion variants (9, 10). The ability to persist in the human GI tract has stimulated research
aimed at the use of L. plantarum as a delivery vehicle for therapeutic compounds, including
vaccines (11). Here we present the complete genomic sequence of L. plantarum WCFS1, a single
colony isolate from L. plantarum NCIMB8826, which was originally isolated from human saliva
(National Collection of Industrial and Marine Bacteria, Aberdeen, U.K.) (12). It has been shown
to survive the passage of the stomach in an active form and is able to persist for >6 days in the
human GI tract (13).
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Methods
Sequencing and Annotation
The L. plantarum WCFS1 genome sequence was determined by using a whole genome
sequencing and assembly approach (14). Protein-encoding ORFs and RNA genes were predicted
and functionally annotated (Tables S01 and S02 and linear genome map, www.cmbi.kun.nl/
lactobacillus). Functional classification of proteins was performed essentially according to the
Riley rules (15). Detailed sequencing and annotation procedures and supplementary material
for this paper are available at our web site (www.cmbi.kun.nl/lactobacillus). The L. plantarum
genome has been submitted to the EMBL database under accession number AL935263.

Global Analysis
L. plantarum WCFS1 contains a single, circular chromosome of 3,308,274 bp, which is close
to the size predicted on basis of classical L. plantarum genome sizing analysis (6). L. plantarum
WCFS1 was found to contain two small, cryptic plasmids (2,365 and 1,917 bp) and a larger
plasmid (36,069 bp) encoding genes involved in conjugal plasmid transfer and several other
functions. The overall G+C content of the chromosome is 44.5%, whereas the plasmids appeared
to have a slightly lower G+C content (genome statistics are summarized in table S03, www.
cmbi.kun.nl/lactobacillus).

Replication Origin and Terminus
The origin of replication was identified by homology with the chromosomes of Bacillus
subtilis (16) and Bacillus halodurans (17), in which the organization of genes around the origin
is identical. In L. plantarum WCFS1, 12 of the 14 genes in this region are orthologs of these
Bacillus species, organized and oriented in the same manner. Moreover, 11 DnaA binding boxes
were found flanking the dnaA gene, providing further evidence for replication initiation (18).
Finally, the GC-skew displays a sharp transition in this region (Fig. 1).
Figure 1 (a color version of this figure can
be found on page 132): Genome-atlas view
of the L. plantarum WCFS1 chromosome.
The predicted origin of replication is at the
top. The outer to inner circles show (i) positive
strand ORFs (red); (ii) negative strand ORFs
(blue); (iii) GC-skew (green); (iv) G+C content
(black); (v) prophage-related functions (green)
and IS-like elements (purple); and (vi) rDNA
operons (black) and tRNA encoding genes
(red). The GC% and GC skew (C-G)/(C+G)
were calculated in a window of 4,000 nt, in
steps of 75 nt. The G+C percentage was plotted as the number of G+C nucleotides in the
plus strand divided by the window size, i.e.,
(G+C)/4,000; lowest and highest values are
30.8% and 51.8%. The upper and lower values
of the GC skew were 0.22 and -0.27.
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The genes encoded by the L. plantarum genome are predominantly transcribed in the direction
of replication, which is a feature observed in many genomes of low G+C Gram-positive bacteria
(Fig. 1). The replication terminus appeared to be positioned diametrically opposite to the
origin of replication and is characterized by a sharp transition in the GC-skew. Moreover, a diflike termination sequence was found starting at base pair 1,669,020. The dif-like sequence in
combination with the activities of the site-specific XerC- and XerD-like recombinases are most
likely involved in chromosomal resolution during replication (19).

Sequence Repeats
The L. plantarum genome contains five rRNA operons that are distributed evenly around the
chromosome (Fig. 1) and display only a very limited number of sequence polymorphisms. A
total of 62 tRNA encoding genes was identified, most of which appear to be genetically linked to
some of the rRNA clusters (table S02 and genome maps, www.cmbi.kun.nl/lactobacillus). Several
other repeated sequence elements were found, including two classes of transposase-encoding
regions that are likely to represent mobile genetic elements. These repeated sequences were
designated ISP1 (eight complete copies and two interrupted copies) and ISP2 (four complete
copies and one interrupted copy) (Fig. 1). ISP1 represents a classical IS-element, containing a
transposase-encoding gene flanked by terminal inverted repeats, and shares homology with
previously described IS1165 of Leuconostoc mesenteroides (20). ISP2 appears to lack the terminal
inverted repeat sequences, but could code for a protein with homology to the transposase in the
so-called SCCmec family of mobile genetic elements of Staphylococcus aureus (21).

Prediction of ORFs
We identified 3,052 protein-encoding genes, of which only 39 appeared to be pseudogenes.
Comparison of the predicted proteins with those of other completely sequenced genomes
showed that L. plantarum proteins are most similar to predicted proteins from other low-G+C
Gram-positive bacteria, with most hits to Listeria, Streptococcus, and Lactococcus, followed by
Bacillus, Clostridium, and Staphylococcus (figure S01, www.cmbi.kun.nl/lactobacillus).
Comparative analysis of the Listeria spp, B. subtilis, and S. aureus genomes has revealed a
conserved, colinear organization of their genes, indicating a certain stability of the genomes of
this group of Gram-positive bacteria (22). L. plantarum appears to follow this trend, although
the synteny is less than between Listeria and Bacillus, and only at a local rather than global level.
We have found 16 clusters with a conserved, colinear organization of more than eight genes
between L. plantarum, Listeria monocytogenes, and B. subtilis, whereas the synteny between the
genomes of L. plantarum and Lactococcus lactis IL1403 was much less.
Putative biological functions were assigned to 2,120 of the predicted proteins, and another
588 predicted proteins in L. plantarum are homologous to conserved proteins of unknown
function in other organisms (table S01B, www.cmbi.kun.nl/lactobacillus). The remaining 344
hypothetical proteins had no database match; 57 of these proteins are putative membrane
proteins, and another 111 are <100 aa. At least 440 multigene (paralog) families were identified,
containing 1,443 predicted proteins.
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Prediction of Highly Expressed Genes
The codon adaptation index (CAI) and equivalent indices are useful indicators for the likelihood
that a certain gene is highly expressed in an organism. This correlation is based on the fact that
genes with high expression levels have strongly biased usage of synonymous codons (23). CAI
values were determined for each gene of L. plantarum by using the ribosomal protein genes as a
reference set. In addition to the expected housekeeping genes (23), the set of potentially highly
expressed (PHX) genes from L. plantarum (table S04, www.cmbi.kun.nl/lactobacillus) contains
genes of the complete Embden-Meyerhoff-Parnas (EMP) pathway and a number of enzymes
involved in the degradation of pentoses and hexoses. The focus of L. plantarum on sugar
catabolism is also reflected in the observation that a number of phosphotransferase systems
(PTSs), and the general PTS enzymes HPr (ptsH) and Enzyme-I (ptsI) are PHX. In particular,
all components of the mannose and fructose PTS systems are a member of this set. A further
interesting case is the route of N-acetylglucosamine catabolism, which is also entirely PHX. The
bias of synonymous codon usage of PHX genes is expressed in the extremely low frequency of
the codons ATA (Ile), AGA and AGG (Arg), and the frequent use of CGG and CGT (Arg).

Sugar Import and Central Carbon Metabolism
Sugar Transport
L. plantarum is a versatile and flexible organism and is able to grow on a wide variety of
sugar sources. This phenotypic trait is reflected by the high number of genes encoding putative
sugar transporters, which even exceeds that found in Streptococcus mutans (ref. 24; table
S01B, www.cmbi.kun.nl/lactobacillus). The majority of these transporters are predicted PEPdependent sugar PTSs. L. plantarum WCFS1 encodes 25 complete PTS enzyme II complexes,
and several incomplete complexes. This high number of PTS is far more than those found
in other microbial genomes, and similar only to Listeria monocytogenes (22). The substrate
specificities of L. plantarum PTSs have been predicted based on homology to annotated PTS
genes and from their genomic context, because in many cases the PTS enzyme II genes are
found to be clustered with enzyme and regulatory genes involved in sugar metabolism (figure
S02, www.cmbi.kun.nl/lactobacillus). In addition to PTSs, the L. plantarum genome encodes
30 transporter systems that were predicted to be involved in the transport of carbon sources.
However, the substrate specificity could not be predicted for some PTS and other carbon-uptake
systems, and various sugar transport systems are known to import more than one substrate,
thereby expanding the carbon transport capacity of this species even further (table S05, www.
cmbi.kun.nl/lactobacillus).

Sugar Metabolism
Once internalized, sugars are used as carbon source for growth and for the generation of
energy through fermentation. Classically, L. plantarum is grouped among the facultative
heterofermentative lactobacilli, indicating that sugars can be fermented via the EMP pathway
or the phosphoketolase pathway, leading to homolactic and heterolactic fermentation profiles,
respectively (25). In agreement with this classification, the genes for an intact phophoketolase
pathway were found on the L. plantarum chromosome. The genes encoding enzymes involved
in the EMP pathway were found to be organized in two operons. This genetic linkage facilitates
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efficient, concerted regulation of expression of these enzymes in response to both the level and
type of sugar source available in the environment. As expected, the L. plantarum chromosome
does not encode an intact citrate acid cycle. However, similar to what has been found in
Lactococcus lactis (26), several of the enzymes from this pathway appear to be present, including
six copies of fumarate reductase (of which two are truncated). This high degree of fumarate
reductase redundancy suggests that L. plantarum harbors a rudimentary electron transport
chain. Moreover, the finding of a molybdopterin-dependent nitrate reduction system in L.
plantarum (see www.cmbi.kun.nl/lactobacillus) could indicate the utilization of nitrate as the
ultimate electron acceptor.

Pyruvate Metabolism
L. plantarum displays an almost homolactic fermentation pattern during growth on glucose
that is degraded via the EMP pathway leading to pyruvate, which is subsequently converted to
approximately equimolar amounts of D- and L-lactate by the activities of stereospecific lactate
dehydrogenase enzymes (27). In addition to these ldhL and ldhD genes, the chromosome
encodes two other putative genes for lactate dehydrogenase and a relatively large number
of other pyruvate-dissipating enzymes that are predicted to catalyze the production of other
metabolites, including formate, acetate, ethanol, acetoin, and 2,3-butanediol. A remarkable
degree of redundancy in the genes encoding these functions is observed. In comparison to
Lactococcus lactis IL1403 (26), the pyruvate-dissipating potential in L. plantarum is clearly
much larger. Nevertheless, Lactococcus lactis also displays some redundancy in especially its
lactate dehydrogenase-encoding genes. These observations support the relative importance of
pyruvate-dissipating capacity in these fermentative microbes.

Lifestyle Adaptations
From the large set of genes involved in sugar uptake and utilization, combined with the
observation that many of these genes belong to the PHX group of genes, it can be concluded
that L. plantarum is programmed for efficient utilization of many different carbon sources. This
finding agrees with the observation that L. plantarum is a versatile and flexible microbe that
can sustain its growth in a variety of environmental niches. Remarkably, many of the genes
for sugar transport and metabolism are clustered near the origin of replication (Fig. 2). In
particular, the 213-kb region from 3,072,500 to 3,285,500 encodes almost exclusively proteins
for sugar transport, metabolism, and regulation. Moreover, this entire region has a lower GC
content (41.5%) than the rest of the genome (Fig. 1), suggesting that many genes may have
been acquired by horizontal gene transfer. This would be in agreement with the hypothesis that
this part of the L. plantarum chromosome represents a lifestyle-adaptation region that is used
to effectively adapt to the changes in conditions encountered in the numerous environmental
niches in which this microbe is found.
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Biosynthesis and Degradation
Proteolytic System and Amino Acid Biosynthesis
Lactic acid bacteria generally inhabit protein-rich environments (including milk), and are
equipped with a protein-degradation machinery to create a selective advantage for growth
under these conditions. The L. plantarum genome did not appear to encode the primary enzyme
required for large polypeptide utilization, namely the extracellular protease Prt that is involved
in primary breakdown of proteins. However, L. plantarum has uptake systems (Opp and Dtp)
for peptides, which are the primary protein-degradation products. Once internalized, these
peptides are degraded by a variety of peptidases, which have been extensively studied in both
lactococci and lactobacilli (28, 29). L. plantarum has 19 genes encoding intracellular peptidases
of different specificity (table S06, www.cmbi.kun.nl/lactobacillus). The most obvious difference
between L. plantarum and Lactococcus lactis IL1403 is the number of peptidases capable of
cleaving N-terminal proline residues, because L. plantarum has three such genes (pepI, pepR),
whereas Lactococcus lactis has none. Despite this elaborate protein degradation machinery,
the L. plantarum genome encodes complete pathways for biosynthesis of most amino acids,
and their genes are generally organized in large clusters or operons. A noticeable exception is
the absence of the pathways leading to the branched-chain amino acids valine, leucine, and
isoleucine.
Figure 2 (a color version of this
figure can be found on page 132):
Nonrandom distribution of genes
belonging to specific functional
categories in the L. plantarum chromosome. The outer circle contains all
genes encoding proteins involved in
sugar transport (PTS are colored black,
other transporters are colored blue),
sugar metabolism (green), and biosynthesis and/or degradation of polysaccharides (red). The inner circle contains
all genes predicted to encode secreted
proteins; see also Table 1. Red, signal
peptides; green, N-terminal lipoprotein
anchor; blue, N-terminal signal anchor
sequence.

Nonribosomal Peptide Synthesis
A nonribosomal peptide synthesis (NRPS) gene cluster of 25 kb was found in the L. plantarum
genome (lp_0578 to lp_0581), which is the first example of such a biosynthesis machinery in
lactic acid bacteria. The peptide-like products produced by similar systems are highly variable
in structure and composition, and include important pharmaceutical compounds. Moreover,
several of these compounds have been shown to play a key role in microbial pathogenicity
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(30). The NRPS machinery characteristically is a multimodular protein and the L. plantarum
cluster encodes two NRPSs, consisting of five and one module(s), respectively. The cluster also
encodes an essential phosphopantetheinyl transferase, as well as proteins putatively required
for regulation, secretion/transport, and enzymes for precursor supply.

Transport
By far the largest class of proteins in L. plantarum is represented by transport proteins
(411 genes). Of these transporters, 57 ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters (168
proteins) were identified, of which 27 were importers and 30 were exporters. Many of these
importers transport amino acids and peptides, whereas the substrate specificity of most of
the exporters is unknown. The L. plantarum chromosome encodes several transporters for
uptake of branched-chain amino acids, including an ABC transporter encoded by the livABCDE
genes, which is in agreement with the absence of the genes encoding enzymes involved in the
biosynthesis of these amino acids in L. plantarum. It is noteworthy that the glutamine-specific
ABC-transporters display considerable redundancy, because four complete systems are found
in L. plantarum. Interestingly, in B. subtilis the glutamine synthetase (L. plantarum homologue
lp_1581) is affected by the presence of glutamine and plays an important role in modulation of
global regulation of nitrogen metabolism. Moreover, L. plantarum encodes a homologue of the
global repressor glnR (lp_1580) of B. subtilis, of which the activity is modulated by the glutamine
synthetase, but lacks the other nitrogen metabolism regulators described for B. subtilis (TnrA
and CodY). These findings suggest that glutamine transport could be of critical importance
in the regulation of nitrogen metabolism in L. plantarum through its potential effect on the
signaling role fulfilled by the glutamine synthetase.

Regulation and Signaling
Another large class is that of the regulatory functions, containing at least 262 genes (8.5%
of total proteins). This class includes three sigma factor encoding genes (rpoD, rpoN, and sigH)
and at least 13 sensor-regulator pairs that belong to the two-component regulator family (see
www.cmbi.kun.nl/lactobacillus). The relatively high proportion of regulatory genes found in L.
plantarum is similar to that only of Pseudomonas aeroguinosa (8.4%) and Listeria monocytogenes
(7.3%), and could be a reflection of the many different environmental conditions that all these
three bacteria face.

Adaptation to Stress
L. plantarum encodes genes for a number of stress-related proteins, including several
proteases involved in stress response such as the energy-dependent intracellular proteases
ClpP, HslV, and Lon, which degrade aberrant and nonfunctional proteins. In addition to the
groES-groEL chaperonin and the hrcA-grpE-dnaK-dnaJ operons encoding heat shock proteins,
L. plantarum also encodes three small heat shock proteins of the HSP20 family (31), and
three highly homologous cold-shock proteins (CspL, CspC, CspP) that have previously been
characterized (32). In addition to other common stress pathways, lactic acid-producing bacteria
must efficiently deal with acidification of their local environment. The F0F1-ATPase presumably
serves as a major regulator of intracellular pH. Moreover, 10 encoded sodium-proton antiporters
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could also be involved in the L. plantarum acid stress response as has been reported for similar
genes in Listeria monocytogenes (33). Finally, the L. plantarum chromosome encodes three
paralogous alkaline-shock proteins, which are also expected to play a role in pH tolerance
in this microbe (34). Previously, the physiological response of L. plantarum to hyperosmotic
stress has been studied and it was shown that mainly electrolyte-mediated osmolality upshifts led to accumulation of compatible solutes (35). The L. plantarum genome encodes at
least three systems for the uptake and biosynthesis of the osmoprotectants glycine-betaine/
carnitine/choline, including two ABC transporters (opuABCD, choSQ). Furthermore, there are
genes encoding various oxidative stress-related proteins such as catalase, thiol peroxidase,
glutathione peroxidase, halo peroxidase, four thioredoxins, four glutathione reductases, five
NADH-oxidases, and two NADH peroxidases. In agreement with previous observations, the L.
plantarum genome does not encode a superoxide dismutase. More than two decades ago it was
established that L. plantarum compensates for the lack of this enzyme by high level (20-30 mM)
intracellular accumulation of Mn2+ ions, which at these concentrations can act as a scavenger
for oxygen radicals (36). The L. plantarum genome encodes a large capacity (55 proteins) for
transport of cations, including the recently identified P-type manganese translocating ATPase
encoded by mntA (37). The L. plantarum genome encodes at least three additional transport
systems that are putatively involved in manganese accumulation, including an ABC-transporter
and two highly homologous natural resistance-associated macrophage proteins (NRAMP)-like
transporters, which have been shown to be up-regulated under manganese starvation (M.N.N.G.,
E. Pentcheva, J. C. Verdoes, E. Klaassens, W.M.d.V., J. Delcour, P. Hols, and M.K., unpublished
data). The accumulation of manganese observed in L. plantarum is in good agreement with the
relative abundance of high-affinity transport systems for this transition metal.

Secretion
Secretion and Processing Machinery
Components of the secretion machinery found in L. plantarum WCFS1 include the signalrecognition particle proteins Ffh and FtsY, the general chaperone Tf (trigger factor), and the
components SecA/SecE/SecG/SecY/YajC (but no SecDF) of the major translocation pathway.
Two YidC homologs were found that may also play a role in the secretion pathway, because it has
been shown in Escherichia coli that YidC associates with the Sec translocase (38). Furthermore,
we found two prsA/prtM-like peptidylprolyl isomerases, three signal peptidases I, a single signal
peptidase II for cleavage of lipoprotein signal peptides and coupling to membrane lipids, and
a single sortase for cleavage of C-terminal LPxTG-type anchors and coupling to peptidoglycan.
No components of a twin-arginine translocation (TAT) pathway were found.

Extracellular Proteins
There were 217 proteins with N-terminal signal sequences predicted, of which 144 with
potential signal peptidase cleavage sites. Most of these proteins are predicted to be anchored to
the cell (Table 1) by single N- or C-terminal transmembrane anchors (83 proteins), lipoprotein
anchors (47 proteins, including four phage related genes), LPxTG-type anchors (25 proteins),
or other cell-wall binding (repeated) domains, such as LysM domains (10 proteins) or cholinebinding domains (3 proteins) (detailed in table S07, www.cmbi.kun.nl/lactobacillus). A
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previously uncharacterized C-terminal domain of ± 120 residues, designated WxL domain
because it contains this conserved motif twice, is found in 19 proteins of L. plantarum, but also
in some proteins of Lactococcus lactis and Listeria. This domain may also be involved in cellenvelope binding.
Table 1: Predicted functions of extracellular proteins
Function
Transport
• ABC transporter, substrate binding
Cell wall
• biosynthesis
• degradation
Enzymes (other)
Other (+phage)
Hypothetical
• conserved (domain)
• non-conserved
total

SP #

NLP

N-SA

total

2 (0)

22

7

31

2 (0)
9 (5)
8 (1)
4 (2)

1
1
5
5

9
3
15
7

12
13
28
16

55 (49)
17 (13)
97 (70)

1
12
47

18
14
73

74
43
217

SP: signal peptide, NLP: N-terminal lipoprotein anchor, N-SA: N-terminal signal anchor sequence.
#
The number of signal peptide-containing proteins with a cell-wall binding domain is indicated in brackets.

L. plantarum proteins containing LPxTG-type sortase motifs actually have a different and
quite distinct consensus sequence LPQTxE (in 22 of the 25 proteins; figure S03, www.cmbi.
kun.nl/lactobacillus), which may reflect the specificity of the single sortase encoded by the
genome. Such a highly conserved sortase motif has not been described before in other Grampositive bacteria such as Lactococcus lactis (26), Listeria monocytogenes (22), S. aureus (39), or
Streptococcus pneumoniae (40), which have 6, 40, 14, and 13 proteins with LPxTG-type anchors,
respectively. Most of the extracellular proteins belong to paralog families, typically containing
3-6 members, and occasionally >10 members. Most of the predicted extracellular enzymes are
hydrolases, some of known substrate specificity (signal peptidases, sortase, proteinases), but
many of unknown specificity but with hydrolase catalytic residue consensus motifs. However,
for the majority of the extracellular proteins, no definite function prediction can be made (Table
1). In general, these proteins have a normal signal peptide and multiple domains, including at
least one cell-envelope anchoring domain. It is highly likely that some of these extracellular
proteins play a role in adhesion or binding to other cells or proteins, because they contain
domains with homology to proteins in databases with predicted functions such as mucusbinding, fibronectin-binding, aggregation-promoting, intercellular adhesion, or cell clumping.
An unusual surface-associated protein in L. plantarum is the 3,360-residue protein, designated
Sdr, that contains a nearly perfect SD-repeat (Ser-Asp) of >1,600 residues, in addition to an Nterminal signal peptide, a C-terminal transmembrane anchor, low complexity regions, and a
domain of unknown function. Extracellular proteins with a similar domain structure including
very long Ser-containing repeats have been found in other Gram-positive bacteria (40-43). It
has been suggested (40) that glycosyltransferases, encoded by adjacent genes, could make Olinked glycosylations on the serines, producing structures similar to mucins that may coat the
surface of the bacterium or interact with host cell mucins. In L. plantarum there are three tagElike genes, encoding putative poly(glycerol-phosphate) alpha-glucosyltransferases, near the sdr
gene, which could fulfill such a role.
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Overall, this large group of proteins could function in recognition or binding of certain
components in the varying environments that L. plantarum occupies. Intriguingly, the genes
encoding extracellular proteins are not randomly distributed over the chromosome, because
the region from 2,604,000 to 3,063,000 bp has a strong overrepresentation of these genes (Fig.
2). Moreover, many of these genes appear in clusters of three to six genes, and the function of
these gene clusters in particular is unknown. This region of the chromosome is adjacent to the
region that almost exclusively encodes proteins involved in sugar transport and utilization and
the regulation thereof. These findings support the hypothesis that this part of the L. plantarum
genome represents a lifestyle adaptation region that overrepresents functions related to flexible
interaction with varying environments.

Phages
The L. plantarum chromosome contains two apparently complete prophage genomes and
several prophage remnants. The large prophage regions Lp1 (44 kb) and Lp2a (43 kb) resemble
temperate pac-site phages, found in dairy environments, in their genome organization. The
closest related phage was L. plantarum phage phig1e (44). Remarkably, prophage Lp2a shares
DNA sequence identity with prophage Lp1 over the entire DNA packaging/head/tail gene
cluster and the lysis cassette. A detailed analysis of the L. plantarum prophage regions including
comparison with phages from lactic acid bacteria is necessary.

Horizontal Gene Transfer
Horizontal gene transfer between bacteria can occur by means of various mechanisms,
including natural competence and bacteriophage infection. Although it has never been reported
to be naturally competent, L. plantarum appears to encode components of the machinery
required for DNA binding and uptake that have been described in B. subtilis (45).
Genes that were possibly acquired by L. plantarum through horizontal gene transfer were
searched by using two methods; the first method is based on sequence homology (see table
S08, www.cmbi.kun.nl/lactobacillus), whereas the second method is based on base composition
analysis. The gene cluster citR-mae-citCDEF, encoding citric acid cycle proteins, is closely related
to Leuconostoc mesenteroides (40-80% amino acid identity), whereas the lactose permease
(LacS; 62% identity) and split beta-galactosidase subunits (LacL and LacM; 96% identity) are
highly related to Leuconostoc lactis (46). Moreover, there are five consecutive genes encoding
proteins with nearly 100% identity to the sucrose transport, metabolism, and regulation
proteins of Pediococcus pentosaceus (GenBank accession no. Z32771). Another group of genes
encodes proteins that display highest homology to Gram-negative bacteria such as Salmonella,
Agrobacterium, Rhizobium, Ralstonia, Pseudomonas, and Neisseria. This group includes two small
gene clusters (lp_0250 to lp_0252 and lp_0498 to lp_0502) in which six genes have highest
similarity (E score < e80) to Salmonella and other Gram-negative microbes, whereas the only
homologues found among Gram-positive bacteria are identified in Clostridia. It is noteworthy
that one of these genes encodes a putative selenocysteine synthase that catalyses the conversion
of seryl-tRNA into selenocysteinyl-tRNA(Sec) that is required for the incorporation of
selenocysteine residues into protein. Selenocysteine incorporation appears to be wide-spread
and is also found in various Gram-positive bacteria (47, 48). Therefore, it is remarkable that the
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synthetase found in L. plantarum has no homologue in any of the closely related Gram-positives
like B. subtilis, Listeria monocytogenes, or Lactococcus lactis.
Base composition analysis of genes was performed by calculating a chi2 index based on
the expected and observed frequency for each nucleotide (40). Very large regions of unusual
base composition were found in the L. plantarum genome (see horizontal gene transfer, base
composition analysis (table S09) and figure S04, www.cmbi.kun.nl/lactobacillus). Remarkably,
a large part of the region enriched in genes involved in sugar uptake and catabolism displayed
unusual base composition, consistent with the existence of a region reflecting the flexible and
adaptive lifestyle of L. plantarum.

Conclusions
The sequence of the L. plantarum WCFS1 chromosome reveals that this microbe focuses
on carbon catabolism, which is illustrated by the capacity to import and use a large variety of
carbon sources and is corroborated by the finding that many genes encoding enzymes involved
in the central carbon metabolism belong to the group of potentially highly expressed genes.
The genome sequence also supports the flexibility and versatility of L. plantarum, which is
clearly illustrated by the exceptionally high number of sugar import systems, including many
PTSs. Moreover, the discovery of a large collection of surface-anchored proteins also indicates
that L. plantarum has the potential to associate with a large variety of surfaces and potential
substrates for growth. Finally, the relatively high number of regulatory functions implies that
L. plantarum can effectively adapt to many environmental conditions. Environmental flexibility
and adaptation by L. plantarum may result from a series of functions concentrated within a
defined genomic region, which has been designated the lifestyle adaptation region.
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Abstract
The predicted extracellular proteins of the bacterium Lactobacillus plantarum were analysed
to gain insight into the mechanisms underlying interactions of this bacterium with its
environment. Extracellular proteins play important roles in processes ranging from probiotic
effects in the gastrointestinal tract to degradation of complex extracellular carbon sources such
as those found in plant materials, and they have a primary role in the adaptation of a bacterium
to changing environmental conditions. The functional annotation of extracellular proteins
was improved using a wide variety of bioinformatics methods, including domain analysis and
phylogenetic profiling. At least 12 proteins are predicted to be directly involved in adherence
to host components such as collagen and mucin, and about 30 extracellular enzymes, mainly
hydrolases and transglycosylases, might play a role in the degradation of substrates by L.
plantarum to sustain its growth in different environmental niches. A comprehensive overview
of all predicted extracellular proteins, their domains composition and their predicted function
is provided through a database at http://www.cmbi.ru.nl/secretome, which could serve as a
basis for targeted experimental studies into the function of extracellular proteins.

Introduction
Lactobacillus plantarum is a versatile and widespread micro-organism found in environments
ranging from vegetable, dairy and meat fermentations to the human gastrointestinal (GI)
tract (Kleerebezem et al., 2003). Some strains are marketed as probiotics that are claimed to
provide a health benefit for the consumer through interactions with the human GI system (for
a review see de Vries et al., 2005). Attachment of probiotic bacteria to specific sites on intestinal
mucosa cells might lead to competitive exclusion of pathogens and/or modulation of host cell
responses. Proteins that are exposed on the bacterial cell surface are considered to play an
important role in such interactions. After secretion, many extracellular proteins are attached
covalently or non-covalently to components of the bacterial cell wall, such as peptidoglycan or
teichoic acids. Others are anchored to the membrane through one or more membrane-spanning
helices or covalent coupling to lipids. At the cell surface these proteins are involved in processes
such as signal transduction, recognition, binding and degradation of complex nutrients (e.g.
polysaccharides), nutrient uptake and adherence to host cells (Buck et al., 2005; Kawai et al.,
2006; Roos & Jonsson, 2002). For example, the protein Msa of L. plantarum has been shown to be
a mannose-specific adhesin (Pretzer et al., 2005). Extracellular proteins are often large proteins
consisting of many modules or domains (Bork, 1991). The modification and recombination of
functional modules plays an important role in the evolution of protein function (Doolittle &
Bork, 1993). A number of extracellular proteins contain so-called domain repeats – multiple
copies of similar domains separated by 30 or fewer amino acids – which are often involved in
binding (Boekhorst et al., 2006; Cabanes et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2000). In addition to domain
repeats, some extracellular proteins contain regions of low complexity with a repetitive nature;
examples are the SD repeat of the adhesion factor ClfB of Staphylococcus aureus (Ni Eidhin et
al., 1998) and the PxxP regions of putative mucus-binding proteins (Boekhorst et al., 2006).
Predicting the function of these proteins is often quite a challenge, because of their complex
domain architecture and the relatively poor sequence conservation of extracellular proteins
among different species of bacteria. The identification and characterization of domains and
repeats can play an important role in elucidating the function of extracellular proteins.
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Here we describe and analyse the predicted extracellular proteins (or ‘secretome’) of L.
plantarum to provide insight into possible mechanisms of interactions of this species with its
variable environment. We present an improved prediction of function of these proteins by a
combination of different approaches: (i) by analysing the occurrence of known domains, (ii) by
identification of new domains and repeats and (iii) by studying the phylogenetic distribution of
homologues of the secreted proteins. The relevance of the predicted functions of the secretome
proteins in relation to the lifestyle of L. plantarum is discussed. A database providing updated
annotation of the secreted proteins of L. plantarum and the domain composition of these
proteins can be found at http://www.cmbi.ru.nl/secretome.

Methods
Sequence analysis
Sequence information was obtained from the NCBI bacterial genome database (ftp://ftp.ncbi.
nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria/). Sequence similarity was detected by the Smith and Waterman
method (Smith & Waterman, 1981) on a DeCypher hardware-accelerated system (Active Motif,
Carlsbad, CA). Multiple-sequence alignments were made using Muscle (Edgar, 2004) and
visualized with CLUSTALX (Thompson et al., 1997). Phylogenetic trees were reconstructed with
PhyML (Guindon & Gascuel, 2003). Creation of hidden Markov models (HMMs) and scanning
protein databases with HMMs was done with the HMMER package (Durbin et al., 1998). HMMs
were compared using HHSEARCH (Soding, 2005). Known domains were obtained from the
Pfam (Bateman et al., 2004) and SUPERFAM (Gough et al., 2001) databases. Low-complexity
regions and repeats were identified with SAPS (Brendel et al., 1992). Operons were predicted as
described by Wels et al. (2006).

Identification of extracellular proteins
Extracellular proteins were predicted on the basis of the presence of a Sec-pathwaydependent (lipoprotein) signal peptide. Class I signal peptides were detected using SignalP3
(Bendtsen et al., 2004). Lipoprotein signal peptides were detected by the consensus sequence
L(A,S)(A,G)C at the end of the N-terminal hydrophobic region (Sutcliffe & Russell, 1995).
Proteins containing three or more transmembrane helices as determined with TMHMM2
(Krogh et al., 2001) were considered integral membrane proteins and excluded from further
analysis. Information on potential sortase recognition sites for anchoring to peptidoglycan
was taken from Boekhorst et al. (2005). Potential N-terminal transmembrane anchors were
predicted by identifying proteins with a predicted signal peptide, but without a good cleavage
site for the signal peptidase as determined using SignalP3 (Bendtsen et al., 2004). Potential
C-terminal transmembrane anchors were identified based on the presence of a C-terminal
transmembrane helix as predicted by TMHMM, flanked by positively charged residues and the
absence of a known cleavage site (e.g. sortase recognition sites). Proteins secreted by other
mechanisms (e.g. GG-type leader peptides) were not considered.
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Identification of novel protein domains
Novel conserved domains were identified by scanning all parts of the putative secreted
proteins of L. plantarum that do not overlap with known domains for sequence homology.
Sequences from homologous regions were aligned and used to build HMMs to search for further
occurrences and iterative improvement of HMMs.
Repeated domains within single proteins were identified using the MEME motif discovery
tool (Bailey & Elkan, 1994). Conserved regions were aligned automatically followed by manual
refinement.

Conserved gene clusters and phylogenetic distributions
Conserved clusters of genes predicted to encode extracellular proteins were analysed using
String (von Mering et al., 2005), as was the phylogenetic distribution of homologues of L.
plantarum secreted proteins. Only predicted functional associations with a score of at least 0.5
(defined by String to be medium–high confidence or better) were considered.
In addition, secreted proteins were grouped into sets with similar phylogenetic distribution
patterns on the basis of the presence or absence of homologous proteins in 350 complete genome
sequences. The complex domain architecture of many extracellular proteins makes it difficult
to identify homologues of L. plantarum proteins in other species. Therefore, stringent criteria
were used, i.e. only proteins with Smith and Waterman E-values below 1x10–25 and with at least
60 % sequence overlap were considered to be homologues, in order to prevent proteins sharing
only part of their domain composition from being detected as homologues. Sets with similar
distribution patterns were chosen based on species subsets (e.g. Gram-positives, Lactobacillusspecific).

Results and Discussion
Extracellular proteins and anchor types
The L. plantarum genome is predicted to encode 223 extracellular proteins, of which the large
majority have a motif or domain for attachment to the cell surface (Table 1). Fig. 1 illustrates the
different types of extracellular proteins and their anchoring mechanisms. Forty-eight of these
proteins contain an N-terminal lipobox, a common mechanism for secretion and membrane
attachment of proteins through covalent binding of a conserved cysteine residue to a lipid
(Sutcliffe & Harrington, 2002). In L. plantarum this anchor type is found mainly in substratebinding proteins of ABC transporters. Twenty-seven proteins contain a C-terminal LPxTG
recognition signal (Boekhorst et al., 2005) for covalent attachment to peptidoglycan by sortase,
while 10 proteins are predicted to contain one or more copies of the LysM domain, which is
thought to be involved in interaction with peptidoglycan (Bateman & Bycroft, 2000; Steen
et al., 2003). Of the residual extracellular proteins, 71 contain a predicted N-terminal signal
peptide that appears to lack a clearly identifiable signal peptidase cleavage site, suggesting their
N-terminal anchoring in the membrane. Ten additional proteins are predicted to be anchored
through a C-terminal transmembrane anchor. Finally, the remaining 57 proteins are predicted
to be either unattached (i.e. secreted) or associated with the cell wall using other (unknown)
mechanisms.
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Table 1: Functional classification and anchor types
functional
class

LPXTG
anchor

LysM
domain

lipobox

N-terminal
membrane anchor

C-terminal
membrane anchor

unknown /
secreted*

total

adherence
enzyme
Phage
regulator
transporter
unknown

10
1
0
0
0
16

0
8
2
0
0
0

0
10
3
0
22
13

0
34
0
5
5
27

0
0
0
0
0
10

2
16
2
0
3
34

12
69
7
5
30
100

total

27

10

48

71

10

57

223

*includes both secreted proteins and proteins that are associated with the bacterial cell surface through other
mechanisms.

Figure 1: Extracellular anchored and secreted proteins of L. plantarum. Numbers in parenthesis are the
number of predicted proteins of the different types.

Extracellular proteins were divided into groups reflecting predicted protein function, based
on both functional annotation and domain composition. Proteins were classified as enzymes,
transporters, regulators, phage-related proteins, adherence proteins (predicted to bind to
extracellular macromolecules such as mucins and fibronectin) or unknown (Table 1). Additional
listing and classification information of all L. plantarum genes predicted to belong to the
secretome are provided as supplementary material with the online version of this paper (the
supplementary tables can also be found under ‘summary’ at http://www.cmbi.ru.nl/secretome):
Table S1 lists all proteins predicted to be extracellular, Tables S2–S13 list proteins classified by
function and anchor type and Tables S14–S17 list identified Pfam domains. An L. plantarum
secretome database with all predicted extracellular proteins, their classification, predicted
function and domain composition can be found at http://www.cmbi.ru.nl/secretome.
An example of the multi-domain compositions of extracellular proteins is provided by the
group of proteins containing a LysM domain for anchoring to peptidoglycan (Fig. 2). In addition
to the LysM domain, all these proteins contain a domain predicted to have an enzymic function
related to the biosynthesis or degradation of polysaccharides, indicating that different enzymes
have a common method for anchoring to peptidoglycan.
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Figure 2 (a color version of this figure can be found on page 133): Domain composition of L. plantarum
proteins predicted to be associated with the cell wall through LysM domains. Putative protein functions are listed below the ORF names.

Enzymes
Extracellular enzymes play a role in secretion and modification of proteins, in maintenance
of the bacterial cell wall, and in the modification and degradation of extracellular compounds,
allowing for the use of such molecules as a source of nutrients.
We identified 69 extracellular proteins of L. plantarum predicted to have an enzymic function
(excluding phage proteins), and these were subdivided into functional groups (Table S3). The
first group of 40 proteins contains enzymes with a known biological role in processes such as
cell-wall biosynthesis and turnover (30 members) and the protein secretion and modification
machinery (5 members). These are highly conserved bacterial enzymes required for growth and
protein secretion.
The second group of enzymes represents less well-described functions and is expected to
include proteins playing a role in the adaptation of L. plantarum to specific environments such
as the GI tract. In most cases we were able to predict only the general type of reaction catalysed,
based on domain architecture or putative conserved catalytic residues, but the specific function
they fulfil remains unclear. This group includes predicted metalloproteinases (4), hydrolases
such as lipases or esterases (16), and transglycosylases (7). A polysaccharide deacetylase,
encoded by a gene flanking a region predicted to encode prophage-related proteins, might be
involved in plant-cell-wall degradation.
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Adherence proteins and binding domains
Adhesion factors are generally considered to play an important role in host–microbe
interactions, and adhesion factors identified in pathogenic bacteria have been shown to play a
key role in virulence (Hammerschmidt, 2006; Navarre & Schneewind, 1999). Analogously, in
probiotic bacteria they are expected to play a role in persistence and competitive exclusion of
pathogens or other health-stimulatory interactions (Marco et al., 2006). The domain composition
of the L. plantarum proteins predicted to be involved in the adherence to extracellular
macromolecules was analysed (Fig. 3). This group consists of three proteins containing domains
predicted to be involved in adherence to collagen (Pfam: PF05737) (Symersky et al., 1997), one
protein with a chitin-binding domain (Pfam: PF03067) (Yuen et al., 1990), one protein with a
fibronectin-binding domain (Pfam: PF05833) (Christie et al., 2002) and seven proteins with
domains predicted to be involved in adherence to mucus (Fig. 3). These putative mucus-binding
proteins contain either copies of the Pfam MucBP domain and/or copies of the larger MUB
domain. While the MucBP domain is not only found in lactic acid bacteria, but also in Listeria
species, the MUB domain appears to be unique for lactic acid bacteria (Boekhorst et al., 2006).
The collagen-binding domain is found in a wide range of firmicutes, while the fibronectin-binding
and chitin-binding domains are present in proteins from both eukaryotes and prokaryotes.
Of the 12 proteins identified as putative adhesion factors, ten proteins contain an LPxTGlike peptidoglycan anchor. One of these (lp_1229; msa) has been experimentally determined
to encode a mannose-specific adhesin (Pretzer et al., 2005), which is proposed to fulfil a key
role in reducing pathogenic efficacy of Escherichia coli strains through a competitive exclusion
mechanism (Adlerberth et al., 1996; Pretzer et al., 2005).
In addition to these putative adhesins, other proteins of L. plantarum contain binding
domains that are typical for bacterial extracellular proteins (as described in Pfam), such as
bacterial immunoglobulin-like domains (Ig-like, PKD), phospholipid-binding domain (F5/8
type C), and also several conserved domains of unknown function (Table S15, Table S17).

Novel domains
In addition to scanning secreted proteins with models from the Pfam database describing
known domains, we identified other putative functional regions by scanning for conserved
sequence segments that do not overlap with one or more of the known domains. This type
of analysis can provide leads for the identification of novel conserved domains, which could
enable targeted experimental studies to evaluate their possible function(s). Domains of interest
could include those that contain putative conserved catalytic-site-like residues or specific
binding pockets that might be involved in the recognition, degradation and/or modification of
extracellular substrates.
We identified ten putative domains not yet described in the Pfam database; of these, the four
domains called WxL1, WxL2, CSH and WY are present only once per protein (discussed in more
detail later), while the other six are repeated domains. Table 2 provides an overview of these
putative domains.
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Table 2: Novel domains
Domain name

predicted function*

ORFs predicted to contain the domain

MUB

mucus binding

lp_1229, lp_3114, lp_3059, lp_1643

Repeat_1

domain of unknown function

lp_0800

Repeat_2

domain of unknown function

lp_2145

Repeat_3

domain of unknown function

lp_2925

Repeat_4

domain of unknown function

lp_3001

Repeat_5

domain of unknown function

lp_2796, lp_2795, lp_3117, lp_3075, lp_0800

WxL1

proteins containing this domain are encoded
in conserved gene clusters predicted to be
involved in carbon source acquisition

lp_3679, lp_3452, lp_3453, lp_3412, lp_3414,
lp_1446, lp_3073, lp_1450, lp_2175, lp_1449,
lp_2978, lp_3116, lp_3067

WxL2

proteins containing this domain are encoded
in conserved gene clusters predicted to be
involved in carbon source acquisition

lp_3450, lp_3064, lp_3676, lp_3075, lp_0297,
lp_2173, lp_3117, lp_2975

CSH

hydrolase

lp_2620, lp_1124, lp_3393, lp_0461, lp_3265

WY

transglycosylase

lp_0304, lp_3050, lp_2845, lp_2847

* The domains and their predicted functions are described in detail in the main text.

One of the repeated domains, the so-called MUB domain, has been discussed in one of our
previous studies (Boekhorst et al., 2006) and is present in four L. plantarum proteins (Fig. 3).
The other five repeated domains, labelled repeat_1 to repeat_5 and ranging in size from 20
to 60 amino acids, represent novel repeated domains. Four of these domains (repeat_1 to
repeat_4) are present in single proteins encoded by the L. plantarum genome, while the fifth
domain (repeat_5), approximately 50 amino acids in length, is found in two to eight copies
in five L. plantarum proteins. A multiple sequence alignment of repeat_5 (see supplementary
Fig. S1, available with the online version of this paper) was used to build an HMM model for this
protein element, which was used in comparison to models of structurally related proteins from
the SUPERFAMILY database. These analyses revealed that repeat_5 may have an L-domainlike fold. This fold class contains domains involved in protein–protein interactions such as
the internalin leucine-rich repeat regions known from Listeria monocytogenes. Internalins are
known to play a role in host–microbe interactions (Gaillard et al., 1991), suggesting that the L.
plantarum proteins in which repeat_5 was identified might have a similar function.
The WY domain. Four L. plantarum proteins contain a C-terminal domain of approximately
60 amino acids characterized by conserved tryptophan and tyrosine residues. Experimental
studies in Lactobacillus gasseri and Lactobacillus johnsonii suggest that proteins containing this
domain are involved in aggregation and/or maintenance of cell shape (Jankovic et al., 2003;
Ventura et al., 2002). Comparison of an HMM based on the multiple-sequence alignments of
the four WY domains of L. plantarum with domains from the Pfam database revealed that the
domain displays sequence similarity with PF06737, which defines a domain that is likely to act
as a transglycosylase. Alignment of the seed sequences of this Pfam domain with the four WY
domains identified in L. plantarum proteins (supplementary Fig. S2) revealed that sequence
similarity is best in the N-terminal half of the PF06737 domain and includes a universally
conserved Glu residue that could act as a catalytic residue. Putative transglycosylases are of
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interest in the study of host–microbe interactions, as specific glycosylation patterns might
influence the recognition of bacteria by their host (Chia et al., 2001; Horn et al., 1999). In
addition to the WY domain, three of the four WY-domain-containing L. plantarum proteins
also contain a LysM domain, which has peptidoglycan-binding properties (Bateman & Bycroft,
2000; Steen et al., 2003). A search of the NCBI bacterial genome database revealed 17 WYdomain-containing proteins that are encoded by the genomes of lactobacilli, streptococci
and enterococci (Lactobacillus plantarum, Lactobacillus acidophilus, Lactobacillus johnsonii,
Lactobacillus sakei, Streptococcus pneumoniae, Streptococcus agalactiae, Streptococcus thermophilus,
Streptococcus mutans and Enterococcus faecalis).

Figure 3 (a color version of this figure can be found on page 133): Domain composition of L. plantarum
proteins predicted to be involved in the adherence to extracellular macromolecules. Putative protein
functions are listed below the ORF names.

The cell-surface hydrolase (CSH) domain. A domain of approximately 250 amino acids was
found in five L. plantarum proteins and was designated the cell-surface hydrolase (CSH)
domain, based on its sequence similarity with a range of Pfam domains belonging to the clan
of alpha/beta hydrolase-fold families. Multiple-sequence alignment of the L. plantarum CSHcontaining proteins (Fig. S3) confirmed the presence and relative spacing of the conserved
Ser, Asp and His residues, as well as the conserved GxSxG motif, that are characteristic for
the alpha/beta hydrolase-fold family (Nardini & Dijkstra, 1999). These findings suggest that
these L. plantarum proteins act as cell-surface hydrolases. Nevertheless, the exact function
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of the postulated hydrolases remains to be established since the alpha/beta hydrolase-fold
family includes peptidases, lipases, esterases and dehalogenases. Another distinct set of eight
homologous proteins of L. plantarum also have the characteristics of alpha/beta hydrolases, but
differ in sequence alignment from the CSH domains, and are classified as members of the Pfam
DUF915 family.
WxL domains. The domains WxL1 and WxL2 are found in surface proteins encoded in
conserved gene clusters of extracellular proteins. The names are based on two conserved WxL
motifs present in both domains (Chaillou et al., 2005; Kleerebezem et al., 2003). The WxL family
was divided into two subfamilies, WxL1 and WxL2, on the basis of sequence characteristics of
the domains and the proteins containing the domains. The proteins encoded in the conserved
clusters are hypothesized to form an extracellular enzyme complex functioning in carbon source
acquisition (Siezen et al., 2006). The L. plantarum genome encodes nine of these conserved
clusters encoding a total of 13 and eight surface proteins with the WxL1 and WxL2 domains,
respectively. The WxL domain and this conserved gene cluster are described in more detail by
Siezen et al. (2006).
Low-complexity repeat regions. We identified 16 extracellular proteins encoded in the L.
plantarum genome with low-complexity repeat regions of at least 15 residues (Table 3). Five
proteins (lp_0197, lp_2486, lp_2796, lp_3059 and lp_3127) contain a low-complexity region
of at least 50 residues separating a putative LPxTG-type peptidoglycan anchor from the rest of
the protein, suggesting that the regions act as spacers that presumably position the functional
domains of the protein outside the peptidoglycan layer. Four of these proteins contain predicted
mucus-binding or collagen-binding domains (Fig. 3).
Table 3: Low-complexity repeat regions.
ORF#
lp_0197
lp_0197
lp_0374
lp_0689
lp_1303a
lp_2162
lp_2486
lp_2578
lp_2588
lp_2796
lp_2847
lp_2925
lp_2958
lp_3014
lp_3059
lp_3093
lp_3127

Position
58 – 82
798 – 911
86 – 285
113 – 152
1552 – 3148
165 – 220
736 – 787
568 – 582
296 – 455
825 – 905
257 – 280
83 – 106
325 – 459
108 – 122
1175 – 1252
165 – 188
1040 –1097

unit size
1
3
4
8
2
8
4
3
8
3
4
4
5
3
6
4
2

repeat unit*
S
PSE
KK..
S..AA.S.
DS
A.S..S.S
TTAP
PG.
EKPG.TEP
PE.
S.T.
T.A.
SSS..
T.S
P.QPE.
A.S.
P.

repeat number
25
38
50
5
799
7
13
5
20
27
6
6
27
5
13
6
29

mismatches%
0
0/2/2
0/17/./.
0/././1/1/./1/.
0/1
0/./2/././2/./1
0/4/0/0
0/1/.
0/3/1/2/./3/2/1
0/7/.
0/./1/.
0/./2/.
0/2/9/./.
0/./1
0/./2/2/2/.
0/./2/.
0

LPxTG anchor
yes
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes

Only regions larger than 14 amino acids are shown.
* Dots indicate variable positions. Only repeat units containing 50% or less variable positions are shown.
%
Numbers indicate the number of repeat units with a mismatch at specific positions. Positions are separated by
a solidus.
#
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The L. plantarum genome encodes an unusually large protein (lp_1303a) of over 3300 residues
with a Ser-Asp repeat of 1600 residues. In the ClfB protein of S. aureus, a long Ser-Asp repeat
has been shown to play a role in the adherence of this bacterium to fibrinogen (Hartford et al.,
1997). The Ser-Asp region in ClfB is over 300 residues in size and separates the fibronectinbinding domain from its C-terminal peptidoglycan anchor; it probably functions as a spacer
(Hartford et al., 1997). In lp_1303a the repeat separates a C-terminal transmembrane anchor
from a bacterial Ig-like domain, which is found in a variety of bacterial adhesion proteins (Pfam:
PF02368).

Chromosomal location
Genes encoding putative extracellular proteins are not distributed evenly on the L. plantarum
chromosome (Kleerebezem et al., 2003). The genome contains two so-called lifestyle adaptation
islands: regions thought to encode proteins playing a role in the adaptation of L. plantarum
to its particular habitat and lifestyle. The most prominent lifestyle adaptation island (3080–
3260 kb) encodes almost exclusively proteins for sugar transport, metabolism and regulation.
The second region (2600–3000 kb) encodes a relatively high number of extracellular proteins,
including six of the nine conserved cell-surface clusters (Siezen et al., 2006). Although this
second lifestyle island recognized in the L. plantarum genome does not display the exclusivity
of encoded functions as is found in the sugar-related chromosomal island, it appears to be
significantly enriched in genes encoding extracellular functions. This suggests that the
adaptation of L. plantarum to its environment is focused on two important processes: (i) direct
interaction with the environment through extracellularly exposed functions and (ii) adaptation
of its carbohydrate metabolism to the available carbon sources.

Phylogenetic distribution of extracellular proteins
Homologues of the L. plantarum extracellular proteins were sought in all bacteria for which
the complete genome sequence is available. The identified homologues were divided into sets
with similar phylogenetic distributions (Table S18). The L. plantarum genome encodes 97
extracellular proteins which appear specific for this species, to date. Four of these proteins
(lp_0197, lp_1643, lp_3059 and lp_3114) are predicted to be involved in adherence (Fig. 3),
21 are predicted to have an enzymic function, three are phage-related, while the remaining 69
proteins do not have a predicted function. In contrast, this analysis identified a well-defined
set of extracellular proteins with a similar distribution in Lactococcus lactis, Listeria species,
Lactobacillus species, Enterococcus faecalis and Bacillus cereus, all encoded in conserved gene
clusters for extracellular proteins (Siezen et al., 2006).
Some of the domains identified in extracellular proteins of L. plantarum are not found in L.
acidophilus and L. johnsonii, both of which are found predominantly in the GI tract (Altermann
et al., 2005; Pridmore et al., 2004). Striking examples are the collagen-binding domain
(Pfam: PF05737) and the related Cna_B domain (Pfam: PF05738), present in three putative
adhesion proteins of L. plantarum. Despite their absence in L. acidophilus and L. johnsonii, the
phylogenetic distribution pattern of these domains clearly links them to the GI tract: both
domains are found in proteins of bacteria linked to the GI tract, such as Clostridium perfringens,
Listeria monocytogenes and Enterococcus faecalis. Apparently, different species of lactobacilli use
different mechanisms for adherence to host tissue.
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Comparative genome hybridization shows that 8 % of all L. plantarum WCFS1 genes are
predicted to be missing in one or more other strains of L. plantarum (Molenaar et al., 2005).
For the proteins predicted to be extracellular, this is reduced to 5 % (Douwe Molenaar, personal
communication). The relatively high level of conservation of this group of proteins among
different strains supports their important role in the capacity of L. plantarum to adapt to and
interact with its environment.

Concluding remarks
The extracellular proteins of a bacterium play an essential role in its interaction with its
environment. We have performed an extensive bioinformatics analysis of all proteins of L.
plantarum predicted to be extracellular. This analysis has led to the improvement of function
prediction of 36 of these putative extracellular proteins compared to the annotation at the
time of publication of the L. plantarum genome (Table S19). In addition, for a vast number of
extracellular proteins of L. plantarum, information on domain composition and phylogenetic
distribution could be added to the genome annotation database. The updated annotation and
refined domain analyses facilitate and lead further efforts to functionally characterize these
proteins, thereby contributing to a better understanding of the interaction of L. plantarum
with its various habitats. All data on the extracellular proteins described in this report can
be accessed through the Lactobacillus plantarum secretome database at http://www.cmbi.ru.nl/
secretome.
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Abstract
The first comprehensive comparative analysis of lactobacilli was done by comparing the
genomes of Lactobacillus plantarum (3·3 Mb) and Lactobacillus johnsonii (2·0 Mb). L. johnsonii
is predominantly found in the gastrointestinal tract, while L. plantarum is also found on
plants and plant-derived material, and is used in a variety of industrial fermentations. The
L. plantarum and L. johnsonii chromosomes have only 28 regions with conservation of gene
order, totalling about 0·75 Mb; these regions are not co-linear, indicating major chromosomal
rearrangements. Metabolic reconstruction indicates many differences between L. johnsonii and
L. plantarum: numerous enzymes involved in sugar metabolism and in biosynthesis of amino
acids, nucleotides, fatty acids and cofactors are lacking in L. johnsonii. Major differences were
seen in the number and types of putative extracellular proteins, which are of interest because
of their possible role in host–microbe interactions. The differences between L. plantarum and L.
johnsonii, both in genome organization and gene content, are exceptionally large for two bacteria
of the same genus, emphasizing the difficulty in taxonomic classification of lactobacilli.

Introduction
Lactobacilli belong to the lactic acid bacteria (LAB) and are members of the low-GC content
Gram-positive bacteria. Many are used in starter cultures for food and feed fermentations,
and several species are frequently encountered in the human gastrointestinal tract (Vaughan
et al., 2002). Some strains of LAB are marketed as probiotics, which are claimed to positively
affect human and/or animal health (Braun-Fahrlander et al., 2002; Link-Amster et al., 1994).
However, not much is known about the mechanisms by which these LAB affect the host.
Recently, the genomes of two members of the genus Lactobacillus have been completely
sequenced: Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1 (Kleerebezem et al., 2003) and Lactobacillus johnsonii
NCC533 (Pridmore et al., 2004). L. johnsonii NCC533, isolated from human faeces, has been
extensively studied for its probiotic activities, including immunomodulation (Haller et al.,
2000a, 2000b) and interaction with the human host (Ibnou-Zekri et al., 2003). L. plantarum
WCFS1 was isolated from human saliva. L. plantarum is a versatile bacterium that is found in
a variety of ecological niches, ranging from vegetable and plant fermentations to the human
gastrointestinal tract. This flexibility of L. plantarum is reflected by its relatively large genome
size, a large number of proteins involved in regulation and transport functions, and a high
metabolic potential (Kleerebezem et al., 2003).
In order to expand our understanding of the molecular evolution, diversity, function and
adaptation of lactobacilli to specific environments, we have performed a whole-genome
comparison of L. plantarum and L. johnsonii. In addition, we compared the proteins of these two
organisms to the draft sequences of other LAB genomes (Klaenhammer et al., 2002). We provide
a first comprehensive view of differences on the genome level in lactobacilli, and evidence for
large genetic diversity in this genus. We identify features underlying the large difference in
genome size and gene content in lactobacilli, and provide a first insight into the set of genes and
functions which could be specific for lactic acid bacteria. This knowledge provides numerous
leads for targeted experimental verification of unique or common physiological properties.
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Methods
Genome sequences
Complete genome sequences of L. plantarum WCFS1 (Kleerebezem et al., 2003) accession
number AL935263, L. johnsonii NCC533 (Pridmore et al., 2004) accession number AE017198,
Bacillus subtilis 128, Enterococcus faecalis V583, Listeria monocytogenes EGDe and Lactococcus
lactis IL1403 were obtained from GenBank Entrez Genomes (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
genomes/MICROBES/Complete.html). The gene ID numbers used in the text to refer to
specific L. plantarum and L. johnsonii genes are the same as those used in the original papers
(Kleerebezem et al., 2003; Pridmore et al., 2004). Genome comparison with unfinished LAB
genome sequences utilized sequence data of Lactobacillus brevis ATCC367, Lactobacillus
casei ATCC334, Lactobacillus delbrueckii ATCCBAA-365, Lactobacillus gasseri ATCC-33323,
Leuconostoc mesenteroides ATCC-8293, Oenococcus oeni PSU-1 and Pediococcus pentosaceus from
the ERGO database (http://ergo.integratedgenomics.com/ERGO/), originally produced by the
US Department of Energy Joint Genome Institute (http://www.jgi.doe.gov/). For comparative
purposes, all species of the genus Lactobacillus, Lactococcus and Leuconostoc, as well as the
bacteria Streptococcus thermophilus, Oenococcus oeni, Bifidobacterium longum and Pediococcus
pentosaceus, are considered to be LAB (Klaenhammer et al., 2002). Fig. 1 shows the 16S rRNA
tree of the relevant organisms.
The coding sequences (CDSs) of the L. johnsonii genome have been identified using FrameD
(Schiex et al., 2003), while the CDSs of the L. plantarum genome have been identified using
Glimmer (Delcher et al., 1999), which could lead to some erroneous comparison of the CDSs.
However, for both organisms the positions of CDSs on the genome have been manually
adjusted based on the presence of a plausible ribosome-binding site and on BLAST alignments
with homologues (Kleerebezem et al., 2003; Pridmore et al., 2004), reducing the impact of this
difference in CDS identification. Moreover, for both organisms the minimal size of a CDS was
set at 30 codons.
Figure 1: 16S rRNA-based phylogenetic tree (unrooted). Sequences were extracted from the
European ribosomal RNA database
(Wuyts et al., 2004) and aligned
using ClustalW (Thompson et al.,
1994). The tree was visualized using
TreeView (Page, 1996).
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Genome comparisons
Orthologous relationships were detected by a previously described method (Snel et al., 2002)
using the Smith & Waterman sequence comparison algorithm (Smith & Waterman, 1981)
against the NCBI Clusters of Orthologous Group (COG) database (Tatusov et al., 2001). The
functional classification provided by the COG database was used for the functional comparison
of L. plantarum and L. johnsonii on a genome-wide scale.
Homology relationships were established using BLASTP (Altschul et al., 1990) and Smith &
Waterman sequence comparison. Homologues were detected with a threshold of 1E–10; a gene
was considered organism specific when it had no Smith & Waterman hits at all, or only hits
with an e-score higher than 1E–10 to proteins of other organisms in the non-redundant proteins
databases (SWISS-PROT, TrREMBL and TrEMBL updates) (Boeckmann et al., 2003) or the LAB
genomes taken from the ERGO database. Proteins were considered LAB-specific when they did
not have a Smith & Waterman hit with an e-score lower than 1E–10 in a search against SWISSPROT, TrREMBL, TrEMBL updates and the LAB sequences taken from the ERGO database.
Whole genomes were compared at the nucleotide level using the Dotter software (Sonnhammer
& Durbin, 1995) with default values. A bidirectional best-hit approach was used to identify
genome synteny at the protein level. The results of this analysis were visualized using the
Artemis Comparison Tool (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/ACT/).
Transporter classification was preformed according to the TC-DB scheme (Busch & Saier,
2002). All proteins were searched against the TC-DB Database Release 1.5.1 using BLASTP with
a threshold of 10E–4, followed by manual curation: false positive hits were removed manually
when clear evidence suggested that they were not related to transport function.
Signal peptides were predicted using SignalP (Nielsen et al., 1997).
Base deviation analysis of genes was performed by calculating a chi-squared index based on
the expected and observed frequency for each nucleotide (Tettelin et al., 2001).

Synchronizing annotation
The two genomes compared in this study were initially analysed using different ontologies
and annotations (Kleerebezem et al., 2003; Pridmore et al., 2004). To facilitate functional
comparison of L. plantarum and L. johnsonii, the annotation of proteins found to be homologous,
but having different annotations in the two genomes, was manually verified and corrected
where necessary. This resulted in an improved annotation of both genomes, in particular for
the functional class ‘regulation’ and for the assignment of EC numbers, and made automated
detection of functional differences possible.

Reconstruction of metabolic pathways
EC numbers were extracted from the genome annotations and manually curated. They were
then automatically mapped onto the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
metabolic pathways (Kanehisa et al., 2002) for visualization and identification of differences in
metabolism between L. plantarum and L. johnsonii. In cases of predicted missing key enzymes in
one of the two organisms, a further effort was made to identify homologous candidate enzymes
by extensive manual searches with BLASTP and HMMER (Eddy, 1996; Sonnhammer et al.,
1998).
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Sugar utilization
API 50 analysis of sugar utilization was performed using the supplier’s protocol (BioMérieux
Benelux). Additional sugar fermentation profiles were obtained from the literature (Fujisawa et
al., 1992; Kleerebezem et al., 2003).

Results and Discussion
General genome features
The main features of the genomes of L. plantarum WCFS1 and L. johnsonii NCC533 are shown
in Table 1. L. plantarum WCFS1 has a genome of over 3·3 Mb, which is exceptionally large for a
Lactobacillus species, since the genome size of lactobacilli is generally between 1·8 and 2·5 Mb
(Klaenhammer et al., 2002). At the DNA level, L. johnsonii and L. plantarum are very divergent.
A DNA dot plot comparison of the two genomes (data not shown) shows a low overall sequence
similarity. Much more similarity has been observed between L. johnsonii and other members of
the Lactobacillus acidophilus family (Pridmore et al., 2004).
Table 1: Genome features of L. plantarum WCFS1 and L. johnsonii NCC533.
length (bp)
coding density (%)
G+C content (%)
predicted CDSs
tRNAs
rRNA operons
phage genes
IS elements

L. plantarum WCFS1
3,308,274
84.1
45.6
3009
62
5
159 (2 prophages, 2 remnants)
15

L. johnsonii NCC533
1,992,676
89.3
34.9
1821
79
6
54 (2 prophages, 1 remnant)
14

Homologous proteins
Evolutionary distances can be measured by the comparison of gene repertoires (Tamames,
2001). Closely related species share a large proportion of genes; in contrast, distantly related
species should have lost a significant fraction of the genes inherited from their last common
ancestor, resulting in a low proportion of shared genes. An overview of the percentage of
homologues shared between the various genomes is given in Table 2. Of all the proteins encoded
by the L. johnsonii genome, 83 % have a homologue in L. gasseri, 70 % have a homologue in L.
plantarum, 62 % have a homologue in E. faecalis and 58 % have a homologue in L. monocytogenes.
In contrast, when the L. plantarum genome is used as query, the large difference in genome size
between L. plantarum and L. johnsonii leads to L. plantarum sharing more homologues with the
larger genomes of E. faecalis (58 %), L. monocytogenes (57 %) and B. subtilis (52 %), than with L.
johnsonii (51 %).
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Table 2: Homologous proteins in genomes of gram-positive bacteria. The numbers indicate the percentage of the proteins in the query genome with a homolog (BLAST hit with e-score higher than 1e-10) in the other
genome. Amino acid sequences of the strain in the header row are used as database, the sequences of the strain in
the column as query.
1 B. subtilis
2 E. faecalis
3 L. gasseri
4 L. johnsonii
5 L. plantarum
6 L. lactis
7 L. monocytogenes

1
51
53
54
52
52
65

2
43
63
63
58
60
60

3
29
40
83
49
44
42

4
30
41
85
51
46
44

5
40
53
69
70
59
58

6
37
52
59
60
54
53

7
49
56
58
58
57
58
-

Genome synteny
On an evolutionary time scale, protein sequences are more conserved than DNA sequences.
It is possible to detect gene clusters encoding homologous proteins in related organisms even
where low-level DNA conservation makes sequence alignment very difficult. These syntenic
regions can provide insight into functions of the proteins comprising them: for example, genes
already described in one organism might be annotated correctly in a second organism based on
synteny. This principle has been used in the prediction of gene function by several methods, such
as Rosetta Stone (Marcotte et al., 1999) and the conserved gene neighbours method (Dandekar
et al., 1998; Overbeek et al., 1999). The selective advantage of physical proximity of genes for
co-regulation makes some gene clusters less prone to breakup than others, thus extending the
range of evolutionary distance over which sequence conservation is detectable.
A dot plot comparison at the protein level of the genomes of L. plantarum and L. johnsonii
(Fig. 2) shows no large-scale conservation of gene order, but only conservation of genes in
clusters, confirming the relatively large phylogenetic distance between L. plantarum and L.
johnsonii. The lack of large-scale gene order conservation between L. plantarum and L. johnsonii
is in strong contrast to the whole chromosome alignment of L. johnsonii and L. gasseri, which
shows a high degree of conservation and synteny over the whole genome (Pridmore et al., 2004).
L. johnsonii and L. plantarum share only 28 large regions of conserved gene order, ranging in
size from 7 (arbitrarily defined as minimum) to 75 genes, and encoding nearly 550 conserved
proteins. Details of the size and location of these clusters may be found in Supplementary
Table S1 with the online version of this paper at http://mic.sgmjournals.org/.
Although the order of the orthologous genes in these clusters is conserved, some of the
clusters contain insertions in one of the two bacterial chromosome sequences. Fig. 3 shows
an example of such a cluster in which some of the genes unique for L. plantarum are found
inserted in a conserved cluster. In ten of the conserved clusters, most genes in the cluster are
functionally related (Supplementary Table S1), while the residual clusters contain genes that
encode proteins involved in different cellular functions. The former clusters encompass the
well-documented Nus-A/Inf-B cluster (Shazand et al., 1993) and the macromolecular synthesis
cluster (Metzger et al., 1994). Most of the 28 clusters correspond to regions of protein sequence
conservation across genus borders in Gram-positive bacteria, as many clusters are also found
in the B. subtilis, E. faecalis and L. monocytogenes genomes (data not shown). This low degree
of synteny between L. plantarum and L. johnsonii suggests that they are only marginally more
related to each other than to the other Gram-positive bacteria.
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Figure 2: Whole genome protein comparison of Lactobacillus johnsonii NCC533 and Lactobacillus
plantarum WCFS1 using BLASTP. Dots represent homologous proteins. The position of a dot represents the
position of the homologous proteins on the L. johnsonii and L. plantarum chromosomes. Base numbering starts at
the origin of replication. The hits were limited to those of >50% protein alignment length.

Figure 3 (a color version of this figure can be found on page 136): Example of a gene cluster conserved
between L. johnsonii and L. plantarum. The two horizontal bars at the top represent the two strands of the
L. johnsonii genome; the two at the bottom represent the two strands of the L. plantarum genome. Horizontal
arrows represent CDSs. Red CDSs have an ortholog in the other genome, blue CDSs do not. The vertical bars connect orthologous genes. All of the genes present in the L. johnsonii gene cluster are also present in L. plantarum,
but many of the genes in L. plantarum are not present in L. johnsonii. The genes unique to the L. plantarum cluster
include genes encoding four cell-envelope proteins, three proteins of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex, and
a putative L-lactate dehydrogenase.
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Clusters of orthologous genes conserved between L. plantarum and L. johnsonii are located
near the diagonals between the origin and terminus of replication showing a weak X-alignment
pattern between the chromosomes (see Fig. 2). This observation indicates multiple chromosomal
inversions pivoted on the terminus and origin of replication, causing major rearrangements.
It has been suggested that this phenomenon is mostly caused by recombination occurring
between, or close to, replication forks (Tillier & Collins, 2000). The degree of synteny can be
related to the phylogenetic distance of the organisms: closer genomes have a more distinct Xalignment than more distant genomes (Suyama & Bork, 2001).
A similar synteny analysis for L. johnsonii NCC533 or L. plantarum WCFS1 with E. faecalis
showed lower conservation, but many of the same clusters could be identified (data not shown).
The number of conserved clusters, as well as the number of syntenic genes in the clusters, is
smaller than in the johnsonii/plantarum comparison, but the degree of overall conservation
corroborated well the fact that the genus Enterococcus is closely related to but distinct from
Lactobacillus (Klein, 2003). Very limited synteny could be detected with L. lactis or streptococci
(data not shown).
Phylogenetic trees based on 16S RNA (Fig. 1) or highly conserved genes support the relatively
large phylogenetic distance between L. plantarum and L. johnsonii suggested by the protein dot
plot. An unrooted tree based on the atpD gene (part of the highly conserved ATP synthase
cluster) shows L. johnsonii to be closely related to L. gasseri, but also shows a relatively large
distance between L. johnsonii and L. plantarum (Siezen et al., 2004), in agreement with Fig. 1.
The phylogenetic distance between L. plantarum and L. johnsonii is in fact similar to the distance
between L. plantarum and E. faecalis. These findings re-emphasize the difficulties in establishing
the taxonomy of lactobacilli, and show that the current classification of the Lactobacillus genus,
based on morphology and lactic acid production, is not always supported by phylogenetic
relationships based on sequence homology and genome synteny.

Functional comparison of proteomes
The percentage of the total number of proteins of L. plantarum and L. johnsonii belonging
to selected COG functional classes is shown in Fig. 4. Only classes displaying large differences
between the two organisms are shown; Supplementary Table S2 shows the number of proteins
of L. plantarum and L. johnsonii for all COG classes. This overview gives an indication of the
differences in focus on metabolism and other cellular functions of these bacteria. Compared to
L. johnsonii, L. plantarum has a relatively high number of proteins for carbohydrate, amino acid
and lipid metabolism. Due to its smaller genome size, L. johnsonii has a higher percentage of
genes involved in ‘core functions’ such as replication and translation.

Metabolic pathways
Metabolic reconstruction can provide insights into the differences and similarities in the
metabolic potential of L. plantarum and L. johnsonii, which can be helpful in both explaining
observed physiological differences between the two species and in the design of experimental
studies to investigate genotype–phenotype relationships.
The mapping of enzymic functions on the metabolic pathways provided by the KEGG database
resulted in the identification of a set of enzymes required for known biochemical pathways. The
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main differences between L. johnsonii and L. plantarum are listed in Supplementary Table S3.
The classes and metabolic pathways that display striking differences between the two organisms
will be described in some detail below.

Figure 4: COG classification of L. johnsonii and L. plantarum proteins. Only COG classes displaying major
differences between the two organisms are shown.

The L. plantarum genome encodes 268 proteins predicted to be involved in the metabolism
and transport of amino acids, while the L. johnsonii genomes encodes only 125. L. plantarum
encodes the enzymes required for the biosynthesis of all amino acids, with the exception of
leucine, isoleucine and valine. In contrast, L. johnsonii is predicted to be incapable of synthesizing
most, if not all, of the 20 standard amino acids. This reflects the environmental niches in which
the bacteria live. L. johnsonii typically is found only in the gut, although recent reports (Guan
le et al., 2003; Meroth et al., 2003) suggest that L. johnsonii might also occur in other nutrientrich environments, where it can take up amino acids and peptides from its environment. To
this end, L. johnsonii has an extracellular, cell-bound proteinase to liberate these peptides
from proteinaceous substrates, and more intracellular peptidases for degradation of imported
peptides than L. plantarum (Kleerebezem et al., 2003; Pridmore et al., 2004). In contrast, L.
plantarum is also found in other environments, such as on plants and plant-derived materials,
where amino acids and peptides are not as readily available, and hence has retained more amino
acid biosynthetic capability.
While the L. plantarum genome encodes 90 proteins predicted to be involved in the transport
and metabolism of vitamins and cofactors, the L. johnsonii genome encodes only 30. For
instance, all the enzymes necessary for the biosynthesis of folate are present in L. plantarum.
In contrast, L. johnsonii has only a few enzymes that could have a function in this pathway,
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but all of these enzymes could also have functions in other processes. This suggests that L.
plantarum is capable of synthesizing its own folate, while L. johnsonii is not, which has recently
been confirmed experimentally (Sybesma et al., 2003).
Both L. johnsonii and L. plantarum have the capacity to synthesize pyrimidines de novo.
However, only the L. plantarum genome encodes the proteins essential for de novo synthesis of
purines from phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate; L. johnsonii needs inosine, which can be converted
to IMP in a single enzymic step. This is consistent with the observation that L. johnsonii needs
to obtain purines or their precursors from its environment (Elli et al., 2000).
The L. plantarum genome encodes 13 proteins predicted to be involved in the biosynthesis
of fatty acids, while the L. johnsonii genome encodes only one. However, the route by which L.
johnsonii acquires fatty acids is still unknown.
L. plantarum can utilize a much wider variety of sugars than L. johnsonii (Supplementary
Table S4). This corroborates the observation that many more proteins involved in the uptake,
interconversion and degradation of sugars are encoded by the L. plantarum genome than by
the L. johnsonii genome: the L. plantarum genome encodes 342 proteins of the COG class
‘carbohydrate transport and metabolism’, while the L. johnsonii genome encodes only 196.
L. plantarum has a more versatile pyruvate metabolism than L. johnsonii (Fig. 5). Both L.
plantarum and L. johnsonii can convert pyruvate to L- and D-lactate, but L. johnsonii lacks the
pyruvate dehydrogenase complex and other enzymes required for the conversion of pyruvate
to acetate, acetaldehyde and acetyl-coenzyme A. Moreover, L. plantarum has a much higher
redundancy of enzymes involved in pyruvate metabolism (Supplementary Table S5). L.
plantarum is a facultative heterofermentative organism, capable of mixed-acid fermentation
forming lactate, formate and/or acetate depending on environmental conditions, while L.
johnsonii is an obligate homofermentative organism, capable of homolactic fermentation only.
The lack of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex in L. johnsonii is consistent with the anaerobic
environment in the gastrointestinal tract.

Cellular transport
Transporters enable uptake of essential nutrients, ions and metabolites, as well as the
expulsion of toxic compounds, cell-envelope macromolecules and the end products of cellular
metabolism. Putative transporters have been identified in L. johnsonii and L. plantarum by
comparison with the Transport Classification DataBase (TC-DB; Busch & Saier, 2002) (Table 3).
L. johnsonii contains 286 genes associated with various transport systems, accounting for more
than 15 % of its total CDSs, which is proportionally slightly more than L. plantarum WCSF1 (473
proteins, 13 %). Both numbers compare well with other organisms of similar genome size living
in nutrient-rich environments, such as the cheese starter Lactococcus lactis (11 % transporters;
Bolotin et al., 2001) and the oral pathogen Streptococcus mutans (15 %; Ajdi et al., 2002).
The increased transport potential of L. plantarum is primarily due to an increased redundancy
of transport proteins. For instance, L. plantarum encodes six glycerol-uptake facilitator proteins,
compared to a single protein in L. johnsonii. This observation suggests the importance of glycerol
uptake in L. plantarum.
The most notable electrochemical potential-driven transporters in L. johnsonii are two
conjugated bile salt–proton symporters (LJ0057 and LJ0058), which have been found to be
unique proteins of the Lactobacillus acidophilus group of organisms (Pridmore et al., 2004).
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Striking differences are found in the number of multidrug/oligosaccharidyl-lipid/polysaccharide
flippase superfamily, the auxin-efflux carrier family and the drug/metabolite transporter
superfamily of transporters in L. plantarum. The L. plantarum genome encodes 5, 4 and 11
proteins belonging to these families, respectively, whereas the L. johnsonii genome encodes
only one protein of each family. Primary active transporters (mainly ABC transporters: 147
and 105 proteins in L. plantarum and L. johnsonii, respectively) represent the largest group
of transporters in both lactobacilli. In L. johnsonii and L. plantarum, 16 and 25 complete PEPdependent, phosphoryl transfer-driven group translocators (phosphotransferase system, PTS)
systems were identified, respectively, including multiple systems for the uptake of glucose,
mannose, fructose, and -glucosides, and single systems for cellobiose, sucrose, and galactitol.

Figure 5 (a color version of this figure can be found on page 136): Pyruvate metabolism in L. johnsonii and
L. plantarum. The figure is based on the pyruvate metabolism pathway from the KEGG database (Kanehisa et
al., 2002). Open circles represent metabolites; the square boxes represent enzymes with their EC numbers. The
color of a box indicates the presence of gene encoding that enzyme in L. plantarum (blue), L. johnsonii (yellow),
or in both (green). Not shown are enzymes and pathways that (i) are cytochrome-dependent, (ii) do not occur in
bacteria, and (iii) have no known genes.
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Table 3: Summary of transporters encoded in the genomes of L. plantarum and L. johnsonii.
Transporter Class
channel proteins
electrochemical potential driven transporters
primary active transporters*
sugar-transporting phosphotransferase systems (PTS)
transmembrane electron carriers
accessory factors involved in transport
incompletely characterized transport systems
total

Number in:
L. plantarum
L. johnsonii
22
10
142
71
195
148
57
44
3
0
20
2
34
11
473
286

* includes 105 and 147 proteins of ABC transporters, respectively

Extracellular proteins
Extracellular proteins are considered to be important for interaction of bacteria with their
environment, for example in adhesion and communication. This makes them of special interest
in the case of lactobacilli, because they may be involved in host–microbe and microbe–microbe
interactions, such as in the gastrointestinal tract or on plant materials. Putative extracellular
proteins of L. plantarum and L. johnsonii were identified by the presence of a Sec-pathwaydependent signal peptide. Both proteins that are secreted into the environment and proteins
that become attached to the cell surface fall into this category. The latter were identified by
searching for cell-anchoring domains, such as the N-terminal lipoprotein motif for anchoring
to the cell membrane (Sutcliffe & Russell, 1995) and the C-terminal LPxTG motif for anchoring
to peptidoglycan (Navarre & Schneewind, 1999). The L. plantarum and L. johnsonii genomes
are predicted to encode 211 (Kleerebezem et al., 2003) and 117 putative extracellular proteins,
respectively. Nearly 90 % of these proteins in both species are predicted to contain at least one
type of cell-wall anchoring domain.
A comparison of the putative extracellular proteins encoded in both genomes is summarized
in Table 4. The set of extracellular proteins of known function is very similar in both lactobacilli,
although L. plantarum has more paralogues for several of these known functions. However, the
majority (55–65 %) of putative extracellular proteins are of unknown function (Table 4). Some
of these are present in both lactobacilli, either as single copies of orthologues, or as multiple
copies (paralogues) belonging to different families. Two families of putative cell-surface
hydrolases (CSH-1 and CSH-2) are detected which have sequence characteristics of lipases or
esterases (Anthonsen et al., 1995; Wong & Schotz, 2002). It is striking to note that the majority
of extracellular proteins with unknown function are not shared by L. plantarum and L. johnsonii,
but only occur in one of the two bacteria.
The C-terminal LPxTG motif for covalent binding to peptidoglycan is present in 25 and 14
extracellular proteins of L. plantarum and L. johnsonii, respectively. Generally, these are large,
multi-domain, repeat-containing proteins (Kleerebezem et al., 2003; Pridmore et al., 2004).
Again, there is very little homology between the LPxTG proteins of L. plantarum and those of L.
johnsonii, other than in the peptidoglycan attachment motif.
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Table 4: Comparison of putative extracellular proteins encoded in the genomes of L. plantarum and
L. johnsonii.
Functional Class
ABC transporters, substrate-binding domain A
regulators$
enzymes, known functions
• proteases
• transpeptidases
• cell-wall hydrolases
• other
miscellaneous, known functions
unknown function, present in both genomes
• homologs, singles
• homologs, families&
o
CSH1 family
o
CSH2 family
o
WY-domain family
unknown function, present in single genome
total

L. plantarum
30
5

Number in:
L. johnsonii
20
5

14
4
12
5
8

8
4
5
6
4

19

20

8
5
4

5
1
2

97
211

37
117

Membrane-anchored proteins with extracellular transcriptional attenuator domain (Pfam PF03816)
CSH1: cell-surface hydrolase family 1, contains active site triad Ser, Asp and His residues and consensus GxSHG
typical of hydrolases (e.g. lipase, esterase); CSH2: cell-surface hydrolase family 1, contains active site triad Ser, Asp
and His residues and consensus GxSMG typical of hydrolases (e.g. lipase, esterase); WY: C-terminal cell-surface
binding domain (Jankovic et al, 2003)
$

&

Regulators
Regulatory proteins play an important role in the adaptation of an organism to different
environments. The L. plantarum genome is predicted to encode 264 regulators (9·4 % of all
proteins), while the L. johnsonii genome has only 114 putative regulators (6 %), as summarized
in Supplementary Table S6. This agrees with the general observation that large genomes have a
relatively high number of proteins involved in transcription and regulation (Konstantinidis &
Tiedje, 2004; van Nimwegen, 2003).
Besides the difference in genome size, the different lifestyles of L. plantarum and L. johnsonii
also contribute to this difference. The number of proteins predicted to be involved in the
regulation of sugar and energy metabolism is especially high in L. plantarum. This is in agreement
with the differences found in sugar metabolism in the two organisms: L. plantarum can utilize
a much wider variety of sugars than L. johnsonii (Supplementary Table S4). L. plantarum with
its free-living lifestyle needs to be capable of dealing with many different environmental
circumstances (Boneca et al., 2003), and apparently has both the metabolic capacity and the
regulatory machinery to deal with adaptation to different niches, while L. johnsonii does not
need a complex regulatory apparatus because of the relatively stable environment in the
gastrointestinal tract.
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Table 5: Unique and LAB-specific proteins in L. plantarum and L. johnsonii.
total number of proteins
proteins with homologs in non-LAB
homologs in both L. plantarum and L. johnsonii
homologs in L. plantarum, but not in L. johnsonii
homologs in L. johnsonii, but not in L. plantarum
proteins with homologs only in other LABa
homologs in both L. plantarum and L. johnsonii
homologs in L. plantarum, but not in L. johnsonii
homologs in L. johnsonii, but not in L. plantarum
genome-specific proteinsb
a
b

L. plantarum
3009
2407
1549
858
181
38
143
421

L. johnsonii
1821
1446
1256
210
243
47
196
112

See Tables S7, S8, S10 and S11 for details.
See Tables S9 and S12 for details

LAB-specific and unique genes
A Smith & Waterman homology search was used to identify proteins unique to either L.
plantarum or L. johnsonii, and proteins unique to LAB (Table 5). The table lists the number of
proteins that are present in either L. plantarum or L. johnsonii and in at least one other LAB, but
without homologues in organisms not considered as LAB. It also lists the number of proteins
found to be unique to either L. plantarum or L. johnsonii. The individual proteins for these
categories can be found in Supplementary Tables S7–S12. The result of this analysis depends of
course on the number of genomes available at the time of comparison, and is only preliminary,
since many of the LAB genomes in the ERGO database were less than 100 % complete at the
time of this analysis.
We identified 181 and 243 genes in the L. plantarum and L. johnsonii genomes, respectively,
that encode proteins with homologues only in other LAB. Of those, only about 40 proteins are
shared between L. plantarum and L. johnsonii (Table 5). In contrast, the L. plantarum genome
encodes 143 proteins with homologues only in other LAB, but without a homologue in L.
johnsonii. This number is much lower than the 196 LAB-specific proteins encoded by L. johnsonii
without homologues in L. plantarum, especially considering the relatively large size of the L.
plantarum genome compared to the L. johnsonii genome. This difference is caused by the close
relatedness of the L. johnsonii and L. gasseri genomes; these two organisms share the same
niche and have a very similar genetic make-up and genome organization (Pridmore et al., 2004).
Moreover, this also explains the relatively low number of unique genes in L. johnsonii.
Many of the proteins present in L. plantarum but absent in L. johnsonii, or vice versa, are
grouped in clusters on the genome. A large number of these clustered unique genes encode
functionally related proteins, such as those involved in the biosynthesis of polysaccharides,
bacteriocins and prophages (Supplementary Table S13). In L. plantarum, such clusters frequently
have a high base-deviation index (BDI), suggesting horizontal transfer (Kleerebezem et al.,
2003). In L. johnsonii however, only the polysaccharide biosynthesis cluster (LJ1027–1047) has
a high BDI.
Most of the proteins predicted to be LAB specific are of unknown function (Supplementary
Tables S7–S12). The identification of structural features, such as signal peptides, transmembrane
helices and cell-wall anchors, and conserved domains/motifs in these proteins, such as those
involved in the binding of ATP, DNA and carbohydrates, could be used to predict their function
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and to identify potentially interesting targets for future research. In this way, the preliminary
analysis of LAB-specific genes described here can serve as a starting point for a more
comprehensive study of LAB-specific proteins and gene clusters, once the complete genome
sequences of many LAB species become available (Klaenhammer et al., 2002).

Concluding remarks
The ability of L. plantarum to survive in many different environments is reflected by the
much more elaborate metabolic, regulatory and transport machinery compared to that of L.
johnsonii. The differences between L. plantarum and L. johnsonii, both in genome organization
and in gene content, are exceptionally large for two bacteria of the same genus (Suyama &
Bork, 2001). Similar differences have been reported only in streptococci (Tettelin et al., 2002).
This low degree of synteny between L. plantarum and L. johnsonii suggests that they are only
marginally more related to each other than to other Gram-positive bacteria. These findings
emphasize the difficulty in taxonomic classification of lactobacilli.
Overall, the genome-wide comparison of two complete Lactobacillus genomes has provided
unique information on the relatedness and differences between the two species. This has led to
insight into the genomic adaptation to ecological niches of L. plantarum and L. johnsonii, and
provides leads for targeted experimental studies.
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Abstract
Surface proteins of gram-positive bacteria often play a role in adherence of the bacteria
to host tissue and are frequently required for virulence. A specific subgroup of extracellular
proteins contains the cell wall-sorting motif LPxTG, which is the target for cleavage and covalent
coupling to the peptidoglycan by enzymes called sortases. A comprehensive set of putative
sortase substrates was identified by in silico analysis of 199 completely sequenced prokaryote
genomes. A combination of detection methods was used, including secondary structure
prediction, pattern recognition, sequence homology, and genome context information. With
the hframe algorithm, putative substrates were identified that could not be detected by other
methods due to errors in open reading frame calling, frameshifts, or sequencing errors. In total,
732 putative sortase substrates encoded in 49 prokaryote genomes were identified. We found
striking species-specific variation for the LPxTG motif. A hidden Markov model (HMM) based
on putative sortase substrates was created, which was subsequently used for the automatic
detection of sortase substrates in recently completed genomes. A database was constructed,
LPxTG-DB (http://bamics3.cmbi.kun.nl/sortase_substrates), containing for each genome a
list of putative sortase substrates, sequence information of these substrates, the organismspecific HMMs based on the consensus sequence of the sortase recognition motif, and a graphic
representation of this consensus.

Introduction
The cell wall of gram-positive bacteria consists of many different types of macromolecules.
It includes covalently and noncovalently linked proteins, carbohydrates, polysaccharides, and
teichoic acids, embedded in a peptidoglycan matrix (24). The peptidoglycan matrix protects the
cell against both mechanical and osmotic lysis and plays an important role in the interaction of
the cell with its surroundings (15). Bacterial host infections, for instance, are often mediated by
many of the covalently linked surface proteins (14, 20).
One class of covalently bound surface proteins is characterized by a cell wall-sorting motif
called LPxTG (based on the main conserved residues). The motif is located at the C terminus of
the protein, followed by a stretch of hydrophobic residues and a number of positively charged
amino acids (13, 29). The hydrophobic domain and the charged tail probably keep the protein
from being secreted into the medium, thereby allowing recognition of the LPxTG motif by a
membrane-associated transpeptidase called sortase. Sortase cleaves the LPxTG motif between
the T and G residues and covalently attaches the threonine carboxyl group to the peptidoglycan
(23).
Not all proteins that have been experimentally verified to be sortase substrates contain a
cell wall-sorting motif that fits the pattern LPxTG. The sortase SrtB from Staphylococcus aureus
recognizes the motif NPQTN (21), and Bierne and coworkers showed that a protein with an
NAKTN motif is attached to the cell wall of Listeria monocytogenes by a sortase-like enzyme (8).
Recently a protein with the strongly deviating QVPTGV motif was discovered to be a sortase
substrate (5).
Many bacterial genomes encode more than one sortase (28), and five distinct subfamilies can
be distinguished among these transpeptidases (10). It has been suggested that it is possible to
predict the specificity of a sortase for a group of substrates based on the amino acid sequence of
the sortase, the cell wall-sorting signal of potential substrates, and the relative positioning of
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genes encoding sortases and substrates on the bacterial chromosome (10). Genome context in
particular seems a strong indicator of functional relationship, as sortases and their substrates
are often encoded in gene clusters on bacterial chromosomes.
In this study, a comprehensive set of putative sortase substrates was identified by in silico
analysis of 199 sequenced bacterial genomes.
Since the sortase recognition sequence LPxTG itself is very short, searching only for this motif
(and its variants) will lead to many incorrect predictions which, based on other characteristics
of these hits such as predicted number of transmembrane helices and predicted protein
function, are probably not sortase substrates. Therefore, we have applied a combination of
methods, including secondary structure prediction, pattern detection, genome context, and
homolog detection, to reduce the number of incorrect predictions. Some bacteria preferentially
encode sortase substrates that contain target sequences deviating slightly from the canonical
LPxTG motif. The predicted sortase substrates of Lactobacillus plantarum, for example, contain
an LPQTxE motif instead of an LPxTG motif (17). Because of this variation, optimization
of the sequence pattern used for the detection of sortase substrates for a specific bacterium
increases the sensitivity and selectivity of the analysis (16). We have applied species-specific
hidden Markov models (HMMs) to identify putative sortase substrates and have determined
the extent and nature of the species-specific variation for the LPxTG motif. Use of the hframe
algorithm allowed us to detect putative sortase substrates on the DNA level that were not
detected by the other methods, for example, due to errors in open reading frame calling.

Materials and Methods
Sequence information
Genome sequence information was obtained from the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI) bacterial genome database (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria/).
All 154 complete bacterial genomes present in this database on 21 February 2004 were used
for developing the search routines. The LPxTG-HMM generated in this way was subsequently
used to search in all 199 bacterial genomes present on 24 November 2004.

Sequence analysis
Sequence similarity was detected with BLAST (1), while multiple sequence alignments were
made with T-Coffee (27). Transmembrane helices were predicted with TMHMM 2 (18), and
signal peptides were predicted with SignalP 2.0 (26).
The HMMER package (12) was used to construct HMMs based on these alignments and
to scan protein sequences with HMMs. Pattern recognition analysis was performed with
FindPatterns (32). Conserved sequence patterns were identified with MEME and MAST (3, 4).
The hframe algorithm provided by Paracel was used to scan translated nucleotide sequences
with protein-based HMMs.
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Identification of sortase enzymes
Two HMMs from the Pfam database (7) were used to detect sortases: the sortase A HMM
(PF04203, sortase) and the sortase B HMM (PF07170, sortase_B). All protein sequences were
scanned with these HMMs, and all proteins with an E-score below 1e-05 were considered
putative sortases. A search of the NCBI bacterial genome database for proteins annotated as
sortases did not yield any additional hits.

Identification of sortase substrates
The identification of putative sortase substrates was performed as described below and is
depicted in Fig. 1 (an in-depth description of these methods can be found at http://bamics3.
cmbi.kun.nl/sortase_substrates/supplementary). For each organism, two methods were used
to compile an initial set of putative sortase substrates. The first method involved using the
program FindPatterns to identify putative sortase substrates by scanning all protein sequences
of the bacterium with a regular expression describing the sortase cleavage site, the C-terminal
helix, and the positive charge following this helix (the “tripartite pattern”) (16). Based on this
initial set of putative substrates identified, a species-specific HMM was created which was
subsequently used to identify additional substrates in the corresponding genome.
The second method involved the use of MEME and MAST to predict sortase substrates. The
last 60 amino acids of all proteins containing a signal peptide were used as input for a MEME
motif search. From the resulting list of motifs, the pattern with the highest resemblance to the
C terminus of known sortase substrates was used in a genome-wide MAST search. For each
organism, no more than one pattern was found that fit the characteristics of a cell wall-sorting
signal. The results of the FindPatterns-HMM and MEME-MAST methods were combined to
create an improved set of predicted sortase substrates.
Additional substrates were found (i) by identifying proteins homologous to the putative
sortase substrates of the improved set and (ii) by checking all proteins in gene clusters containing
at least one sortase substrate or sortase enzyme. Then, on the basis of the resulting complete
set, a new HMM was created which was used to rescan all protein sequences and to scan all
chromosomal DNA sequences using the hframe algorithm, resulting in a final set of putative
sortase substrates.

Results and Discussion
Identification of sortase substrates
We extracted genome sequence information of 154 bacteria from the NCBI genome database
and searched for sortases and their substrates, as described in Fig. 1. The results are summarized
in Table 1. We predicted a total of 568 sortase substrates in 39 of these genomes, of which
531 were identified by the FindPatterns-HMM method and 495 by the MEME-MAST method.
Combination of the output of these two methods led to the prediction of 533 candidate sortase
substrates. The use of MEME did not significantly increase the number of putative sortase
substrates identified; only two additional substrates were found, probably because the MEME
method searches for sequence patterns that are significantly overrepresented in a set of protein
sequences. It will therefore not find a pattern present in only a couple of proteins in an entire
genome.
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Figure 1: Detecting sortase substrates. The steps in the dashed rectangle were done for each of the 154 genomes individually. Gray arrows indicate that all proteins meeting the selection criteria described in the box were
taken to the next step. Black arrows indicate that the proteins had to meet additional criteria: (i) proteins should
have a transmembrane helix following the sortase recognition motif “LPxTG”; (ii) this helix should be followed
by positively charged amino acid residues; (iii) proteins should have three or less transmembrane helices in their
complete precursor sequence; (iv) proteins should not have a predicted function indicating intracellular localization
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Table 1A: Predicted sortase substrates in original set of 154 genomes
Species

Actinobacteria (high-GC Gram+
bacteria)
C. diphtheriae NCTC13129
C. efficiens YS-314
C. glutamicum ATCC 13032
S. avermitilis MA-4680
S. coelicolor A3(2)
T. whipplei TW0827
T. whipplei Twist
B. longum NCC2705
Firmicutes (gram+ bacteria)
B. anthracis A2012
B. anthracis Ames
B. cereus ATCC14579
B. cereus ATCC10987
B. halodurans C-125
B. subtilis subsp. Subtilis 168
C. acetobutylicum ATCC 824
C. perfringens 13
C. tetani E88
E. faecalis V583
L. johnsonii NCC533
L. plantarum WCFS1
L. lactis subsp. lactis IL1403
L. innocua CLIP 11262
L. monocytogenes EGD-e
O. iheyensis HTE831
S. aureus Mu50
S. aureus MW2
S. aureus N315
S. epidermidis ATCC_12228
S. agalactiae 2603
S. agalactiae NEM316
S. mutans UA159
S. pneumoniae R6
S. pneumoniae TIGR4
S. pyogenes M1GAS
S. pyogenes MGAS315
S. pyogenes MGAS8232
S. pyogenes SSI-1
Proteobacteria (gram- bacteria)
B. japonicum USDA 110
S. oneidensis MR-1
Archaea
M. thermoautotrophicum DH
M. kandleri AV19
Total

sortase substrates
additional hits$
BLAST context
LPxTGHMM

sortases

FP*/
HMM

MEME/
MAST

total

16
8
0
14
15
0
0
16

16
0
0
13
15
0
0
16

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

17
8
0
16
17
1
1
17

6
5
1
9
7
1
1
3

10
9
14
14
9
0
2
13
3
33
16
27
11
35
43
3
19
20
18
10
25
35
6
14
15
14
15
14
15

8
7
12
14
8
0
0
12
0
33
16
26
7
34
40
0
19
20
18
10
25
35
6
14
15
14
15
13
14

2
1
1
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
2
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

12
12
16
17
9
2
2
13
3
35
16
27
12
36
43
3
20
21
20
10
25
35
6
14
16
15
16
16
16

3
3
5
6
6
2
1
5
1
3
2
1
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
6
5
1
1
4
3
2
2
2

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
1

0
0

0
0

1
1

1
1

0
0
531

0
0
495

0
0
12

0
0
6

0
1
4

0
0
13

0
1
568

2
1
119

hframe

* FP: FindPatterns
$
Additional hits: putative sortase substrates identified in addition to the set of putative substrates found with
the FindPatterns / HMM and MEME / MAST methods.
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Table 1B: Predicted sortase substrates in 45 recently sequenced genomes
Species

Firmicutes (gram+ bacteria)
B. anthracis Ames 0581
B. anthracis Sterne
B. cereus ZK
B. licheniformis ATCC 14580
B. licheniformis DSM 13
B. thuringiensis konkukian
L. monocytogenes 4b F2365
S. aureus aureus MRSA252
S. aureus aureus MSSA476
S. pyogenes MGAS10394
Total

FP/
HMM

MEME/
MAST

-

-

sortase substrates
additional hits
BLAST context
LPxTGHMM
-

-

11
12
15
4
4
12
47
16
20
16
157

sortases
total
hframe

2
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
2
0
7

13
12
15
4
4
12
48
18
22
16
164

3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
26

Table 2: Newly identified CDSs. The column “reason” provides an explanation for the CDS not being identified
as CDS previously.
organism
Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2)
Streptococcus pyogenes MGAS8232
Streptococcus pneumoniae TIGR4
Staphylococcus auereus N315
Lactococcus lactis subsp. lactis IL1403
Enterococcus faecalis V583
Corynebacterium diphteriae NCTC13129
Bifidobacterium longum NCC2705
Bacillus cereus ATCC 10987
Bacillus cereus ATCC 10987
Bacillus cereus ATCC14579
Bacillus anthracis Ames
Bacillus anthracis Ames

direction
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

start
5367642
854197
341382
2559703
1627879
556642
2264577
190516
1742239
1738923
4085606
5092743
4686784

stop
5367981
854893
346685
2562486
1628064
558252
2264876
190776
1743951
1742249
4087576
5095385
4691070

reason*
not defined
not defined
not defined
frameshift
frameshift
not defined
not defined
not defined
not defined
not defined
not defined
not defined
not defined

* not defined: ORF present but no CDS defined; frameshift: the new CDS is adjacent to an already defined CDS,
but not part of this CDS because of a frameshift

Additional searches using homology and genome context search yielded 12 and 6 additional
putative substrates, respectively. Finally, the analysis of chromosomal DNA using the hframe
algorithm led to the identification of an additional 13 predicted substrates, the majority of
which had been undetected by the other methods, due to errors in the identification of proteinencoding genes in the bacterial genome sequences (see Table 3).
For each genome studied, a list of putative sortase substrates, sequence information of these
substrates, the HMM based on the consensus sortase recognition signal of this bacterium, and
a graphic representation of this consensus sequence can be found in the LPxTG-DB database at
http://bamics3.cmbi.kun.nl/sortase_substrates.
Inspection of putative sortase substrate sequences showed that many proteins are detected
with one or more mismatches in the LPxTG-like motif. Nevertheless, these proteins all met
the criteria for sortase substrates as outlined in Materials and Methods. We evaluated the
sensitivity of our method by searching the literature for proteins that were experimentally
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verified to be attached to the bacterial cell wall in a sortase-dependent manner. All of the 24
proteins for which we found experimental verification (5, 6, 8, 9, 19, 21, 25) were present in
our data set of predicted sortase substrates, including those with highly deviating LPxTG-like
motifs, illustrating the high sensitivity of our methods. These substrates are listed at http://
bamics3.cmbi.kun.nl/sortase_substrates/supplementary.

Newly identified sortase substrates
The first set of putative sortase substrates we found by the initial FindPatterns-HMM and
MEME-MAST methods was similar to the set of putative substrates that others have identified
using methods very similar to the FindPatterns-HMM method (10). However, in the same set of
genomes we found 65 additional putative sortase substrates (11% more) that were not identified
by their methods. Most of the additional 65 putative substrates were identified with the help
of homology, genome context, and the use of the hframe algorithm. Manual inspection showed
that the main reasons why these additional substrates were not detected by the FindPatternsHMM and MEME-MAST methods were either (i) the deviation of some organism-specific
sortase cleavage motifs from the generic LPxTG motif, (ii) the lack of a signal peptide (caused,
for example, by the incorrect prediction of translation starts), or (iii) substrates not previously
being recognized as protein-encoding genes.
Eight genomes contain at least one predicted sortase gene, while no sortase substrates
were predicted by either the FindPatterns-HMM or MEME-MAST methods (Tables 1 and
2). In six of these genomes, one or two sortase substrates could be predicted by one of our
other methods. One of these proteins, the single putative sortase substrate of Bradyrhizobium
japonicum, had not been previously identified. The other proteins were already classified as
putative sortase substrates by Interpro (22). In the two genomes without predicted sortase
substrates (Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum and Corynebacterium glutamicum), the role
of the sortase-like transpeptidases remains unclear.

Using the final HMM to identify sortase substrates
We created a HMM, coined LPxTG-HMM, based on a multiple sequence alignment of the
C-terminal 60 residues of all putative sortase substrates identified by the FindPatterns-HMM,
MEME-MAST, homology, and context searches. To determine the value of this LPxTG-HMM
as a tool for quickly identifying putative sortase substrates in large data sets, we used it to scan
the C-terminal fragments of all of the proteins encoded by the 41 prokaryote genomes with
at least one sortase. The LPxTG-HMM identified 553 of the 564 proteins detected by one of
the other methods. Of the 15 proteins not detected with the LPxTG-HMM, 13 were detected
with hframe. These putative substrates could not be detected by the HMM because they had
not previously been identified as protein-coding sequences (CDSs). When these proteins were
not taken into account, the LPxTG-HMM by itself identified over 99% of the total number of
putative sortase substrates identified by our combination of methods. One of the two missed
proteins was a putative sortase substrate from Streptomyces avermitilis with an LAETG cleavage
site, which actually fits the organism-specific cleavage consensus of S. avermitilis (i.e., LAxTG)
quite well. However, this protein scored too low against the final HMM because of the alanine
residue at the second position of the recognition site in combination with a relatively small
positive charge at the C terminus of the protein. This illustrates the value of using a species-
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specific HMM for the detection of putative sortase substrates in organisms with a consensus
sortase cleavage site that deviates from the generic LPxTG consensus. The other protein missed
by the LPxTG-HMM was a putative sortase substrate with an NSKTA cleavage signal in Bacillus
cereus ATCC 14579. A protein of L. monocytogenes orthologous to this B. cereus protein has been
experimentally proven to be a sortase substrate (8); in other strains of B. cereus, Bacillus anthracis,
and Bacillus halodurans, putative sortase substrates with this cleavage signal were detected.
With a bit-score threshold of 5, the LPxTG-HMM predicted 34 potential sortase substrates
not identified by any of the other methods. Only four of these fulfilled the criteria of sortase
substrates as described in Materials and Methods and unpublished data and hence were added
to Tables 1 and 2. The other 30 proteins (5% of the total number of hits) did not meet these
criteria, for example, due to the presence of too many predicted transmembrane helices. The bit
score threshold of 5 was determined empirically: a higher threshold causes many proteins fitting
the criteria for sortase substrates as outlined in Materials and Methods to be missed, while a
lower threshold of 4 leads to the inclusion of many proteins with a C-terminal membrane helix,
followed by positively charged residues, but without an LPxTG-like motif.
As mentioned earlier, application of the hframe algorithm revealed 13 additional genes
encoding putative substrates (Table 3). Furthermore, the hframe algorithm identified another
six sequences with all of the characteristics of sortase substrates, but for which no correct
translation start could be identified without introducing a frameshift or removing an internal
stop codon. In some cases, the introduction of a frameshift or the removal of a stop codon would
merge a novel CDS encoding a putative sortase substrate (i.e., not previously recognized as a
CDS) with a CDS already identified on the chromosome. It remains to be established whether
these six additional sequences represent pseudogenes or sequencing errors.
Compared to the gram-positive anchor HMMs and suggested thresholds of the Pfam (7)
and TIGRFAM (http://www.tigr.org/TIGRFAMs/) databases, LPxTG-HMM detects many more
putative sortase substrates. Although the LPxTG-HMM slightly overpredicted the number of
sortase substrates, the incorrectly identified substrates (i.e., proteins not fitting the criteria for
sortase substrates as outlined in the methods section) were easily filtered out by application
of the simple additional criteria mentioned in Materials and Methods. Furthermore, LPxTGHMM outperformed the other methods in the detection of sortase substrates with a sortase
recognition signal deviating from the consensus signal. For example, only 2 of the 17 sortase
substrates of Streptomyces coelicolor are detected by the Pfam and TIGRFAM HMMs.
To determine whether or not cell wall-sorting-like signals are only present in the C termini of
proteins, we scanned the complete sequences of all of the proteins taken from the NCBI bacterial
genome database with the LPxTG-HMM. We identified only three proteins with a putative
cell wall-sorting signal at a position other than the C terminus: two proteins with orthologs
in Streptococcus pneumoniae R6 and S. pneumoniae TIGR4 and one protein with orthologs
in L. monocytogenes EGD-e, L. monocytogenes 4b F2365, and Listeria innocua. The presence of
orthologs in different strains indicates that these proteins are not the results of a sequencing
anomaly (e.g., a frameshift caused by a sequencing error, leading to the fusion of two CDSs). All
three proteins contained an N-terminal signal peptide, and the predicted function of the two
pneumococcal proteins was consistent with an extracellular localization: one of the proteins was
predicted to be a zinc metalloprotease, and the other was predicted to be an immunoglobulin
A1 protease. The unusual position of the LPxTG motif in these sequences could be the result of a
gene fusion event. The N-terminal parts of the three proteins did not have significant sequence
similarity to any sequence in the UniProt protein database (2).
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Signal peptides
Each protein that is destined to become attached to the peptidoglycan via the LPxTG anchor
should also have an N-terminal signal peptide with consensus cleavage motif AxAA (30, 31)
for initial translocation of the protein across the cell membrane. Nevertheless, of our final list
of 568 putative sortase substrates identified, 56 did not appear to have a signal peptide (as
predicted by SignalP). However, upon closer inspection we were able to identify an N-terminal
signal peptide for 43 of them (http://bamics3.cmbi.kun.nl/sortase_substrates/supplementary).
In 25 cases, this required the selection of a different start codon than the one specified by the
NCBI genome annotation; in 5 cases, this required the removal of a stop codon; and in 13 cases,
it required the introduction of a frameshift. To determine whether or not such a stop codon
or frameshift could be the result of a sequencing error would require access to the trace files
of the sequencing projects. The gene identifiers and suggested changes to the CDSs for the 56
predicted sortase substrates without a signal peptide are shown at http://bamics3.cmbi.kun.
nl/sortase_substrates/supplementary.

Species-specific anchoring motifs
Closely related organisms have similar sortase recognition consensus sequences, leading to
similar HMMs. For instance, the organism-specific HMMs of B. anthracis Ames and B. cereus
ATCC 10987 detect the same set of 10 putative sortase substrates in the B. anthracis genome.
As expected, HMMs from less-similar organisms have less overlap; when the HMM based on
the putative sortase substrates of S. coelicolor is used to scan the B. anthracis genome, only two
putative substrates were recognized.
A graphic representation of the species-specific LPxTG consensus of every bacterium with two
or more predicted sortase substrates can be found in our LPxTG-DB database (http://bamics3.
cmbi.kun.nl/sortase_substrates). In some organisms, many putative sortase substrates have
a cleavage motif that is highly conserved, but which deviates significantly from the generic
LPxTG consensus and the motifs found in other organisms. Examples of such organisms and
the frequency with which specific motifs are found in these organisms are shown in Fig. 2. The
fact that these motifs are highly conserved suggests that these sortase substrates are species
specific and also implies they have not been acquired through horizontal gene transfer or are
rapidly optimized due to selective pressure.

Function of sortase substrates
Of the 568 putative sortase substrates identified by us, 67% do not have any predicted
function, 15% are predicted to have an enzymatic function, and 10% are predicted to have
a binding function (e.g., collagen-binding protein). The predicted functions, as in the original
annotation at NCBI, can be found in the LPxTG-DB database. Large differences in the methods
used for the functional annotation of the different genomes make it difficult to compare sortase
substrate functions between genomes. A better approach is to predict the function of putative
sortase substrates by determining their domain composition with the Pfam (7) and Interpro
(22) databases.
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Figure 2 (a color version of this figure can be found on page 137): Organism-specific cleavage motifs. The
consensus sortase cleavage sites of L. plantarum (LPQTxE, found in 23 of 27 predicted sortase substrates), L. johnsonii (LPQTG, 12 of 16 substrates), L. monocytogenes (LPxTGD, 33 of 42 substrates) and S. coelicolor (LAxTG, 15 of
17 substrates) are organism-specific variations on the generic LPxTG consensus. The overall height of each stack
indicates the sequence conservation at that position (measured in bits), whereas the height of symbols within the
stack reflects the relative frequency of the corresponding amino acid at that position. The Weblogo software (11)
was used to visualize the motifs.

Searching in new genomes
Finally, we used the LPxTG-HMM to identify putative sortase substrates in the 45 new
genomes that were made public after the date on which we took our original set of genomes
from GenBank. For 10 of these 45 additional genomes, all from gram-positive bacteria, we
predicted a total of 164 sortase substrates (Table 2), 7 of which had not been identified as
CDSs in the GenBank annotation. The other 35 genomes did not encode any putative sortase
substrates or sortases. The results of this analysis can also be found in our database of sortase
substrates, LPxTG-DB.

Concluding remarks
We developed an HMM which quickly and reliably recognizes the putative sortase substrates
in any sequenced genome. Although the model does not incorporate explicitly all of the
information available, when used together with the hframe algorithm it recovers >99% of the
putative substrates detected by several other methods combined. When the combination of
methods we have described in this research is used, an average of 11% additional putative
sortase substrates can be identified compared to previously used methods.
Our sortase-substrate website contains information on the species-specific sortase
recognition sites identified, the LPxTG-HMM, and brief instructions on its use.
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Abstract
Lactic acid bacteria (LAB) are frequently encountered inhabitants of the human intestinal tract.
A protective layer of mucus covers the epithelial cells of the intestine, offering an attachment
site for these bacteria. In this study bioinformatics tools were used to identify and characterize
proteins containing one type of mucus-binding domain, called MUB, that is postulated to play
an important role in the adherence of LAB to this mucus layer. By searching in all protein
databases 48 proteins containing at least one of these MUB domains in nine LAB species were
identified. These MUB domains varied in size, ranging from approximately 100 to more than
200 residues per domain. Complete MUB domains were found exclusively in LAB. The number
of MUB domains present in a single protein varied from 1 to 15. In some cases, orthologous
proteins in closely related species contained a different number of domains, indicating that
the domain undergoes rapid duplication and deletion. Proteins containing the MUB domain
were often encoded by gene clusters that encode multiple extracellular proteins. In addition
to one or more copies of the MUB domain, many of these proteins contained other domains
that are predicted to be involved in binding to and degradation of extracellular components.
These findings strongly suggest that the MUB domain is an LAB-specific functional unit that
performs its task in various domain contexts and could fulfil an important role in host–microbe
interactions in the gastrointestinal tract.

Introduction
The human gastrointestinal tract is home to at least 400 different bacterial species (Eckburg
et al., 2005; Servin, 2004). A protective layer of mucus, consisting of a complex mixture of large,
highly glycosylated proteins (mucins) (Dekker et al., 2002) and glycolipids, covers the epithelial
cells of the intestine and offers an attachment site for the bacteria colonizing the intestine. These
bacteria play an important role in maintaining normal gut functionality and in the resistance
of the host against pathogenic micro-organisms (Hooper & Gordon, 2001), and some may use
mucins as their major carbon and energy source (Aryanta et al., 1991; Bayliss & Houston, 1984;
Sonnenburg et al., 2005). Certain strains of LAB may promote health in man and animals (Reid
et al., 2003), and many have been shown to adhere to intestinal mucus (Servin, 2004). In most
cases, this adhesion has been shown to be mediated by proteins (Coconnier et al., 1992; Conway
& Kjelleberg, 1989; Roos & Jonsson, 2002).
An extracellular mucus-binding protein of Lactobacillus reuteri 1063 was identified by Roos &
Jonsson (2002). This protein contains two different types of repeats of approximately 200 aa,
present in eight and six copies, shown to be responsible for the adherence to intestinal mucus.
More recently, Pretzer et al. (2005) have identified a protein of Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1
that contains a domain similar to the mucus-binding (MUB) domains identified by Roos &
Jonsson (2002) and is involved in the adherence to mannose, which is a constituent of mucin
glycosylation moieties. This domain is partly similar to the MucBP domain from the Pfam
database (Bateman et al., 2004), but is significantly different in size, sequence and phylogenetic
distribution.
The mucus-binding proteins of both Lb. plantarum and Lb. reuteri have characteristics typical
of cell-surface proteins of Gram-positive bacteria: an N-terminal signal peptide targeting
the protein for secretion and a C-terminal sortase recognition site targeting the protein for
covalent attachment to the peptidoglycan layer at the outside of the bacterial cell (Ton-That et
al., 2004).
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The modification and recombination of existing functional modules plays an important role
in evolution of protein function (Doolittle & Bork, 1993). Extracellular proteins are often large
proteins consisting of many of these modules or domains (Bork, 1991). The identification and
characterization of these domains can play an important role in elucidating the function of
extracellular proteins. We have searched bacterial genome sequences and the UniProt protein
database for potential mucus-binding proteins based on the sequence of the MUB domains of
Lb. reuteri and Lb. plantarum. We discuss the properties of the MUB domain and the putative
role of the domain as a functional unit.

Materials and methods
Sequence information
Sequence information was obtained from the NCBI bacterial genome database (http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=Genome), the universal protein resource UniProt
(Bairoch et al., 2005) and the ERGO database (Overbeek et al., 2003). From the ERGO
database we used genome information of Enterococcus faecium DO, Lactobacillus brevis ATCC
367, Lactobacillus casei ATCC 33323, Lactobacillus delbrueckii subsp. bulgaricus ATCCBAA-356,
Lactococcus lactis subsp. cremoris SK11, Leuconostoc mesenteroides ATCC 8293, Oenococcus
oeni PSU-1 and Pediococcus pentosaceus ATCC 25745. A list of the species present in the NCBI
bacterial genome database at the time of this analysis can be found in supplementary Table A
(available with the online version of this paper).

Sequence analysis
Sequence similarity was detected with BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) while multiple sequence
alignments were made with Muscle (Edgar, 2004). The HMMER package (Durbin et al., 1998)
was used to construct Hidden Markov models (HMMs) of MUB domains and to scan protein
sequences with HMMs. HMMs from the Pfam (Bateman et al., 2004), SMART (Letunic et al.,
2004) and Superfam (Gough et al., 2001) databases were used to identify other known domains
in proteins with identified MUB domains. HMMs were compared with HHsearch (Soding,
2005).
Sortase recognition sites with LPxTG-type motifs were predicted with a recently developed
HMM (Boekhorst et al., 2005). Conserved sequence patterns were identified with MEME and
MAST (Bailey & Elkan, 1994). Proline-rich amino acid stretches were identified using simple
Python scripts. Protein secondary structure predictions were done with PsiPred (McGuffin
et al., 2000). The EMBOSS package (Rice et al., 2000) was used to scan for repetitive DNA
sequences. DNA secondary structure predictions were done with MFOLD (Santa Lucia, 1998).

Identifying putative mucus-binding proteins
An initial set of potential mucus-binding proteins was identified by searching amino acid
sequences obtained from the sources mentioned above with an HMM based on the MUB
domains of protein Mub of Lb. reuteri (Roos & Jonsson, 2002) and an HMM based on the
domains of protein lp_1229 of Lb. plantarum WCFS1 (Kleerebezem et al., 2003; Pretzer et al.,
2005). Hits with an e-score of 1e-10 or lower were considered putative MUB-domain proteins.
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The amino acid sequences of these proteins were scanned for conserved protein motifs with
MEME. The exact position of the MUB domains in the identified proteins was determined based
on the results of the MEME and HMM analyses, and on multiple sequence alignments of highly
similar MUB-domain-containing proteins. Multiple sequence alignments of the individual
MUB domains were used to create new HMMs, which were subsequently used to search for
additional MUB-domain proteins. This iterative process was repeated until no additional MUBdomain proteins were detected in the bacterial genomes or the UniProt database.

Results and Discussion
Defining the boundaries of the MUB domain
The putative MUB domain of the protein lp_1229 of Lb. plantarum WCFS1 consists of
approximately 100 aa, while the MUB domain of protein Mub of Lb. reuteri is almost 200
residues in length (Kleerebezem et al., 2003; Pretzer et al., 2005; Roos & Jonsson, 2002). This
difference in size implies a discrepancy in the definition of the domain boundaries in the Lb.
plantarum or Lb. reuteri mucus-binding proteins. To create domains of a uniform size would
require either merging of every second repeat of the Lb. plantarum mucus-binding protein
with its neighbour or splitting the Lb. reuteri domain in two. However, our sequence analysis
suggests that the mucus-binding building blocks of the mucus-binding proteins do in fact vary
in size. A multiple sequence alignment of the MUB domains of Lb. reuteri shows that they are
90 % identical in sequence, while the first 100 residues of each domain share less than 15 %
sequence identity with the second half of the domain (data not shown). This suggests that the
copies of the Lb. reuteri domain have evolved from one large MUB domain, in turn suggesting
that the large domain functions as a biological unit. A possible explanation for this difference
in size will be discussed below.
This variability in size makes it difficult to determine the boundaries of MUB domains, a
problem often encountered in defining protein domains (Ekman et al., 2005). HMM searches
with models based on the MUB domains of different proteins suggest contradicting boundaries
(see below). This problem is further complicated by the presence of what seem to be partial
MUB domains flanking complete MUB domains in the same protein. Ultimately, we were able
to define the boundaries of the MUB domain by comparing different sets of sequences of highly
similar proteins that differed in their number of MUB domains: (i) protein L39650 from Lc.
lactis IL1403 and its orthologue RLCR01214 from Lc. lactis SK11, (ii) two highly similar proteins
RLBR01191 and RLBR01264 from Lb. brevis, and (iii) orthologues of lp_1229 from different Lb.
plantarum strains (G. Pretzer and others, unpublished data).
Next, we searched the protein databases for MUB domains using domain boundaries derived
from multiple sequence alignments of orthologous and paralogous proteins as described above.
We identified a total of 48 proteins containing at least one MUB domain in nine different
species. Most were lactobacilli that are known inhabitants of the gastrointestinal tract, while
others were species commonly used in food fermentations (Altermann et al., 2005; Aryanta
et al., 1991; Bolotin et al., 2001; Kleerebezem et al., 2003; Pridmore et al., 2004; Zoetendal et
al., 2002). A schematic overview of the 30 proteins with three or more MUB domains is given
in Fig. 1. Table 1 lists the species in which proteins containing one or more MUB domains
were identified, while a complete list of putative mucus-binding proteins and their predicted
features is given in supplementary Table B (available with the online version of this paper). A
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multiple sequence alignment of selected MUB domains and a predicted secondary structure of
the domain can be found in the supplementary Figs A and B (available with the online version
of this paper). An HMM based on the complete set of MUB domains identified is given in
supplementary File 1.

Figure 1 (a color version of this figure can be found on page 140): Domain architecture of proteins with
three or more MUB domains. An asterix indicates a species for which the complete genome sequence is available. The different domains and other sequence features are explained in detail in de main text.
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Table 1: Species containing at least one protein with one or more MUB domains.
organism
Lactobacillus gasseri ATCC33323
Lactobacillus acidophilus NCFM
Lactobacillus johnsonii NCC533
Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1
Lactobacillus reuteri 1063*
Lactobacillus brevis ATCC367
Lactobacillus fermentum BR11*
Pediococcus pentosaceus ATCC25745
Lactococcus lactis IL1403
Lactococcus lactis SK11

Number of
MUB-containing proteins
13
12
9
4
2
2
2
2
1
1

* sequences from Uniprot (no genome sequence available)

MUB-domain-containing proteins are most abundant in lactobacilli that are found mainly in
the gastrointestinal tract, supporting the hypothesis that the domain is involved in adherence
to intestinal mucus. The genomes of bacteria that have a broader lifestyle and are less frequently
encountered in the gastrointestinal tract, such as Lb. plantarum (Kleerebezem et al., 2003),
encode a smaller number of these proteins. Compared to lactobacilli of the gastrointestinal
tract, ‘domesticated’ Lc. lactis strains live in a more restricted habitat (Bolotin et al., 2001), which
could explain the presence of only a single MUB-domain-containing protein in this bacterium.

Comparison of MUB and Pfam-MucBP domains
The model MucBP from the Pfam database is similar to part of the MUB domain described in
this study. The Pfam model describes a sequence of approximately 50 aa, while we predict the
MUB domain to be approximately 200 residues in length.
The MucBP model tends to either leave large gaps between the different copies of the MUB
domain in many proteins or predict the presence of multiple instances of the domain in situations
where only a single domain is present. Also, the phylogenetic distribution of the Pfam-MucBP
domain is much broader than that of the domain described in this study; it is found in many
proteins of Listeria monocytogenes and even in a single protein supposedly from Homo sapiens,
although the presence in this protein of both a Gram-positive signal peptide and an LPxTGtype sortase anchor suggest that this protein is in fact of bacterial origin. In our opinion, the
relatively weak similarity between these domains and the Lb. plantarum MUB domain that
has been experimentally shown to have mannose-binding properties or the MUB domains of
the protein Mub from Lb. reuteri does not warrant the inclusion of these Listeria proteins in
the set of putative MUB proteins discussed here. Many proteins with significant hits to the
Pfam-MucBP domain, but with no significant hits to the MUB domain of LAB, contain multiple
copies of the leucine-rich repeat domain (a domain thought to be involved in protein–protein
interactions; Kobe & Kajava, 2001). This observation does not hold true for the putative MUB
proteins we have identified, indicating that they might have different roles.
The difference in size between MUB and MucBP can in part be explained by the distinct Nterminal region of the MUB domain that we have identified; this part is present in 43 of the
48 proteins containing the MUB domain. Fig. 2 shows a multiple alignment of the N terminus
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of a subset of domains. This part of the domain does not merely act as a spacer or a flexible
region since it has numerous conserved residues and is predicted to contain distinct secondary
structure elements. As shown in the alignment, in some cases the N-terminal part of the MUB
domain is separated from the rest of the domain by a PxxP region (discussed in more detail
below). The N-terminal part of the MUB domain is never found without the C-terminal part,
showing that it is in fact part of the MUB domain and not functioning as a separate domain.

Figure 2 (a color version of this figure can be found on page 140): Multiple alignment of the N-terminal
part of selected MUB domains. Blue arrows indicate predicted beta strands, the red cylinder a predicted alpha
helix. The dashed vertical line indicates the end of the N-terminal part of the domain. The alignment was visualized with ClustalX using the default coloring scheme (Thompson et al., 1997).

Putative mucus-binding proteins and genome context
The physical proximity of genes with linked functions can offer an organism a selective
advantage, making such gene clusters less prone to break-up during evolution than others.
Therefore, conservation of gene context can be an indicator of linked function and interaction
of encoded proteins (Dandekar et al., 1998; Marcotte et al., 1999). Gene clusters encoding
MUB proteins were found to be only conserved over relatively short evolutionary distances:
conserved clusters were only detected in Lactobacillus johnsonii, Lactobacillus gasseri and
Lactobacillus acidophilus, three species which are closely related (Altermann et al., 2005;
Pridmore et al., 2004). This lack of conservation over larger phylogenetic distances is in good
agreement with the observation that even bacteria of the same genus, such as Lb. plantarum
and Lb. johnsonii, have their own set of extracellular proteins (Boekhorst et al., 2004). Although
the exact context of genes encoding MUB-domain proteins is not conserved, these proteins are
often encoded in gene clusters together with other putative extracellular proteins (based on
the presence of a signal peptide), suggesting that these extracellular proteins have a functional
relation. In several cases multiple proteins containing the MUB domain are encoded in a single
gene cluster; Fig. 3 shows an example of a cluster of MUB-containing proteins in Lb. acidophilus
and a different conserved cluster found in both Lb. gasseri and Lb. johnsonii.
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Figure 3: Gene clusters encoding cell-surface proteins.
The numbers between brackets
indicates the number of MUB
domains found. Arrows with a
thick black outline represent
genes coding for proteins that
are predicted to contain an
LPxTG-like membrane anchor.
The grey bars connect orthologous genes.

MUB sequence conservation and binding specificity
In most cases, the MUB domains of a single protein are more similar to each other than to
the MUB domains in other proteins of the same species. This suggests that the introduction of
multiple copies of the domain in a single protein occurred after speciation. In a few proteins,
two different versions of the MUB domain can be distinguished; experiments by Roos &
Jonsson (2002) show that the different MUB domain types can have different adhesion targets,
suggesting a broadening of the range of mucus components such a protein can adhere to. In
situations where all the copies of the MUB domains in a protein are highly similar, the role of a
larger number of domains could be an increased affinity to mucins.
The high variability in the number of MUB domains in related proteins, even in orthologous
proteins from closely related species, exemplifies the relative ease with which the domain is
duplicated or deleted in evolution. As an example, Fig. 4 displays two orthologous proteins
from Lb. plantarum and Lb. brevis, which have 6 and 3 homologous MUB domains, respectively.
A possible evolutionary scenario that would explain the tree is an ancestral protein containing
three copies of the MUB domain followed by a single duplication of the first MUB domain and
two successive duplications of the second MUB domain in the Lb. plantarum version of the
ancestral protein. The relatively frequent deletion and duplication of the MUB domain might
be explained by repetitive DNA sequence in the boundaries of the domain. However, analysis of
the boundaries of the domain did not yield any repetitive structures such as inverted repeats
or tandem repeats.

Cell wall anchors and signal peptides
Of the 30 proteins containing three or more copies of the MUB domain, 19 are predicted
to contain a signal peptide (Fig. 1). A signal peptide is an N-terminal signal sequence that
targets a protein to the bacterial cell wall (von Heijne, 1989). For 5 of the residual 11 proteins,
originally predicted not to contain a signal peptide, we were able to identify a signal peptide
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by selecting an alternative translation start site or by the introduction of a single frameshift
(see supplementary Table B, available with the online version of this paper). Frameshifts could
either be a sequencing artefact or a true frameshift; the latter suggests the gene containing
the frameshift does not encode a functional protein. In addition to a signal peptide, most of
the proteins with multiple MUB domains contain a C-terminal anchoring motif, called LPxTG,
that is recognized by a family of enzymes called sortases for covalent attachment to the
peptidoglycan of the bacterial cell wall (Navarre & Schneewind, 1999). The presence or absence
of signal peptides and LPxTG-like motifs is summarized in supplementary Table A (available
with the online version of this paper).
The MUB-domain-containing proteins without an LPxTG anchor or a signal peptide are
often encoded next to proteins containing the MUB domain, a signal peptide and an LPxTGlike motif. They could either be non-functional remnants of extracellular proteins or function
at the bacterial cell wall through some other mechanism, e.g. interaction with extracellular
proteins that do contain a membrane anchor.
Figure 4: Unrooted phylogenetic tree of
the individual MUB domains of the orthologous proteins lp_1643 (L. plantarum)
and RLBR01264 (L. brevis). The L. plantarum
protein contains six MUB domains, while the L.
brevis protein contains only three. The N-terminal parts of the two proteins are over 70% identical, while the identity between MUB domains
varies between 33% and 90%, with an average
of 52%.

PxxP regions
Many MUB proteins contain proline-rich amino acid stretches, designated PxxP regions. In
these regions, proline residues are separated by two (in rare cases 1 or 3) non-proline residues.
Sequences of at least 13 residues in length containing at least five P residues were considered
PxxP regions. About half of the putative mucus-binding proteins we identified contained at
least one PxxP region, always inserted in or flanking an MUB domain. In some of the cases
where such a region is found inside an MUB domain, only a subset of the MUB domains of a
specific protein contain a PxxP region. Combined with the observation that the MUB domains
of such a protein are often more similar to each other than to any other MUB domain, this
suggests that the insertion or deletion of PxxP regions are quite common events.
It has been suggested that proline residues allow a polypeptide chain to make sharp bends or
twists (Fischetti, 2000). In this scenario, the function of the PxxP regions could be to generate
flexibility of the protein chain. The presence of a PxxP region between the C-terminal membrane
anchor and the last MUB domain of many of the MUB proteins supports this putative function
of the PxxP regions (Fig. 1).
In eukaryotes, proline-rich motifs are known to be involved in binding to so-called SH3
domains (described by Pfam entries SH3_1 and SH3_2). In these interactions, the prolinerich sequence forms a polyproline type II helical conformation that fits into the hydrophobic
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groove of the SH3 domain (Agrawal & Kishan, 2002). The proline-rich motifs bound by the SH3
domain are approximately 13 residues long; the difference in size compared to the PxxP regions
found in the MUB proteins, which in some cases reach lengths of over 50 residues, suggests
that the bacterial regions could form similar secondary structure elements, but might have a
different function.

Identification of other domains of MUB proteins
To gain further insight into the presence and putative function of other domains of mucusbinding proteins, generally preceding the MUB domains, all proteins containing one or more
MUB domain were scanned with HMMs from the Pfam, Superfam and SMART databases. In
many cases we identified sequences in the N-terminal region of these proteins which are similar
to either binding domains or enzymic domains found in other extracellular proteins, such as
glucanase and pectin lyase-like domains (supplementary Table B, available with the online
version of this paper). However, in most cases these regions scored just below the threshold
suggested for the various HMMs, indicating that these potential domains have similar, but not
identical, enzymic functions. The similarity to glucanase and pectin lyase-like domains suggests
that these putative domains may be involved in degradation of complex polysaccharides or
mucus-associated glycosylation moieties.
In addition to domains with similarity to domains with a known function or structure, we
identified a previously undescribed domain of approximately 70 aa in size. This domain, which
we call MUB-associated domain (Mubad), is present in six of the proteins containing the MUB
domain and the number of Mubad domains per protein varies between 1 and 18 (Fig. 1). A
multiple sequence alignment of Mubad domains (supplementary Fig. C, available with the online
version of this paper) shows that this domain is not highly conserved. However, the presence
of Mubad domains only in proteins that contain MUB domains suggests that the association
is significant. Comparison of an HMM based on a multiple alignment of the Mubad domain to
models from the Pfam and Superfam databases did not detect any known domains homologous
to the Mubad domain. Although the function of this Mubad domain remains unclear, it again
illustrates the complex domain architecture of the putative mucus-binding proteins.

Concluding remarks
The MUB domain is highly variable in size and sequence, making it difficult to determine
precise domain boundaries. The use of orthologous proteins with different numbers of MUB
domains allowed us to identify putative functional units. The high variability in the number
of MUB domains in putative mucus-binding proteins suggests that the MUB domain is often
duplicated or deleted in evolution. In contrast to the MucBP domain from the Pfam database,
the MUB domain appears to be only present in LAB, with the highest abundance in lactobacilli
of the gastrointestinal tract, strongly suggesting that the MUB domain is a functional unit
specific to LAB that could fulfil an important function in host–microbe interactions.
The genomes sequenced from intestinal bacteria are presently biased towards LAB, due to
the relevance of LAB to food and health. In the future, the ever-increasing number of available
genome sequences might lead to the identification of MUB-domain-containing proteins in
other species and other types of mucus-binding domains.
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Abstract
Background
Genomes of gram-positive bacteria encode many putative cell-surface proteins, of which
the majority has no known function. From the rapidly increasing number of available genome
sequences it has become apparent that many cell-surface proteins are conserved, and frequently
encoded in gene clusters or operons, suggesting common functions, and interactions of multiple
components.

Results
A novel gene cluster encoding exclusively cell-surface proteins was identified, which is
conserved in a subgroup of gram-positive bacteria. Each gene cluster generally has one copy
of four new gene families called cscA, cscB, cscC and cscD. Clusters encoding these cell-surface
proteins were found only in complete genomes of Lactobacillus plantarum, Lactobacillus sakei,
Enterococcus faecalis, Listeria innocua, Listeria monocytogenes, Lactococcus lactis ssp lactis and
Bacillus cereus and in incomplete genomes of L. lactis ssp cremoris, Lactobacillus casei, Enterococcus
faecium, Pediococcus pentosaceus, Lactobacillius brevis, Oenococcus oeni, Leuconostoc mesenteroides,
and Bacillus thuringiensis. These genes are neither present in the genomes of streptococci,
staphylococci and clostridia, nor in the Lactobacillus acidophilus group, suggesting a nichespecific distribution, possibly relating to association with plants. All encoded proteins have a
signal peptide for secretion by the Sec-dependent pathway, while some have cell-surface anchors,
novel WxL domains, and putative domains for sugar binding and degradation. Transcriptome
analysis in L. plantarum shows that the cscA-D genes are co-expressed, supporting their operon
organization. Many gene clusters are significantly up-regulated in a glucose-grown, ccpA-mutant
derivative of L. plantarum, suggesting catabolite control. This is supported by the presence of
predicted CRE-sites upstream or inside the up-regulated cscA-D gene clusters.

Conclusion
We propose that the CscA, CscB, CscC and CscD proteins form cell-surface protein complexes
and play a role in carbon source acquisition. Primary occurrence in plant-associated grampositive bacteria suggests a possible role in degradation and utilization of plant oligo- or polysaccharides.

Background
Most Gram-positive bacteria are known to produce a multiplicity of extracellular proteins,
many of which are destined to become attached to the cell surface [1-5]. These surface-exposed
proteins serve to communicate and interact with the environment. Particularly in pathogenic
streptococci, staphylococci and Listeria, they are often of primary importance in bacterial
adhesion, invasion and interaction with host cells [6-8]. Cell-surface proteins are also known
to play an essential role in providing nutrition to the cell through binding, degradation and
uptake of carbon and nitrogen substrates. Many cell-surface proteins have a multi-domain
architecture, and share various structural features including secretion signal peptides, cellanchoring domains or motifs, cell-wall spanning regions, and repeated domains of various
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functions. In some cases, multiple proteins join forces to form large extracellular complexes
that provide both binding and enzymatic functionalities, such as the cellulosomes of anaerobic
bacteria (e.g. Clostridium, Ruminococcus) for degradation of and growth on cellulose, the main
structural component of plant cell walls [9-13].
Even though the function of a variety of extracellular proteins of Gram-positive bacteria has
been characterized experimentally, recent genome sequencing efforts have led to the prediction
of hundreds of encoded extracellular proteins of unknown function. Many of these appear to
belong to conserved homologous families of hypothetical extracellular proteins, suggesting
common functions in different bacterial species. While it is often possible to detect known
cell-anchoring domains in these proteins, such as (i) amino- or carboxy-terminal membranespanning anchors, (ii) peptidoglycan anchors covalently bound through their LPxTG motif
[4,14-18], (iii) amino-terminal lipid-bound anchors [19], and (iv) a variety of domains binding
non-covalently to peptidoglycan, teichoic acids [20] or surface polysaccharides, the main
function(s) of these encoded cell-surface proteins in their interaction with the environment
remains elusive.
Lactobacillus plantarum is a gram-positive bacterium that is encountered in many different
environmental niches, as it is associated with various plants [21-24], it occurs in several food
and feed fermentations [25-28], and it is a natural inhabitant of the gastrointestinal tract of
humans and animals [29,30]. Analysis of the 3.3 Mbp genome sequence of L. plantarum WCFS1
revealed over 200 putative extracellular proteins based on the presence of an N-terminal signal
peptide [31]. The vast majority of these proteins contained at least one of the cell-anchoring
motifs described above. A new C-terminal domain designated WxL was found in 19 proteins
of L. plantarum. More recently, fifteen proteins with a WxL-like domain were identified in the
genome of Lactobacillus sakei 23 K [32], and found to be encoded in gene clusters that potentially
encode a multicomponent complex of unknown function on the bacterial surface. In search
of putative functions for the encoded hypothetical extracellular proteins, and their possible
relation to niche adaptation, we have now discovered that 35 of the cell-surface proteins of L.
plantarum are encoded in nine paralogous gene clusters. Four different types of novel protein
families are represented in these gene clusters. We present bioinformatics and experimental
evidence that the encoded proteins are functionally coupled and possibly form a cell-surface
protein complex that could play a role in sugar metabolism. A genome-wide search revealed
similar gene clusters in a specific subgroup of mainly plant-associated Gram-positive bacteria,
and we therefore postulate a role in degradation of (complex) plant polysaccharides.

Results
Cell-surface clusters in Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1
Analysis of the chromosome indicated that many of the predicted extracellular proteins are
encoded in clusters of 3–6 genes [31]. A closer inspection reveals that nine clusters encode
proteins which can be divided into 4 different classes or families based on amino acid sequence
similarity, domain and motif characteristics (Table 1; Fig. 1; see details in additional files 1,
2). All of the 35 encoded Csc proteins (cell-surface complex) have normal signal peptides for
secretion via the Sec-dependent pathway [33] and processing by the signal peptidase I. Most of
the Csc proteins and their domains are of unknown function since they do not have significant
similarity to proteins of known function (see below for details).
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Table 1. Occurrence of cell-surface clusters and genes in genomes
species
Complete genome sequences
Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1
Lactobacillus sakei 23K
Enterococcus faecalis V583
Lactococcus lactis IL1403
Listeria innocua Clip11262
Listeria monocytogenes EGD-e
Bacillus cereus ZK
Bacillus anthracis A2012 (plasmid)
Incomplete genome sequences
Lactococcus cremoris SK11
Lactobacillus casei ATCC367
Enterococcus faecium DO
Pediococcus pentosaceus TCC25745
Leuconostoc mesenteroides ATCC8293
Oenococcus oeni PSU-1
Bacillus thuringiensis ATCC35646
Lactobacillus brevis ATCC367
Total

clusters

genes#
cscA

cscB

cscC

cscD

9
8
6
3
3
2
1
1

9
10*
7
4*
4
2
1
1*

13
8
17
6
3
2
2
1

8
6*
4
2
3
2
1
1

6
2
5
3
2
1
1
0

5
4
3
2
1
1
1
?

5*
5*
4
2
1
1*
1
0

7
5*
3*
2
1
1
2
1

3
3*
3
1
1
0
1
6

3
3
1
1
1
0
1
0

50

57

74

45

30

# Seven of these csc genes are found outside the gene clusters in complete genomes (details in additional file 1).
* Some genes contain frame shifts, stop codons or truncations (details in additional file 2).

Figure 1 (a color version of this figure can be found on page 141): Csc gene clusters found in Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1. Genes are color-coded according to family: cscA (blue), cscB (yellow), cscC (green), cscD
(red); other genes are not coloured. Positions of encoded WxL1 domains (in CscB) and WxL2 domains (in CscC)
are striped. Predicted CRE sites are indicated by black vertical bars (see also Table 3). Predicted terminators are
indicated by loop symbols.
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The four families can be easily distinguished based on domain composition. The CscA proteins
are all predicted to contain a conserved domain of unknown function (PFAM: DUF916) as well
as a C-terminal transmembrane anchor. CscB and CscC proteins are characterized by a novel
domain of 160–190 residues, which we have termed WxL since it contains two characteristic
conserved sequence motifs containing the WxL signature (Fig. 1)[31]. The CscB proteins are
on average 240 amino acids in size and consist almost entirely of the WxL domain, while the
CscC proteins are much larger with an average size of 800 amino acids and have a variable Nterminus. Since the WxL domains of the CscB and CscC proteins can be distinguished based on
sequence characteristics such as the distance between the conserved WxL residues, they were
considered as two different families (WxL1 for the CscB proteins, WxL2 for the CscC proteins).
Finally, members of the CscD family all have a C-terminal LPxTG-type motif for sortasemediated covalent anchoring to the peptidoglycan layer [4,14], and are uncharacteristically
small for LPxTG-anchored proteins. Figure 2 summarizes the characteristics of the four Csc
family members. The individual families will be discussed in more detail below.

Figure 2 (a color version of this figure can be found on page 141): Schematic summary of the characteristics of Csc families. The summary is based on all proteins found in the genomes listed in Table 1. The size
range refers to the entire proteins. Approximate position and size of domains (DUF916, WxL1, WxL2), identified
by Hidden Markov models, are indicated by stripes. The average sequence identity refers to the entire proteins,
and is particularly low for the CscC proteins, which only have WxL2 domains in common, and for CscD proteins,
which only have the LPxTG anchors in common.

Cell-surface clusters in other bacteria
The NCBI and ERGO genome databases were searched for the presence of Csc family
members and csc-like gene clusters. Clusters encoding these cell-surface proteins were found
in the complete genomes of Lactobacillus plantarum (9 clusters)[31], Lactobacillus sakei (8)[32],
Enterococcus faecalis (6), Listeria innocua (3), Listeria monocytogenes (2), Lactococcus lactis ssp
lactis (3), Bacillus cereus ZK (1), Bacillus cereus 10987 (1, on plasmid) and Bacillus anthracis (1,
on plasmid) (Table 1). The csc clusters were also found in the incomplete genomes of L. lactis
ssp cremoris (5 clusters, of which one cluster on a plasmid), Lactobacillus casei (3), Enterococcus
faecium (3), Pediococcus pentocaseus (2), Oenococcus oeni (1), Leuconostoc mesenteroides (1), and
Bacillus thuringiensis (1). Details of all csc gene clusters and encoded proteins can be found in
additional files 1, 2, 3. In several cases csc genes are still unidentified in incomplete genomes
because the clusters are on small contigs. Each gene cluster generally has one copy each of the
4 new gene families cscA, cscB, cscC and cscD, although some variation is observed. A single
copy of the cscA is always present, while 1–4 different cscB genes occur in the gene clusters.
Although single cscC and cscD genes are usually present, they are missing in a few clusters. All
encoded proteins have a regular signal peptide for secretion by the Sec-dependent pathway.
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Evidence of gene clusters as functional units
There are many indications that these gene clusters are functional units, i.e. that the genes are
transcribed coordinately, and that the encoded gene products function together in a pathway
or protein complex.
Csc genes are nearly exclusively found in these gene clusters, with very few exceptions outside
the clusters. The clusters rarely contain other genes than the csc family members, as based
on the criteria of correct gene orientation, small intergenic distance and absence of predicted
termination sequences. In all csc clusters, the genes are oriented in the same transcriptional
direction and usually have intergenic regions smaller than 100 nucleotides, suggestive of an
operon structure. In general, the csc gene clusters are bounded by terminators on both sides
(Fig. 1). One complete gene cluster (LLX-I) on the L. lactis ssp lactis IL1403 chromosome is
exactly bordered by IS981 elements, and several other clusters are flanked on one side by IS
elements, suggesting that some of these gene clusters have been transferred as a unit. Moreover,
complete csc gene clusters are found on plasmids of L. lactis SK11 [34], B. anthracis and B. cereus
(see additional file 1), suggesting that these genes can be transferred between strains or species
via these mobile genetic elements.
Comparative DNA microarray-based genotyping analysis of 20 strains of Lactobacillus
plantarum revealed considerable variation in the presence/absence of different DNA regions in
individual strains as compared to strain WCFS1 [35]. In general, the csc clusters of L. plantarum
WCFS1 appear to be highly conserved in other strains. However, the entire cluster LPL-IX
(LPL3676-3679) appears to be missing in 3 of the 20 strains analyzed, while the genes flanking
this cluster appear to be present. Again, this suggests that the entire cluster can be excised or
inserted as a functional unit.

Domain and function prediction of Csc proteins
CscA family. The CscA proteins are found to belong to the PF06030 Pfam family (or DUF916,
bacterial proteins of unknown function). In addition to the N-terminal signal peptide, these
proteins all contain a predicted C-terminal trans-membrane helix, which presumably serves to
anchor them in the cell membrane (see full sequence alignment in additional file 6). Each csc
gene cluster generally encodes only a single CscA protein (see additional file 1). The CscA-family
members are fairly uniform in size (320–380 residues), and the large majority are predicted to
be very basic proteins with a pI above 9.0 (see additional file 2).
CscB family. The CscB family members are also fairly uniformly sized (190–280 residues, with
a few exceptions), and typically have an acidic pI of 4–5. These proteins are not yet described
in the Pfam or COG databases. We have defined the C-terminal domain of about 160–190
residues as the “WxL1” domain (Fig. 1; see full sequence alignment in additional file 7) since it
contains two highly conserved sequence motifs Trp-x-Leu. Preceding the first Trp-x-Leu motif
is a highly conserved Asp-x-Arg-Gly sequence. Most family members have a short Pro-rich
region between the signal peptide and the WxL1-domain. The four exceptions are much larger
proteins of L. plantarum (LPL1446, LPL3412) and E. faecalis (EF0405, EF0406) that have the Cterminal WxL1 domain in common; the larger N-terminal parts of these L. plantarum proteins
are similar to each other, but have no known other domains, whereas the two E. faecalis proteins
are also similar to each other and have L-domain-like repeats (see below).
CscC family. The CscC family members are much larger than CscA or CscB proteins, and
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more heterogeneous in size (500–900 residues, with some exceptions). They are multi-domain
proteins, all characterized by a C-terminal domain of about 130–140 residues, defined as
the “WxL2” domain since it is very similar to the WxL1 domain but differs in overall size, in
conserved residues and in the distance between the two WxL motifs (see full alignment of
WxL2 domains in additional file 8). Based on these differences, the WxL1 and WxL2 domains
can be distinguished as different domain variants, which is also supported by Hidden Markov
Models: CscB proteins were recognized by a Hidden Markov model based on the WxL1 domain
without false positive hits in CscC proteins, and vice versa.
In addition, other domains could be identified in some CscC proteins with homology to
different kinds of binding domains, albeit often with weak homology (see additional file 4).
The clearest domain-homologue identified is an N-terminal domain of about 300 residues
with structural similarity to concanavalin A-like lectins/glucanases. This superfamily includes
a diverse range of carbohydrate-binding domains and glycosyl hydrolase enzymes that share
a common structural fold (see Pfam clan CL0004) [36-38]. Lectins and glucanases exhibit
the common property of reversibly binding to specific (complex) carbohydrates. This ConAlike domain was found in ten CscC proteins from six different species, and is characterized
by several conserved aromatic residues, most of which are tryptophans (see full sequence
alignment in additional file 9). Aromatic residues of starch-binding domains have been shown
to be involved in the binding of saccharide rings by stacking with indole and phenyl rings [39].
Various (semi)-conserved Asp and Glu residues are potential metal ion ligands, including an
ExD motif, as also found in glycosyl hydrolases of this superfamily (see Pfam clan CL0004). The
ConA-like domains of CscC proteins show distinct sequence similarity to each other, but much
less to other families of the large concanavalin A-like lectin/glucanase superfamily, suggesting
that they may represent a new subfamily. The best sequence similarity is with leguminous plant
lectins, including the known metal ion binding residues (alignment in additional file 13).
CscD family. The CscD family is not characterized by sequence similarity, but rather by the
presence of both a signal peptide for secretion, and by an LPxTG-type motif for covalent
anchoring to the peptidoglycan matrix. CscD proteins form a very unusual group among the
LPxTG-proteins [14], [40], since they are extremely short (90–140 residues) and have only
40–60 residues between the signal peptide (which is removed by signal peptidase I) and the
LPxTG-anchoring motif (which is cleaved by sortase). This implies that only a short peptide
of that length would become attached to the peptidoglycan. These peptides have very low
sequence homology to each other, and multiple sequence alignment is not informative. We
propose that they play a role in anchoring the other Csc proteins to the cell surface through as
yet unknown interactions.

Cluster evolution
Family tree analysis of the CscA, CscB and CscC proteins (see additional files 10, 11, 12)
suggests first that the clusters have evolved as units without shuffling, as the three trees are
basically the same. Secondly, some cluster duplications are of early origin as they precede several
speciation events. Other cluster duplications are of more recent origin, as cluster members
from the same species are grouped in the same branch, as can be clearly seen in species with
many clusters, i.e. L. plantarum, L. sakei, E. faecalis and L. lactis. Also, the gene order in clusters
of these more recent duplications has changed little, compared to older duplications (see
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additional file 3). Finally, multiple copies of cscB genes in clusters appear to be the most recent
duplications, as they are most similar to members within the same cluster (see additional files
1, 11).

Co-expression and regulation of cluster genes
Several previous transcriptome investigations aimed at elucidation of L. plantarum response
under various stress conditions have indicated that the transcription of specific csc genes is
regulated in response to bile, salt and lactate stress [41,42]. In several cases, the expression of
entire csc gene clusters was observed to change significantly.
In the present study, seven of the nine csc gene clusters of L. plantarum appeared to be
significantly up-regulated as a consequence of a replacement mutation in the ccpA gene
(encoding catabolite control protein A, CcpA) when grown on glucose as the main energy and
carbon source (Table 2; Figure 3). These data strongly suggest that these gene clusters are part
of the catabolite control regulon that is controlled by the central regulator CcpA. To further
substantiate this, a MAST-motif search was performed to identify putative CRE sites, for
binding of CcpA [43,44], within the csc gene clusters and their upstream regions. Putative CRE
sites could be identified for six out of the seven up-regulated csc clusters, generally upstream
of the first gene of the cluster and in three clusters also inside csc genes (Figure 1, Table 3). In
contrast, no significant CRE-like sites could be identified within or upstream of the residual csc
gene clusters, supporting a functional role of the identified CRE-site candidate sequences in
regulation of these clusters.
Taken together these data strongly support the consistent coordinated expression of the
L. plantarum csc clusters, while a putative role for specific subsets of these clusters in stress
survival/adaptation or in carbon source acquisition can be anticipated.
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Table 2: Gene expression data of L. plantarum, growth of ccpA mutant vs wild-type.

cluster

gene

I

LPL1450

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

Csc
family

ccpA mutant / wild-type
product

Ma

P-value

B

extracellular protein

1.00

0.0008

LPL1449

B

extracellular protein

1.22

0.0003

LPL1448

A

cell surface protein precursor

1.24

0.0002

LPL1447

D

cell surface protein precursor

1.36

0.0002

LPL1446

B

extracellular protein

1.20

0.0006

LPL2175

B

extracellular protein

1.35

0.0005

LPL2174

A

cell surface protein precursor

0.79

0.0048

LPL2173

C

extracellular protein

0.71

0.0032

LPL2978

B

extracellular protein

0.08

0.7133

LPL2977

A

cell surface protein precursor

0.90

0.0005

LPL2976

D

cell surface protein precursor

0.59

0.0077

LPL2975

C

extracellular protein

0.37

0.0466

LPL3067

B

extracellular protein

2.00

0.0001

LPL3066

A

cell surface protein precursor

1.85

0.0001

LPL3065

D

cell surface protein precursor

1.49

0.0002

LPL3064

C

extracellular protein

1.51

0.0001

LPL3075

C

cell surface protein (putative)

-0.16

0.0780

LPL3074

D

cell surface protein precursor

0.32

0.0357

LPL3073

B

extracellular protein

0.01

0.0600

LPL3072

A

cell surface protein precursor

-0.68

0.0016

LPL3117

C

cell surface protein (putative)

1.54

0.0002

LPL3116

B

extracellular protein

1.76

0.0002

LPL3115

A

cell surface protein precursor

1.85

0.0000

LPL3414

B

extracellular protein

1.21

0.0006

LPL3413

A

cell surface protein precursor

0.86

0.0079

LPL3412

B

extracellular protein

0.63

0.0056

LPL3454

D

cell surface protein (putative)

0.67

0.0087

LPL3453

B

extracellular protein

0.79

0.0013

LPL3452

B

extracellular protein

1.26

0.0002

LPL3451

A

cell surface protein precursor

1.13

0.0008

LPL3450

C

extracellular protein

1.46

0.0006

LPL3679

B

extracellular protein

-0.17

0.0159

LPL3678

A

cell surface protein precursor

0.12

0.1040

LPL3677

D

cell surface protein precursor

0.49

0.0220

LPL3676

C

extracellular protein

0.70

0.0018

M = 2log of the expression ratio’s, calculated as the average expression level observed in the ccpA mutant divided
by the average expression ratio observed in the wild-type.
a
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Table 3. Putative CRE sites of L. plantarum csc clusters
cluster

gene

position

sequence

E-score

I

LPL1450

starts 66 and 42 bp upstream of gene

n.a.

LPL1449

inside gene

TGATTATCGTTACCA
TGATCACCGCAGGCA
TGTAAGCGTCACCA

LPL1446

inside gene

TGGAACCGCTGGCA

6,80E-06

II

LPL2175

starts 71 bp upstream of gene

TGAAAGCGGAATCA

2,60E-05

III

LPL2977

inside gene

TGATAACGGCATCA

5,00E-06

IV

LPL3067

starts 263 bp upstream of gene

TGTAACCGTTATCC

8,80E-05

LPL3066

inside gene

TGGAACCCTTAACA

6,30E-05

LPL3064

inside gene

TGCAAGCGTATCCA

1,60E-06

starts 62 and 31 bp upstream of gene

TGTGAGCGCTATCA
AGATTACGCTGTCA

7,80E-06
7,80E-05

starts 121 bp upstream of gene

TGGAATCGCTGTCA

1,20E-05

V

none

VI

LPL3117

VII

none

VIII

LPL3454

IX

none

consensus Bacillus

3,60E-05

TGAAAGCGTTTTCA

n.a. = clear palindromes which are possible CRE sites, but score is lowered due to insertion of 1 extra nucleotide

Figure 3 (a color version of this figure can be found on page 141): Example of coordinated gene expression
of csc gene clusters found in Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1. Cluster LPL-I (genes lp1446-lp1450) is shown
with flanking genes. Genes are color-coded according to relative gene expression (measured by transcriptome analysis) in a comparison of the wild-type strain and a ccpA knock-out mutant upon growth on glucose. A sliding color
scheme is used from down regulation (dark green) to up regulation (dark red) of genes in mutant vs wild type. Blue
genes were not measured. Predicted terminators are indicated by loop symbols. Figure were made with the Microbial Genome Viewer [79, 80]
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Discussion
Conserved gene clusters encoding extracellular proteins belonging to four distinct new
families have been found in several gram-positive bacteria. Based on the experimental evidence
and predictions provided above that the CscA, CscpB, CscC and CscD proteins are functionally
coupled, we propose that they form a cell-surface protein complex. Two components are
presumably bound to cell-wall components, i.e. the CscA is membrane-anchored and CscD
is bound to peptidoglycan. The CscB and CscC proteins have novel WxL domains which
could function in binding to CscA/CscD proteins, or to other components of the cell-surface
(peptidoglycan, polysaccharides, teichoic acids, etc). The occurrence of these csc clusters in a
limited number of gram-positive bacteria suggests a niche adaptation. All of the species in
Table 1 are free-living bacteria found in the environment. Several of these bacteria are known
to be associated with plants and plant fermentations, and many are used for making a variety
of fermented products such as sauerkraut, sourdough, olives, silage, soy milk, wine and cheese,
or can be found as contaminants of these products. L. sakei is more often associated to meat
products [32]. It is noteworthy that these gene clusters are neither present in the many
sequenced genomes of (mostly pathogenic) streptococci, staphylococci, and clostridia, nor in
the Lactobacillus acidophilus subgroup of the lactobacilli, which are typical gut bacteria.
Experimental characterization of a Csc family protein has demonstrated its cell-surface
location [45]. A cscB gene product called Cpf (Co/aggregation-Promoting Factor) of Lactobacillus
coryniformis DSM20001T, a species commonly found in agricultural habitats and food products,
was purified and found to mediate coaggregation with and aggregation of other bacterial
species. Cpf could be removed from the surface of Lactobacillus cells by treatment with high
salt (5 M LiCl), and could subsequently be reattached by removal of salt resulting in restoration
of the co/aggregation property. This indicates that CscB proteins are non-covalently bound to
the bacterial cell surface, supporting our hypothesis.
Transcriptomics experiments show that at least six of the csc gene clusters of L. plantarum
are under catabolite repression, as they are up-regulated in a ccpA-knockout strain grown on
glucose, and they contain CRE elements for binding of the global regulator CcpA. This regulatory
clue suggests a functional link of the Csc proteins with sugar metabolism. Furthermore, some
CscC proteins contain ConcanavalinA-like lectin/glucanase domains. ConA-like domains are
often found in proteins involved in cell recognition and adhesion, and lectins and glucanases
are known to reversibly bind to specific complex carbohydrates. Bacterial and fungal glucanases
and xylanases with ConA-like domains can degrade complex polysaccharides like beta-glucans,
kappa-carrageenans, xylans and cellulose [36-38,46]. Hence, the presence of ConA-like domains
in CscC proteins would support a role of the proposed Csc cell-surface protein complex in
binding and/or degradation of complex (plant-derived) oligo- or poly-saccharides. Plant cellwall polysaccharides are an abundant source of carbon and energy for many free-living microorganisms, which exploit such polysaccharides from decaying plant material, i.e. in compost,
soil, and sewage.
It is striking that the genome of Lactobacillus plantarum has the most csc gene clusters. L.
plantarum is frequently found on plants [21,23] and fermented plant material [47], and it is
used in plant fermentations [48,49] and silage [22,24]. On plant surfaces, L. plantarum should
be in close association with other bacteria (or fungi) which are capable of plant polysaccharide
degradation and L. plantarum could make use of the liberated oligosaccharide units. In addition,
or alternatively, L. plantarum could have its own extracellular enzyme systems for breakdown
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of complex polysaccharides, and we hypothesize that the newly described Csc system could be
one of such systems.
Extracellular protein complexes for degradation of complex polysaccharides are already known
in other groups of bacteria, but they are completely different in protein composition from the
putative Csc protein complexes. Some anaerobic bacteria such as Clostridium and Ruminococcus
have an elaborate system called the cellulosome, a large extracellular enzyme complex, to
break down plant cell walls. In clostridia, the components of cellulosomes are encoded in large
gene clusters [50-52], which are coordinately expressed and regulated by catabolite repression
[53]. Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron, found in the distal intestine (colon) of the GI-tract, has an
outer-membrane-associated multi-protein complex called the starch-utilization system (Sus),
consisting of different starch-binding proteins and sugar degradation enzymes encoded in gene
clusters [54-57]. Hence, it is not unlikely that during evolution different extracellular protein
complexes have arisen in subgroups of bacteria, each specific for a particular environmental
niche with its characteristic carbohydrate sources.

Conclusion
We have presented bioinformatics and experimental evidence that the extracellular CscA,
CscB, CscC and CscD proteins are functionally coupled and possibly form a cell-surface protein
complex that could play a role in sugar acquisition. Based on the occurrence of these gene
clusters in many environmental Gram-positive bacteria, we postulate a role in degradation
and utilization of (complex) plant polysaccharides, and possibly other food polysaccharides.
Our hypotheses provide a guide for experimental work in any of these bacteria to investigate
the location and composition of these protein complexes, their polysaccharide specificity and
degradation properties, or the effect of knock-out mutants on the survival of the strain(s)
grown on different substrates.

Methods
Bioinformatics analysis
Sequence information was obtained from the NCBI bacterial genome database [58] and
the ERGO database [59]. The ERGO gene nomenclature was used; conversions to SwissProt
nomenclature, where possible, is provided in additional file 5. Genome context was visualised
in ERGO and with the Artemis viewer [60]. Terminators were determined with TransTerm [61].
Multiple alignments were created using ClustalW [62] and MUSCLE [63]. Signal peptides were
predicted with SignalP [64], and transmembrane helices were detected with TMHMM 2.0 [65].
Conserved sequence patterns and novel domains and motifs were identified with MEME [66]
and MAST [67]. Previously described domains were identified by scanning protein sequences
with Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) from the PFAM [68], SMART [69] and SUPERFAM [70]
databases using the HMMER package. HMMs were compared with HHsearch [71]. Protein
family trees were made with LOFT (Rene van der Heijden, personal communication).
Motifs representing catabolite-responsive elements (CRE) were searched by first constructing
a MEME profile [66] using 22 established CRE-containing sequences from B. subtilis [44]. With
this profile, the program MAST [67] was used to detect CRE sites in the L. plantarum WCFS1
genome.
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Members of the Csc families (see below) were searched for in the NCBI and ERGO databases
using BLASTP and Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), starting with the L. plantarum Csc protein
sequences as seeds, followed by iterative rounds of searches until saturation was reached.
Subsequently, we used gene context to search the neighborhood of identified csc genes to
find additional members of the csc gene clusters. This step involved searching in the encoded
proteins for signal peptides, LPxTG-type anchoring motifs, and domains containing the WxL
motifs (using Hidden Markov Models). In several cases, the correct CDSs were only found after
making corrections for missed ORFs, incorrect start codons, frame shifts, etc (see additional
files 1, 2).

Strains, growth conditions, and transcriptome profiling
L. plantarum strain LM3 [72] is a close relative of the sequenced strain WCFS1 [31,35] and
previous CGH analyses have shown that DNA microarrays based on the genome of strain
WCFS1 can be used for transcriptome profiling in this strain: 92% of the probes on the array
hybridized with LM3 DNA (D. Molenaar, unpublished data; [35]). Strain LM3 appears to
contain all nine csc clusters that were identified in the WCFS1 genome, as concluded from
array-based genotyping efforts [35] The LM3 strain was used in these studies because a ccpAmutant derivative of this strain is available, LM3-2 (ccpA::cat) [72]. Both the parental strain
LM3 and its ccpA derivative LM3-2 were grown in the 0.25 × MRS medium (prepared without
carbon source; [42]) supplemented with 2% glucose. The 1 liter vessel chemostat (Applikon
Dependable Instruments, Schiedam, The Netherlands) was operated with 500 ml working
volume at 37°C, pH 6.0, 125 rpm, and a flow rate of 120 ml h-1 [73]. The aerobic condition was
maintained by sparging the vessel with air at a rate of 29 ml min-1. The culture pH was controlled
automatically by the addition of 0.5 N HCl or 0.5 N NaOH. The cultures were inoculated with
20 ml of an overnight culture and grown as a batch culture until mid-exponential phase, when
continuous feeding of fresh medium was initiated. Samples for RNA extraction were drawn
when steady state was reached, that was assumed to require five residence times.
In order to avoid degradation, conversion and de novo synthesis of mRNA molecules during
sampling of cell culture, we performed a quenching method for collection and centrifugation
of cells [74]. Cell pellet was resuspended in TE buffer and transferred in a chilled 2-ml
microcentrifuge tube containing 1 g of 0.1-mm-diameter zirconium beads (Biospect Products),
0.25 g macaloid (Kronos Titan GmbH, Leverkusen), 50 μl SDS 10% and 500 μl phenol. The cells
were broken by bead-beating [75] at room temperature for 4 times 30 sec, with intermittent
cooling on ice for 3 min. After centrifugation for 10 min at 14,500 × g at 4°C, phenol-chloroform
extraction was performed until the water phase was clear. RNA was precipitated overnight at
20°C with 1 volume isopropanol, pelleted by centrifugation at 14,500 × g, 20 min, at 4°C,
washed once with 70% ethanol and resuspended in appropriate volume of RNase-free MQwater. Contaminating chromosomal DNA was removed by digestion with RNase-free RQ1
DNase (1 U/μl; Promega) for 15 min at 37°C followed by RNA precipitation with 0.3 M Naacetate and two volumes of ethanol. The pellet was resuspended in RNase-free MQ-water and
determination of sample concentration and quality was performed by an A260 and A280 reading
and by agarose gel electrophoresis. RNA preparations were stored at -80°C until used.
RNA samples were labelled according to previously described methods. The labelled RNA
samples were hybridized to previously described, clone-based DNA microarrays that cover
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more than 80 % of the L. plantarum WCFS1 genome, representing 88% of the annotated open
reading frames [35]. Hybridizations and washing of the slides, as well as scanning and primary
data analyses were performed as previously described.

Statistical analysis
Microarrays containing fragments of the L. plantarum WCFS1 genome as probes were used
to measure the expression of genes. The design and production of these arrays as well as the
normalization of spot data was described before [76]. Statistical analysis of the data was
performed using the “limma” package for R [77,78]. Averaging of spot data to obtain generelated data was performed as described before [76]. The eBayes function in the limma package
was applied to obtain a cross-probe variance estimation and false discovery rate corrected pvalues for the whole set of probes. The weighted geometric mean of the false-discovery rate
(FDR) corrected p-values was calculated as an indication of significance, although these means
do not equal FDR corrected p-values anymore for the complete list of genes.

Abbreviations
BLASTP Basic Local Alignment Search Tool for Proteins
CRE Catabolite Responsive Element
HMM Hidden Markov Model
MAST Motif Alignment and Search Tool
MEME Multiple Em for Motif Elicitation
PFAM Protein Family database
SMART Simple Modular Architecture Research Tool
TMHMM TransMembrane Hidden Markov Model
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Scope
This thesis focuses on the molecular mechanisms underlying the interaction of Gram positive
microorganisms with their environment, using genome sequence information as the starting
point. This chapter summarizes the main conclusions that can be drawn from our results and
offers suggestions for future research.

Summary
The genome sequence of L. plantarum WCFS1 reflects the flexibility of this bacterium towards
carbon catabolism, which is illustrated by the capacity to import and use a large variety of carbon
sources. The flexibility and versatility of L. plantarum is illustrated by the high number of sugar
import systems, as well as the discovery of a large collection of surface-anchored proteins. The
relatively high number of proteins predicted to have regulatory functions provides a basis for
the capacity of L. plantarum to effectively adapt to many different environmental conditions.
The in-depth analysis of extracellular proteins encoded by the genome of L. plantarum has
further increased our understanding of the interaction of the bacterium with its environment.
Analysis of the secretome led to an improved annotation for many of the proteins identified
in the original genome analysis, including the identification of 69 proteins predicted to act
as extracellular enzymes and 12 proteins predicted to be involved in the adherence of L.
plantarum to extracellular macromolecules. Comparison of the genome of L. plantarum to that
of Lactobacillus johnsonii also clearly identifies L. plantarum as a flexible microbe. Relative to
L. johnsonii, the bacterium has an elaborate metabolic, regulatory and transport machinery
at its disposal. Comparative genomics analysis has led to insight into the adaptation of L.
plantarum and L. johnsonii to their respective ecological niches, and provides leads for targeted
experimental studies.
The analysis of specific protein families and domains has led to the identification of proteins
likely to play a role in the interaction with the environment of not only L. plantarum but Grampositive bacteria in general. Our study of proteins anchored to the peptidoglycan in a sortasedependent manner yielded a method for the identification of sortase substrates, a class of
proteins of which many members have been shown to be involved in host-microbe interactions,
and describes the species-specific variation in the peptide sequences recognized by sortase
enzymes. Characterization of the putative mucus-binding domain MUB provided us with a list of
proteins likely to play a role in the adherence of bacteria to the mucus layer covering the human
gastro-intestinal tract. We also presented both bioinformatics and experimental evidence that
a set of extracellular proteins encoded in conserved gene clusters are functionally coupled and
possibly form a cell-surface protein complex that could play a role in sugar acquisition. Based
on the occurrence of these gene clusters in many environmental Gram-positive bacteria, we
postulate a role in degradation and utilization of (complex) plant polysaccharides, and possibly
other food polysaccharides.

Future
The effort to improve the functional annotation of the L. plantarum genome will continue for
the foreseeable future at both WCFS and the Bacterial Genomics group of the CMBI. In addition
to being of help in improving protein function prediction, the availability of an ever-increasing
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amount of data on gene expression will facilitate the reconstruction of the regulatory network
of L. plantarum, an effort already well on its way based purely on genome sequence information
(Wels et al., 2006). The in silico reconstruction of the metabolic pathways of L. plantarum (Siezen
et al., 2004), in itself useful in improving functional annotation by pointing out missing enzymes
in otherwise complete metabolic pathways (signifying functions that might have been missed
in the annotation of the genome), offered a starting point for the reconstruction of a metabolic
network. This network will be of great help in improving annotation, the interpretation of
experimental data and modeling of the metabolism of L. plantarum, and ultimately may be
used for the prediction of the dynamics and the flexibility of the system.
The analysis of the predicted secretome of L. plantarum has revealed several novel domains
that would benefit greatly from further study, both on the level of wet-lab experiments and
on the level of bioinformatics analysis. The analysis of the putative mucus-binding domain
MUB and the conserved gene cluster encoding a putative extracellular protein complex both
illustrate the value of the analysis of specific protein families in a wide range of bacterial species.
Experimental studies on the role of lp_1229 and its orthologs (all containing multiple copies
of the MUB domain) on the function of this domain in adherence, as well as on the effects of
sequence variation in the domain, are currently under way at NIZO food research.
The number of genomes of Lactobacillus species available in the public domain is increasing
rapidly. It all started with the complete genome sequence of Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1
in 2003 and at this moment the genomes of ten different Lactobacillus species are available
in the NCBI bacterial genome database, with many more genomes expected to be released in
the coming years. At the 8th LAB symposium, about 30 LAB genomes were discussed in oral
presentations and on posters (Liu et al., 2005). The availability of a multitude of genomes of
Lactobacilli will allow more detailed comparative genomics studies, providing further insights
into the way in which the different species of Lactobacilli and related organisms adapt to their
various environmental niches and the evolutionary mechanisms underlying the process of
adaptation. For example, a comparative secretomics study of on one hand L. johnsonii, L. gasseri
and L. acidophilus and on the other hand L plantarum, L. brevis and Pedicoccus pentosaceus will
identify genes specific to either gut lactobacilli or fermentative-environmental LAB likely to be
involved in the interactions of these two subsets of LAB with their respective environments.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the bioinformatics analysis of the genomes of lactic acid bacteria, both in
the form of improving functional annotation and in the form of comparative genomics, has
improved our understanding of the process of adaptation of these bacteria to their environment.
In addition to suggesting protein functions and providing leads for targeted experimental
elucidation of protein function, the work presented in this thesis can be of great help in the
interpretation of data generated by experimental genomics studies.
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Appendix
Scope
This appendix provides a short historical overview of the annotation of the genome of
Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1, a description of the annotation database PlantDB and a brief
discussion of the path followed as well as the road ahead.

Sequencing and gene prediction
The genome sequence of L. plantarum WCFS1 was determined using a whole genome
sequencing and assembly approach. ORFs where predicted with Glimmer2, providing 3688
putative protein encoding genes. All overlapping ORFs, ORFs predicted to code for proteins
with lengths deviating significantly from the length of similar protein sequences in the
Swissprot or Trembl databases, and the intergenic DNA of neighboring ORFs separated by
more than 250 non protein-encoding nucleotides where inspected manually, leading to a total
of 3214 predicted protein encoding genes in version 1.0 of the L. plantarum annotation. The
number of predicted protein encoding genes of different versions of the annotation can be
found in Table 1. All ORFs in annotation version 1.0 predicted to encode incomplete proteins
because of potential frameshifts were checked for sequencing errors; a total of 53 regions of
the chromosome were resequenced. This led to changes in 34 of these regions: 15 deletions, 27
insertions and 9 substitutions (all of a single nucleotide). After these alterations, no further
changes were made to the sequence of the chromosome.
Table 1: Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1 annotation history. Data on the number of predicted protein-encoding ORFs with no predicted function is not available for versions 1 and 2 because of a lack of consistency in
terminology used in these two versions.
version
1
2
3
4
5
6

release date
December 2001
May 2002
November 2002
July 2003
January 2004
January 2005

Number of ORFs
3214
3052
3009$
3064
3064
3063

ORFs with unknown function*
817$
(27.2%)
820
(26.8%)
782
(25.5%)
721
(23.5%)

*Includes predicted integral membrane proteins and predicted extracellular proteins without a more specific functional annotation.
$
Annotation as submitted to the NCBI. The number of predicted protein encoding ORFs is relatively low because
proteins predicted to be truncated at the C or N-terminus are not included.

Annotation of protein encoding genes
The genome of L plantarum WCFS1 was annotated using a subsystem approach. Examples
of subsystems are replication, amino acid biosynthesis and sugar transport. Rather then
sequentially predicting functions from lp_0001 to lp_3688, annotation of each subsystem was
done by an expert in that particular field, resulting in a more accurate annotation. If for a
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specific subsystem an expert was not readily available, this system was annotated by a single
individual, giving this person the opportunity to become an expert in this particular field. One
of the dangers of such an approach is a lack of consistency in terminology caused by the great
number of people involved; some might use “regulator of transcription”, whilst others prefer
“transcriptional regulator”. This potential problem was tackled by first giving everybody involved
clear instructions on consistent annotation and later by going over all draft annotations with
a small group of curators.
Annotating a genome is a never-ending process. Experimental studies in L. plantarum or
related bacteria and additional computational analysis of the genome keep providing additional
data, allowing us to decrease the number of predicted protein-encoding ORFs for which no
function has been predicted (Table 1) and to fine tune the functional annotation of others.
When sufficient new data was available, annotations were reviewed and updated by a group of
curators and a new version of the annotation was released.

Storing and managing annotation data
Annotation pipelines and databases play an important role in the annotation process. They
provide a place to store annotation data and they offer an overview of information that could
be of help in predicting protein function (such as BLAST hits, signal sequences etc.). The three
most important systems used in the annotation of L. plantarum are (i) Bioscout (by LION
bioscience), a platform offering a wide range of characteristics of predicted ORFs, ranging from
predicted molecular weights to BLAST hits; (ii) Pedant (by BioMax) (Frishman et al., 2001), a
system that in addition to the information offered by BioScout also provides an annotation and
curation interface; and (iii) ERGO (Integrated Genomics) (Overbeek et al., 2003), a database
that adds facilities for comparative genomics studies of a wide range of microbes.
BioScout, Pedant and ERGO all to a greater or lesser extent have features disqualifying them
as sole repositories for L. plantarum annotation data. Most important of these are probably
the ways in which data can be accessed through these systems and the lack of direct access to
the software itself, making it at the very least a time consuming process to adapt the systems
to fit particular needs of people working with the data. For example, the ERGO system runs
at Integrated Genomics, Chicago, USA, and can be accessed solely through the World Wide
Web; this has the advantage of not having to spend time on keeping the database software
and hardware up and running, but at the same time prohibits direct access to the data through
scripts.
Because of these restrictions, the main repository of L. plantarum annotation data has always
been some form of database created and maintained by the people working with the data. In the
very first few moments of its existence, the L. plantarum annotation was stored in Microsoft
Excel tables maintained at NIZO food research. Within a couple of months, data was moved
to Microsoft Access, which provided both an SQL backend and a graphic user interface to view
and curate the data. At a later stage, data were transferred to MySQL DBMS and a Perl API was
added, allowing access to the data through Perl (and, using the PyPerl libraries, through Python)
while guarding database integrity and providing access control. In 2003 the database moved
to the CMBI and the name PlantDB was introduced. Although the underlying structure of the
database was kept, the data could now be accessed either through a web interface implemented
in python or directly from within python scripts. The web interface gives everybody with the
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correct credentials access to the data through a web browser. In addition, it allows users to
both submit comments on specific annotations to the database and to view comments posted
by others. While many small changes to both the database and the web interface have been
made at later dates, this system has been the main repository of L. plantarum annotation data
until the end of 2006.

Related tools and databases
In the course of history, a couple of tools and data sources were developed that could be
accessed through the PlantDB web interface. Although strictly speaking not part of the
database, two of these will be discussed briefly below.
Sequence selector. The L. plantarum sequence selector provides facilities for batch extraction
of both annotation information and raw protein or DNA sequences. It takes as input lists of
coordinates or L. plantarum locus tags and produces either customizable tables (HTML or tab
delimited) or sequence information in fasta format. When provided with locus tags the tool
can provide both annotation information from the most recent version of the L. plantarum
annotation, as well as the comments submitted to the database since the release of this
version. When provided with a list of coordinates, the tool provides DNA sequence, 6-frame
translations and information on predicted protein encoding genes (partly) overlapping with
the regions requested.
LacPlantLit. The database LacPlantLit links L. plantarum locus tags to scientific literature.
Articles relevant to the L. plantarum annotation were added to the database manually; database
fields include scientific procedures, L. plantarum strain, and the WCFS1 locus tags to which a
publication is relevant. The PlantDB web interface provides links to relevant publications in
LacPlantLit; when viewed from the LacPlantLit web interface, each publication provides links
to the relevant L. plantarum locus tags in PlantDB.

Discussion and future prospects
The choice to create an in-house database for managing annotation data has its disadvantages.
PlantDB is less well-documented and less rich in features than many off-the-shelf commercial
or open-source solutions. On the other hand, it has provided us with great flexibility in adapting
and extending the database, making it trivial to link directly to other home-made databases
and tools such as LacPlantLit and to directly include visualization tools like the Microbial
Genome Viewer (Kerkhoven et al., 2004) in the web interface. Features requested by users to
fit a particular question can quickly and with relatively little effort be added to the database.
Specific data extraction interfaces, like the sequence selector and batch annotation retrieval
system, take little time to develop and can easily be adapted to fit demands made by people
they have been created for (in many cases experimental scientists working with L. plantarum
data).
L. plantarum annotation v6, in use since February 2005, will probably be the last version
using PlantDB in its current form. Updating v6 to v7 would require direct manipulation of the
MySQL tables, and implanting many requested functionalities would require major redesign
of the database. Since a lot of changes to annotation v6 have accumulated, the implementation
of a new PlantDB has been scheduled for late 2006 – early 2007. In 2005, two undergraduate
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students from the Information and Communication Academy analyzed the requirements of a
L. plantarum annotation database and designed a new database system. Though the analysis
and design phase of the project was largely completed, they did not have sufficient time to
implement the system, which supports amongst other things the storage and explicit use of
ontologies, and the storage of annotation data not directly linked to a single ORF. Further
details and technical specifications can be found in the reports written by students Bas Donker
and Bas Schinkel (available upon request).
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Samenvatting voor iedereen
Voor de meeste niet-bioinformatici onder jullie is waar ik mij tijdens mijn promotie mee
bezig heb gehouden nooit concreter geworden dan “Iets met computers, biologie en bacteriën”.
In deze samenvatting zal ik proberen iets duidelijker te maken wat dit nu eigenlijk inhoudt.
Ik heb mij voornamelijk bezig gehouden met het bestuderen van melkzuurbacteriën. Deze
bacteriën spelen een rol in voedselbereidingprocessen zoals het maken van kaas en yoghurt.
Daarnaast wordt er van sommige melkzuurbacteriën gedacht dat ze een positieve invloed
hebben op onze gezondheid; denk hierbij aan producten als Yakult en Vivit. De exacte manier
waarop dergelijke positieve effecten bereikt worden is echter verre van duidelijk.
De afgelopen 10 jaar is van een groot aantal bacteriën de genoomsequentie bepaald. Het
genoom van een bacterie wordt gevormd door één of meerdere moleculen DNA. Een DNAmolecuul is een lange keten opgebouwd uit nucleotiden; de volgorde van deze nucleotiden
bepaalt welke eiwitten een bacterie kan maken en onder welke omstandigheden deze
eiwitten door een bacterie gemaakt worden. Eiwitten zijn de machientjes die in een bacterie
biochemische reacties uitvoeren (zoals het afbreken van door de bacterie opgenomen voedsel
en het maken van nieuwe bacteriën). Een stuk genoom dat codeert voor een eiwit wordt een
gen genoemd. Het bestuderen van de genoomsequenties van een specifieke bacterie helpt
ons inzicht te verkrijgen in de processen die ten grondslag liggen aan het functioneren van
deze bacterie, terwijl het vergelijken van twee of meer genomen informatie op kan leveren
over processen die ten grondslag liggen aan de verschillen tussen soorten bacteriën. Zo
zijn bijvoorbeeld eiwitten die door twee bacteriën gedeeld worden verantwoordelijk voor
overeenkomsten tussen de twee bacteriën, terwijl eiwitten die specifiek zijn voor één van de
twee waarschijnlijk een rol spelen bij de verschillen. Een meer specifieke functie van een eiwit
kan in veel gevallen voorspeld worden door het vergelijken van de sequentie van een eiwit
met sequenties van eiwitten waarvan in experimentele studies de functie bepaald is. Bij het
bestuderen van bacteriële genomen ging onze interesse vooral uit naar de eiwitten die direct
betrokken zijn bij de interactie van bacteriën met hun omgeving, en in het bijzonder naar
extracellulaire eiwitten: eiwitten waarvan wij verwachten dat ze na productie in de bacterie
naar de buitenkant van de cel getransporteerd worden.
Hoofdstuk twee van dit proefschrift beschrijft de bepaling en analyse van de genoomsequentie
van de melkzuurbacterie Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1. Wij hebben de de genen
geïdentificeerd die coderen voor eiwitten die er voor zorgen dat L. plantarum een bacterie is
die onder een breed scala aan omstandigheden kan functioneren. Zo identificeerden wij meer
dan 200 extracellulaire eiwitten, waarvan we van het merendeel verwachten dat ze aan de
buitenkant van de cel bevestigd worden. Deze extracellulaire eiwitten worden in hoofdstuk
3 nader beschreven. Wij verbeterden de functievoorspellingen voor deze eiwitten door het
identificeren van bekende domeinen (delen van eiwitten die ook in andere eiwitten aanwezig
zijn en die in wisselende combinaties aangetroffen worden), door het identificeren van mogelijk
nieuwe eiwitdomeinen en door te kijken naar de aan- en afwezigheid van soortgelijke eiwitten
in andere bacteriën. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt het genoom van L. plantarum vergeleken met het
genoom van Lactobacillus johnsonii, een melkzuurbacterie die in vergelijking tot L. plantarum
in een beperktere set omstandigheden kan functioneren. Deze vergelijking leverde inzicht
in de eigenschappen van L. plantarum en L. johnsonii die ten grondslag liggen aan de grote
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verschillen in genoomgrootte en leefomstandigheden van de twee bacteriën en is een eerste
aanzet in de identificatie van genen en eigenschappen die uniek zijn voor melkzuurbacteriën.
In het onderzoek beschreven hoofdstuk 5 keken we niet langer naar complete genomen, maar
bestudeerden we een specifieke groep eiwitten: extracellulaire eiwitten die met een specifiek
type anker aan de buitenkant van de bacteriële cel bevestigd zijn. Het eiwit verantwoordelijk
voor het op deze wijze verankeren van andere eiwitten herkent een specifiek stukje sequentie
in een eiwit en plakt vervolgens via een chemische reactie dit eiwit aan de celwand. Wij
hebben een combinatie van methoden ontwikkeld om deze sequenties te herkennen en
beschrijven soortspecifieke variaties op de generieke sequentie. In hoofdstuk 6 wordt verder
ingezoomd: van specifieke groep eiwitten naar een enkel eiwitdomein. Met behulp van een
domein waarvan aan de hand van experimentele studies is afgeleid dat het betrokken is bij
de hechting van melkzuurbacteriën aan de slijmlaag in het maagdarmkanaal, hebben wij 48
eiwitten geïdentificeerd die waarschijnlijk een soortgelijke functie hebben in een totaal van 9
verschillende soorten melkzuurbacteriën. Gebaseerd op de observatie dat het domein enkel
aanwezig lijkt te zijn in eiwitten van melkzuurbacteriën en dan vooral in melkzuurbacteriën
die voornamelijk in het maagdarmkanaal worden aangetroffen, concludereden wij dat het
domein waarschijnlijk betrokken is bij de interactie van melkzuurbacteriën met hun gastheer.
Hoofdstuk 7 ten slotte beschrijft een geconserveerd gencluster dat codeert voor extracellulaire
eiwitten. Zowel experimentele studies als genoomanalyse suggeren dat de eiwitten gecodeerd
in deze clusters functioneel aan elkaar gekoppeld zijn en dat deze eiwitten wellicht een rol
spelen in suikermetabolisme. Een zoektocht naar dergelijke clusters in alle ons beschikbare
bacteriële genoomsequenties liet zien dat het cluster voornamelijk aanwezig is in bacteriën
die aangetroffen worden op planten, en wij suggereren dat de clusters coderen voor een
eiwitcomplex betrokken bij de afbraak van (complexe) suikers aangetroffen in planten.
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Dankwoord
Tijdens mijn stage bij het CMBI was het al snel duidelijk dat voor mij bioinformatica een paar
grote voordelen had boven experimenteel werk; zo hoeft er minder glaswerk schoongemaakt
te worden, zijn elektronische journaals makkelijker leesbaar te houden dan handgeschreven
varianten en is het herhalen van een in silico experiment een stuk minder bewerkelijk dat het
herhalen van een pipetteer variant. Toen mij een promotieplek aangeboden werd bij het CMBI
heb ik die kans aangegrepen, met als resultaat dit proefschrift. Ik zou graag iedereen willen
bedanken die bijgedragen heeft aan de totstandkoming.
In de eerste plaats Roland, voor de begeleiding van mijn promotietraject, de prettige
samenwerking, het leiden van een onderzoeksgroep waarin ik ruim 4 jaar met plezier gewerkt
heb en de BBQs met bijbehorende tochten door Ede en omstreken. Collega Bamicsers Michiel,
Mark, Robert, Richard P., MiaoMiao en Mengjin, Frank, Bernadet, Christof, Bas, Greer s.c. en
Peter: bedankt voor zowel de discussies op wetenschappelijk gebied als voor de gezelligheid.
Ik heb ook met veel plezier samengewerkt met de studenten die bij Bamics stage liepen. Mark,
Michiel, John, Rik, Maarten, Jakub, Teun en Quinta: dank voor de bijdrage die jullie tijdens jullie
stages geleverd hebben aan het onderzoek waaraan ik werkte. Naast de Bamics groep hebben
vele andere CMBI-ers bijgedragen aan mijn promotie. Ik wil in het bijzonder Wim, Barbara,
Esther en Wilmar bedanken voor de ondersteuning. Joosa Riekkinen en Daniel Skoraszewsky,
zonder jullie zou vooral na 17:30 uur mijn verblijf bij het CMBI niet hetzelfde geweest zijn.
Ook buiten het CMBI hebben te veel mensen om allemaal met naam te noemen bijgedragen aan
een prettige promotietijd. Maaike, Douwe, Carien en de vele anderen te NIZO of WCFS: bedankt
voor prettige samenwerking. Michiel Sr, ik heb jouw bijdragen aan mijn promotieonderzoek
zeer gewaardeerd, zowel om de inhoud als om de manier waarop.
Dank ook aan eenieder die met lopende eetafspraken het aantal keren dat alleen gekookt
moest worden tot een minimum wist te beperken: Oma, Marna en Wim, Max; en natuurlijk
de DnDers John, Marietje, Eveline, Sjoerd, Lennart, Maarten, Ellen en Chris. Hennie, Geertje,
Liedeke, Floor, Tiberius, Juno, Augustus en Merlijn: zonder jullie zou er ongetwijfeld geen
proefschrift geweest zijn. Ten slotte dank aan Marieke en alle anderen die mij bij het afronden
van dit proefschrift moreel hebben bijgestaan.
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Color figures from chapters 2 and 3
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Chapter 2, Figure 1: Genome-atlas
view of the L. plantarum WCFS1 chromosome. The predicted origin of replication is at the top. The outer to inner circles show (i) positive strand ORFs (red);
(ii) negative strand ORFs (blue); (iii) GCskew (green); (iv) G+C content (black); (v)
prophage-related functions (green) and
IS-like elements (purple); and (vi) rDNA
operons (black) and tRNA encoding genes
(red). The GC% and GC skew (C-G)/(C+G)
were calculated in a window of 4,000 nt,
in steps of 75 nt. The G+C percentage was
plotted as the number of G+C nucleotides
in the plus strand divided by the window
size, i.e., (G+C)/4,000; lowest and highest
values are 30.8% and 51.8%. The upper
and lower values of the GC skew were 0.22
and -0.27.

Chapter 2, Figure 2: Nonrandom distribution of genes belonging to specific functional categories in
the L. plantarum chromosome. The outer circle contains all genes encoding proteins involved in sugar transport
(PTS are colored black, other transporters are colored blue), sugar metabolism (green), and biosynthesis and/or
degradation of polysaccharides (red). The inner circle contains all genes predicted to encode secreted proteins;
see also Table 1. Red, signal peptides; green, N-terminal lipoprotein anchor; blue, N-terminal signal anchor sequence.
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Chapter 3, Figure 2: Domain composition of L. plantarum proteins predicted to be associated with the
cell wall through LysM domains. Putative protein functions are listed below the ORF names.

chapter 3, Figure 3: Domain composition of L. plantarum proteins predicted to be involved in the adherence to extracellular macromolecules. Putative protein functions are listed below the ORF names.
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Color figures from chapters 4 and 5
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Chapter 4, Figure 3: Example of a gene cluster conserved between L. johnsonii and L. plantarum. The two
horizontal bars at the top represent the two strands of the L. johnsonii genome; the two at the bottom represent
the two strands of the L. plantarum genome. Horizontal arrows represent CDSs. Red CDSs have an ortholog in the
other genome, blue CDSs do not. The vertical bars connect orthologous genes. All of the genes present in the L.
johnsonii gene cluster are also present in L. plantarum, but many of the genes in L. plantarum are not present in L.
johnsonii. The genes unique to the L. plantarum cluster include genes encoding four cell-envelope proteins, three
proteins of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex, and a putative L-lactate dehydrogenase.

Chapter 4, Figure 5: Pyruvate metabolism in L. johnsonii and L. plantarum. The figure is based on the pyruvate metabolism pathway from the KEGG database (Kanehisa et al., 2002). Open circles represent metabolites; the
square boxes represent enzymes with their EC numbers. The color of a box indicates the presence of gene encoding
that enzyme in L. plantarum (blue), L. johnsonii (yellow), or in both (green). Not shown are enzymes and pathways
that (i) are cytochrome-dependent, (ii) do not occur in bacteria, and (iii) have no known genes.
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Chapter 5, Figure 2: Organism-specific cleavage motifs. The consensus sortase cleavage sites of L. plantarum
(LPQTxE, found in 23 of 27 predicted sortase substrates), L. johnsonii (LPQTG, 12 of 16 substrates), L. monocytogenes (LPxTGD, 33 of 42 substrates) and S. coelicolor (LAxTG, 15 of 17 substrates) are organism-specific variations on the generic LPxTG consensus. The overall height of each stack indicates the sequence conservation at
that position (measured in bits), whereas the height of symbols within the stack reflects the relative frequency of
the corresponding amino acid at that position. The Weblogo software (11) was used to visualize the motifs.
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Color figures from chapters 6 and 7
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Chapter 6, Figure 1: Domain architecture of proteins
with three or more MUB domains. An asterix indicates
a species for which the complete genome sequence is available. The different domains and other sequence features are
explained in detail in de main text.

Chapter 6, Figure 2: Multiple alignment of the N-terminal part of selected MUB domains. Blue arrows
indicate predicted beta strands, the red cylinder a predicted alpha helix. The dashed vertical line indicates the
end of the N-terminal part of the domain. The alignment was visualized with ClustalX using the default coloring
scheme (Thompson et al., 1997).
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Chapter 7, Figure 1: Csc gene clusters found in Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1. Genes are color-coded
according to family: cscA (blue), cscB (yellow), cscC (green), cscD (red); other genes are not coloured. Positions of
encoded WxL1 domains (in CscB) and WxL2 domains (in CscC) are striped. Predicted CRE sites are indicated by
black vertical bars (see also Table 3). Predicted terminators are indicated by loop symbols.
Chapter 7, Figure 2: Schematic summary of the characteristics of Csc
families. The summary is based on all
proteins found in the genomes listed in
Table 1. The size range refers to the entire proteins. Approximate position and
size of domains (DUF916, WxL1, WxL2),
identified by Hidden Markov models, are
indicated by stripes. The average sequence
identity refers to the entire proteins, and
is particularly low for the CscC proteins,
which only have WxL2 domains in common, and for CscD proteins, which only
have the LPxTG anchors in common.

Chapter 7, Figure 3: Example of coordinated gene expression of csc gene clusters found in Lactobacillus
plantarum WCFS1. Cluster LPL-I (genes lp1446-lp1450) is shown with flanking genes. Genes are color-coded according to relative gene expression (measured by transcriptome analysis) in a comparison of the wild-type strain and
a ccpA knock-out mutant upon growth on glucose. A sliding color scheme is used from down regulation (dark green)
to up regulation (dark red) of genes in mutant vs wild type. Blue genes were not measured. Predicted terminators are
indicated by loop symbols. Figure were made with the Microbial Genome Viewer [79, 80]
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